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Abstract
Social media platforms are created and exploited for various activities carried out individually
or collaboratively and relying on different resources and tools. Social media platforms are
inherently contextual; the context being deﬁned as a speciﬁc activity carried out for a speciﬁc
purpose with speciﬁc tools and resources, as well as with speciﬁc people. These contexts may
be spread over different platforms. Thus, users need to collaborate across various platforms,
they need to move their environments and data from one platform to another. Every task a
person accomplishes has its own speciﬁcs. Hence, there is a strong need for users to be able
to personalize (shape) their environments to suit their speciﬁc needs: by changing a set of
tools, adding and removing resources, by adapting the graphical and functional parts of their
platforms, and sharing resources with others.
This thesis investigates the challenges of contextualization, portability and personalization
within social media platforms through the following research questions. How can we model a
user context in a social media platform? How can we enable portability: i.e., to access the same
user’s environment from different social media platforms and to migrate an environment from
one platform to another? How can we enable the easy personalization of user’s contexts?
In the ﬁrst part of the thesis, we formally deﬁne the space concept, that materializes the user’s
context and represents an environment constructed by the user. We propose an OpenSocial
space extension that introduces the space concept into OpenSocial speciﬁcation in the form
of Space model and APIs. In addition, we propose a way to build contextual widgets capable
of adapting to the user’s context.
In the second part of the thesis, we propose the notion of collaborative portable space con-
ﬁguration relying on the space conﬁguration language. We demonstrate how portability of
spaces can be achieved with OpenSocial. This includes the classiﬁcation of various migration
methods and scenarios of space portability. In addition, we propose a concept of portable
platform interfaces.
In the third part of the thesis, we deﬁne plasticity as a measure of a platform ability to be
shaped according to users’ needs. To address plasticity, we propose the functional skin
concept for personalization of graphical and functional interfaces. In addition, we propose
cloud aggregation and sharing mechanisms.
Keywords: widget, space, personalization, context, portability, plasticity, opensocial, social
media platform, interoperability, migration, collaboration, functional skin
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Résumé
Les médias sociaux sont créés et utilisés pour des activités variées menées individuellement
ou de manière collaborative et exploitent différents outils et ressources. Les médias sociaux
sont intrinsèquement contextuels; le contexte étant déﬁni comme une activité spéciﬁque
menée dans un but particulier avec des ressources et des outils choisis, ainsi qu’avec des
personnes sélectionnées. Ces contextes peuvent être répartis sur différentes plates-formes
que les utilisateurs doivent exploiter conjointement ou entre lesquelles ils doivent échanger
leurs données pour collaborer selon leurs besoins spéciﬁques. Chaque tâche qu’une personne
accomplit est unique. Il est donc essentiel pour les utilisateurs de pouvoir personnaliser les
espaces qu’ils exploitent dans les médias sociaux en fonction de leurs besoins spéciﬁques;
non seulement en y ajoutant ou supprimant des ressources et en les partageant, mais aussi en
modiﬁant la palette des outils disponibles et en adaptant la visualisation ou les fonctionnalités
de l’interface.
Cette thèse explore les challenges liés à la contextualisation, à la portabilité et à la personnali-
sation des médias réseaux en considérant les questions de recherche suivantes: Comment
peut-on modéliser un contexte utilisateur dans les médias sociaux? Comment peut-on fa-
voriser la portabilité: c’est-à-dire comment permettre l’accès à un même espace partagé
depuis différents médias sociaux ou comment permettre le transfert d’un espace d’un mé-
dia social à un autre? Comment peut-on permettre une personnalisation aisée d’un espace
partagé?
Dans la première partie de la thèse, le concept d’espace matérialisant un contexte utilisateur
et représentant un environnent personnel est formellement déﬁni. Ensuite, une extension
du standard OpenSocial est proposée pour permettre la mise en ouvre du concept d’espace
au moyen d’une spéciﬁcation et d’une API (interface de programmation applicative). Finale-
ment, une manière de construire des applications Web contextuelles comme outils utilisateur
s’adaptant au contexte est proposée.
Dans la deuxième partie de la thèse, la notion de conﬁguration d’espaces collaboratifs modu-
lables basée sur un langage dédié est introduite. La manière de transférer des espaces partagés
grâce à OpenSocial est démontrée. Ceci comprend la classiﬁcation de différentes méthodes
de migration et des scénarii de transfert d’espaces. De plus, le concept d’interface portable
indépendante des plates-formes est proposé.
ix
Résumé
Dans la troisième partie de la thèse, la plasticité en tant que mesure de la capacité d’une
plate-forme à être personnalisée en fonction des besoins utilisateurs est déﬁnie. Ensuite,
le concept d’enveloppe de personnalisation graphique et fonctionnelle des interfaces est
proposé. Enﬁn, des solutions simples d’aggrégation de ressources distribuées en nuage et des
mécanismes ouverts de partage trans-organisationnels sont développés.
Mots-clés: widget, espace, personnalisation, contexte, portabilité, plasticité, interopérabilité,
opensocial, médias sociaux, migration, collaboration, interface fonctionnelle
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• (Web) widget - a small application that can be installed and executed within a Web page
by an end user (the other names - Tool, (Web) App, (W3C) Widget, OpenSocial Gadget)
• Widget preferences - the settings used to initialize and deploy the hosted widgets
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resources, tools and other subspaces.
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LinkedIn, YouTube, BBC News, etc.) supporting interaction among users.
• (Web) platform interface - an application that implements the user interface of a Web
platform.
• (Widget) container - a client-side execution environment that contains one or several
widgets and manages their layout and representation within a page, such as navigation
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• Widget engine - the computer program responsible to process the widget code and
render a widget on a page. Additionally, it manages the interaction of widgets with the
Web platform.
• (Web) Mashup - a Web page, or Web application, that uses and combines data, presen-
tation or functionality from two or more sources to create new services.
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1 Introduction
This thesis deals with personal and contextual interaction in Web platforms. By Web platform,
we mean a platform that enables and supports social interaction among users. Users can
exploit such platforms referred to hereafter indistinctly as Web or social media platforms
to support various activities related to different contexts. In each context, users can exploit
resources (content) and tools required to achieve a speciﬁc objective. The user’s context
is modeled as a space: an abstract concept aggregating people, resources, tools and other
subspaces relevant for a speciﬁc activity. A space represents a contextual unit in a Web or
social media platform. Users can switch between contexts, exchange and share contexts with
other people, move a context from one platform to another, personalize the context according
to their wishes, etc. This thesis addresses the questions of the portability and the plasticity
of contextual spaces. We deﬁne plasticity as a measure of a social media platform ability to
be customized by users. We deﬁne portability as the ability of a social media platform to
exchange spaces with other platforms. In this thesis, a tool is represented by a Web widget: a
small application created with HTML, CSS and JavaScript that can be installed and executed
within a Web page by an end user. Most of the thesis investigations rely on the OpenSocial
speciﬁcation1 - one of the standards available for Web widgets.
While the investigations carried out in this thesis deal with learning environments, most of the
results can be applied to any social media platform exploited for knowledge management or
learning purposes. To familiarize the reader with the domain of learning environments, the
ﬁrst chapter introduces Web-based learning platforms: Learning Management Systems (LMSs)
and Personal Learning Environments (PLEs), and depicts their places in the existing ecosystem
of learning-oriented tools. Widgets are often used to personalize Web-based platforms and
represent the key concept of this thesis. We introduce the widget concept, the architecture on
which widgets are run, and the related concepts. Then we discuss the state of the art in PLE
research and depict an anatomy of a PLE by showing the features, dimensions and principles
used to describe PLEs. At the end of the chapter, we summarize the existing challenges and
research questions related to the personal and contextual spaces in social media platforms,
list our related contributions, and present the used validation approaches.
1http://docs.opensocial.org/display/OSD/Specs
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1.1 Web-Based Learning Platforms
Learning Management Systems and Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs) have existed for
more than a decade and have received a great acceptance within educational institutions and
industry where they are used for corporate training. Their main characteristics include:
• Manage users, roles, courses, instructors, facilities, and generate reports
• Course calendar
• Learning path
• Student messaging and notiﬁcations
• Assessment and testing handling before and after testing
• Display scores and transcripts
• Grading of coursework and roster processing, including wait listing
• Web-based or blended course delivery
In short, they provide a good basis to support courses, where the teacher is in charge of a
course and deﬁnes its program, the resources to be used and the evaluation techniques to
quantify the students’ progress. In LMSs, students act as information consumers: they attend
courses, work on provided materials, accomplish assignments, get evaluated and examined.
VLEs and LMSs are very similar, but carry an important difference: VLEs target the education
and represent a place where learning occurs through the discussions and collaboration as
pedagogical principles dictate. On the other hand, LMSs target the hosting of learning objects
and can be merely used for training rather than education. Despite this difference, LMSs and
VLEs both target learning and are often very similar, thus we will be referring to both as simply
LMSs.
One of the main critics of LMSs comes from the lifelong learning perspective. First, LMSs
are not ﬂexible enough to be personalized by learners themselves, they impose a speciﬁc
learning process and an environment on students (Wilson et al. [2007]); and, second, they are
disconnected from the Internet cloud of information (Severance et al. [2008]). Wilson et al.
[2007] provide a detailed analysis of VLE limitations and divide the limitations into 6 main
categories.
• Focus on Integration of Tools and Data within a Course Context. Every course is an
isolated unit within an LMS. The tools and needed content are added to the course by a
teacher, however there is no connection to other courses in the system or to external
knowledge repositories. Since pieces of knowledge and data are often distributed in
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space and are highly interconnected, the modular approach limits the explorative nature
of learning by cutting out the connections to the sources of information related to the
course.
• Asymmetric Relationships. In current LMSs, a teacher normally provides knowledge
and learners consume it. Lifelong learning expects students to be active, creative and to
take control of their learning process. However, because of the asymmetry they acquire
a passive role of consumers.
• Homogeneous Experience of Context. LMSs provide for everybody within a course
context the same content, the same material organization, and the same tools. The
problem is that lifelong learning aims to support learners with their personal needs and
priorities and to provide individualized experiences for learning.
• Use of Open E-learning Standards. SCORM, IMS and other e-learning speciﬁcations
are adopted by LMSs. However, widespread open standards (RSS, for example) did not
ﬁnd a niche within LMSs. The problem is mainly caused by the closed nature of LMSs
that discourages open sharing of content.
• Access Control and Rights Management. Another general limitation of LMSs is the
access restriction to course participants. Once more, it is against the lifelong learning
nature, that attempts to support learning process both at workplace and at home as
well as across organizations. Generally, LMS content is not publicly shared and once
people leave an organization they loose their access rights and can not even take their
accumulated content with them.
• Organizational Scope. The interaction with an institutional LMS requires a learner to
be somehow afﬁliated with this organization. This discourages cross-organizational and
informal learning that are at the core of lifelong learning.
LMSs isolation from new technologies such as Open Educational Resources, Web 2.0, mobile
learning, and their focus on formal learning represents another limitation. According to
Forment et al. [2009], this “could create a big gap between teachers and learners, leading
to a scenario where students might feel that they can learn better in their own way, using
Open Educational Resources, Web 2.0 technologies and other sources of information”. Already
now, many teachers who are looking for innovative ways for teaching, go beyond LMSs and
use technologies and applications not existing in their LMSs as well as innovative teaching
approaches. The educational courses are moving to the open Web. One fascinating example
of informal learning is the thenewboston2. This innovator, while studying programming
languages, “began to realize that most of the books seemed to lack excitement. The material
was useful, but they were far from entertaining”. Thus, he started to record the educational
videos helping people to learn programming technologies in an entertaining manner. The
2http://thenewboston.org/about.php
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popularity exploded. With the tutorials and videos as “a gateway to a higher education,
for free” and the quality that “surpass the quality of even the top colleges and universities
around the world”, his channel on YouTube contains after 5 years (in January 2013) almost
3000 videos covering all major programming languages (Java, C/CPP, Objective-C, JavaScript,
Ruby, Python, PHP, etc.), many development technologies (HTML5, CSS, MySQL, iPhone,
Android, Adobe, 3Ds Max, etc.) . It has almost 350 thousand subscribers and more than 100
millions views. The viewers often comment that the quality of the material explanations and
the understandability goes well beyond the courses on these topics that they get from their
professors. The thenewboston does not stop here: more and more new videos are being
introduced (including courses on Physics, Math, Algebra, Biology, etc.) and the team of people
producing these videos is growing. As Forment et al. [2009] point out, “learning does not
happen in the institution management of learning, it happens among students and teachers
using whatever technology and resources they ﬁnd and use in their learning”, and LMSs should
support them in doing so.
LMSs lack ﬂexible adaptations to learners’ needs, openness and interconnections with the rest
of the world. The recent trend to alleviate the problem is to provide learners with more ﬂexi-
bility and personalization in their learning environments and enable institution-to-institution
and institution-to-cloud data ﬂow, which pushes forward the paradigm shift from closed
and monolithic LMSs towards open and ﬂexible PLEs. As Van Harmelen [2008] states “there
is a shared understanding that the educational approach driving the development of Per-
sonal Learning Environments is one of learner empowerment and facilitation of the efforts of
self-directed learners, also called autonomous or independent learners”.
Several deﬁnitions of a PLE can be found in the literature. One of the early deﬁnitions was
given by Mark van Harmelen [2006]:
"Personal Learning Environments are systems that help learners take control of
and manage their own learning. This includes providing support for learners to
• set their own learning goals
• manage their learning; managing both content and process
• communicate with others in the process of learning
and thereby achieve learning goals. A PLE may be composed of one or more
subsystems: As such it may be a desktop application, or composed of one or more
Web-based services."
PLEs represent effective and efﬁcient learning environments that learners construct and shape
during their learning process. This involves ﬁnding and aggregating a set of tools that bring
together learners and content artefacts in the context of learning activities to support learners
in constructing and processing information and knowledge. More speciﬁcally, when looking
at personally arranged learning environments, that is, an individual’s selection of tightly- and
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loosely-coupled tools, close and distant contacts, both created and consumed objects, used
for and in main (as well as side) activities, we speak of a personal learning environment (Wild
et al. [2008]).
A learning environment that learners construct is conceptually different from a platform or a
technology that is used during the construction process. Thus, a PLE should not be seen as
a category of software or a speciﬁc Web platform. To avoid further confusion, we refer to a
Web platform where users are able to create their personal learning environments as a PLE
aggregator.
The fuzziness of PLE deﬁnitions infer a huge variety of possible interpretations and im-
plementations: in the early work on PLEs, Van Harmelen [2006] provided the dimensions
that characterize the possible PLE aggregators. For example, the dimensions can be heavy-
weight/light-weight platform, server/peer-to-peer based, non-collaborative/collaborative,
ﬁxed/personalizable, etc. The author also discusses three PLE aggregators and how they
map to the suggested dimensions. Since 2006 various systems were created to enable PLE
functionality (Gillet et al. [2008], Van Harmelen [2008], Moedritscher et al. [2008], Laga et al.
[2009], Yanagida et al. [2009], Reinhardt et al. [2011], Bogdanov et al. [2012a,c]).
PLEs should not be seen as a replacement for LMSs but rather as a complementary technol-
ogy (Henri et al. [2008], Moccozet et al. [2011], Bogdanov et al. [2012c]). When PLEs target
self-regulated and life-long learning, LMSs target the teacher-oriented and course-centric
education. People through their educational career progress from pupils and students, that
require teachers to guide them through their learning process, into adults capable of managing
their own learning. An LMS is a helpful tool to support people at their early educational stage
(Forment et al. [2009]). However, they fail to help at the later educational stages where the
teacher’s role becomes less important, and this is where PLEs are expected to take over. LMSs
are "ﬁxing" their limitations by opening themselves to the outside world and adding ﬂexibility.
As examples, we can list the recent Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) trend that is
becoming popular among universities and Learning Tools Interoperability (LTI) standard that
allows the integration of external tools into LMSs. PLE research is in its infancy and its main
goals are to support people who are mature enough to learn by themselves and to teach people
how to learn in a self-regulated manner to enable the early shift from learn with a teacher to
learn on your own paradigms. This thesis looks at the technologies enabling the creation of
PLEs and/or the enrichment of LMSs.
1.2 Introduction to Widgets
The software components hosted in a PLE aggregator (sometimes named as Web apps, plugins,
portlets, gadgets or widgets) are referred to hereafter simply as widgets or Web widgets. A Web
widget is a small application that can be installed and executed within a Web page by an end
user. Widget code is typically written with HTML, CSS and JavaScript.
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Figure 1.1: Widget architecture
The widget architecture is depicted in Fig. 1.1. A Web platform is a generic Web site such as
Facebook, LinkedIn, YouTube, BBC News, etc. A widget container is a client-side execution
environment that contains one or several widgets andmanages their layout and representation
within a page, such as navigation between the widgets, widget addition/removal, etc. A Web
platform might (or might not) contain one or several widget containers. A widget engine is
responsible for processing the widget code and rendering a widget on a page. In addition, it
manages widget interaction with its Web platform. A platform interface is an application that
implements the client-side interface of a Web platform.
The settings used to initialize and deploy the hosted widgets are referred to as widget prefer-
ences. For example, the units used to measure a distance can be implemented as a widget
preference, where widget users can specify if they want to use the metric system (km) or the
imperial system (miles). According to the standards, widget preferences are deﬁned in the
widget code and can have default values that the widget author speciﬁes. Once widget code
is run by the widget engine, the actual values of the widget preferences that the user sets are
propagated into the Web platform.
PLE aggregators may provide a way to organize sets of widgets, which can form a learning
context. We refer to such sets of widgets as widget bundles. We deﬁne a space conﬁguration
as a conﬁguration ﬁle that is an extension to widget bundles (Fig 1.2). Note, that the space
conﬁguration concept is different from the space concept as deﬁned in Section 2.2.3. Similarly
to widget bundles a space conﬁguration references several widgets, however, in addition, it
incorporates the preference values for every widget. If the changes are made to the widget
preferences, the space conﬁguration is updated accordingly. The space conﬁguration ﬁle
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can be stored locally in the Web platform or shared by several Web platforms via a dedicated
conﬁguration service.
Figure 1.2: Space conﬁguration architecture
Several widget standards exist, for example, OpenSocial widget speciﬁcation3 and W3C wid-
gets4. W3C widget standard requires a package of all widget code and additional ﬁles packed
in a special archive with wgt extension. This way widget code can be ported and uploaded to
different widget engines. OpenSocial speciﬁcation works differently: an OpenSocial widget is
implemented as an XML ﬁle that is located somewhere in the Web and has its own URL. The
URL has to be given to a widget engine, that downloads the code, parses it and builds a widget.
In both cases, widgets require a widget engine that runs them on users’ pages. There are two
popular open-source widget engines for each widget standard mentioned above. First, Apache
Wookie5 is the open-source Java implementation of an engine for W3C widgets. OpenSocial
widgets are rendered by the Java-based Apache Shindig engine6.
In addition to being a widget standard, OpenSocial provides a speciﬁcation for retrieving social
data by a widget from its Web platform. It standardizes the structure of the API end-points and
the structure of returned data, which enriches widget functionality and possible scenarios of
widget usage.
From now on we leave out the preﬁxes Web or widget and refer simply to platforms, widgets,
containers, engines, etc.
3http://docs.opensocial.org/display/OSD/Specs
4http://www.w3.org/2008/webapps/wiki/WidgetSpecs
5http://incubator.apache.org/wookie
6http://shindig.apache.org
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1.3 Anatomy of a PLE
1.3.1 PLE Features
Even though there is no ﬁxed deﬁnition of what a PLE should be, a common understanding of
PLE features is emerging.
Henri et al. [2008] stress the blending of individual and collective learning and claim that PLEs
should allow learners to take ownership of their learning and to control their activities.
Dabbagh and Kitsantas [2012] point out the constantly increasing usage of social media
tools for coursework by students. The authors introduce a framework for using social media
to support Self-Regulated Learning (SRL) in PLEs with three levels: i) personal information
management, ii) social interaction and collaboration, and iii) information aggregation and
management. Additionally, PLEs allow users to take control of their own learning by giving
them a choice of tools and resources to create and manage their learning content for effective
and efﬁcient learning (Rubin [2010], McGloughlin and Lee [2010]).
Li et al. [2010] also stress the paradigm shift from the top-down approach where it is “tutors
who construct the learning environment and lead the learning process” to “the bottom-up
learning paradigm [that] allows students to take responsibility of their own learning experi-
ence”.
The Northern Ireland Integrated Managed Learning Environment (NIIMLE) project7 highlights
the need for portable courses (Kearney et al. [2005]). Students have to be able to access data
from everywhere and to reﬂect on and update their skills and competences. Even though it is
not a direct requirement of PLEs, it shows the direction where LMSs are headed in opening
themselves to the outside world and supporting SRL.
Participatory design activities carried out within the European Palette project8 showed the
need to “aim at sustaining collaboration, supporting tacit and explicit knowledge management
and enhancing individual and organizational learning in communities of practice (CoPs)” -
Rekik et al. [2007], Gillet et al. [2008], El Helou et al. [2008].
SRL is at the center of the Responsive Open Learning Environment (ROLE)9 EU-funded project
that decided to use widgets as a base to construct PLEs for users (Renzel et al. [2010]). In
the project, widgets are combined into collections called widget bundles and can be used by
learners in a grid layout similar to iGoogle.
Within the Go-Lab European project10 that started at the end of 2012 widgets are aggregated
into inquiry learning spaces to be used by teachers and their pupils for remote labs.
7http://www.niimle.ac.uk/home.htm
8http://palette.ercim.org
9http://www.role-project.eu
10http://www.go-lab-project.eu
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In the light of their ﬁndings regarding current usage of Information and Communications
Technology (ICT) by the Geneva University students, Moccozet et al. [2011] established the list
of technical requirements and features needed for a smooth integration of a PLE aggregator as
a complement to the LMS of the universities that are part of the SWITCH11 PLE project. These
requirements can be summarized as follows. The PLE aggregator to be used among SWITCH
partners should:
• allow the aggregation of local and institutional resources in addition to cloud resources
and across the different partner universities catalogs;
• foster collaborative work centered on a user (teamwork) rather than on courses;
• allow the system to be easily extended with relevant tools, for instance, in a plug and
play fashion (as with widgets or browser plugins);
• offer a solid and versatile ePortfolio solution. ePortfolio is indeed meant to provide a
continuum between formal and informal environments that allow students to manage
their content and provide a showcase of their proﬁciencies and learning outcomes while
ensuring the interoperability and data mobility from one system to another (e.g., when
changing a school or an institution).
• integrate a dashboard-like feature for better dealing with different tools and platforms.
The PLE solution sought by SWITCH PLE partners should, therefore, facilitate seamless inter-
actions between institutional and non-institutional resources and activities from the students’
point of view.
We propose to classify the requirements discussed in this section into the following PLE
features: (1) learner empowerment, (2) collaboration with others, (3) aggregation and man-
agement of learning resources, (4) aggregation andmanagement of learning tools, (5) ubiq-
uitous access to learning resources and tools, and (6) reﬂection and learning process man-
agement.
1.3.2 Six Dimensions to Analyse PLE Aggregators
In Sire, Bogdanov et al. [2010] we propose six PLE dimensions with corresponding imple-
mentation features as a framework to analyse the technical requirements to Web platforms
that enable users to construct their PLEs. In this thesis, we further extend and improve the
proposed six qualitative dimensions used to analyze the main requirements to the PLE aggre-
gator into Aggregation, Communication, Synchronization, Organization, Recommendation,
and Conﬁguration dimensions. Every dimension addresses PLE features from Section 1.3.1
and scenarios that can be accomplished in a PLE. The Aggregation dimension addresses the
11http://www.switch.ch
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visual integration of learning tools (features 1 and 4, Section 1.3.1). The Communication
dimension supports the data exchange between learning tools (features 3-5, Section 1.3.1).
The Synchronization and the Organization dimensions address the collaborative aspect of
PLEs (features 1-2, Section 1.3.1). The Recommendation dimension measures the support
for learning process management (features 1 and 6, Section 1.3.1). Finally, the Conﬁguration
dimension targets the ﬂexibility in accessing learning materials from different Web platforms
(features 1 and 5, Section 1.3.1). We believe that each dimension addresses an important
aspect of PLE aggregators.
These 6 PLE dimensions can be used to make decisions on choosing a platform that better
serves as a PLE aggregator today as well as to identify the trends and areas where further
investigation is needed to pave the way for future PLE aggregators. We do not compare the
platforms by the presence or the absence of a speciﬁc PLE feature but rather the lower level
technical requirements to the Web platform where the feature can be supported. Though
the proposed approach can also be used for desktop applications and mobile platforms, we
focus here on Web platforms and Web PLE aggregators. More speciﬁcally, we focus on Web
platforms that have support for hosting widgets.
Figure 1.3: Six PLE dimensions
Fig. 1.3 shows these dimensions graphically in what could be an abstract view of a generic
PLE aggregator. In this diagram we have made explicit that a PLE construction process is
an aggregation of several features, as it allows one to build a learning environment to ﬁt
users’ needs rather than force them to be satisﬁed by what is given. For instance, in a PLE
aggregator with social integration, a part of the user interface is dedicated to inviting friends
and accepting invitations. Similarly, in a personal widget dashboard a part of the user interface
is dedicated to browsing widgets and placing new widgets on a grid on the screen.
We should note that these dimensions are not all necessary to build a PLE. For instance, users
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that would select a Netvibes12 personalized homepage as their PLE aggregator would more
or less only use the Aggregation dimension. It is even conceivable that somebody uses a
PLE aggregator with none of these dimensions. This is the case for users that select a simple
blogging tool such as Wordpress13 to self-reﬂect on their learning processes by writing text
snippets (without plugins and comments, otherwise, there would be some elements of the
Aggregation and Organization dimensions).
However, to improve and enrich the user experience, the future PLE aggregators should
support several of these dimensions (Section 4.4). The combination of several dimensions
will allow learners to design more powerful PLEs, such as for instance collaborative PLEs by
including elements of the Aggregation, Synchronization and Organization dimensions. But it
will also make PLE aggregators more reliable. For instance, the Communication dimension will
make data more portable to avoid data lock in. Moreover, the Conﬁguration dimension will
allow users to switch to another PLE aggregator of their choice (even desktop or mobile) with
minimal migration issues. Finally, the feature of being able to collaborate across different PLE
aggregators will allow users to stay in touch even when their teammates use other platforms.
Table 1.1 summarizes the six dimensions to be used when measuring the PLE support of
Web platforms. The deﬁnitions of the dimensions are made to both capture as many rele-
vant features as possible as well as to make them independent, implying that Web platforms
can support any combination of them. Each dimension is further divided into four features.
Each feature represents one of the techniques or approaches used nowadays in various Web
platforms that addresses the dimension. The number of features of a dimension that a Web
platform supports deﬁnes its score in this dimension. It is true that for some dimensions
it is possible to ﬁnd more than four features, however it was decided to take the four most
important ones to ease platform comparison. It might be reﬁned to a more ﬂexible scheme if
needed. The dimension features were chosen based on the investigation of existing technical
standards that address a particular dimension. We provide next a brief overview of the pro-
posed dimensions to set a background for the further discussion. The full analysis of every
feature, the detailed description of the dimensions and the comparison of 9 different platforms
by assessing which features they support in each dimension are provided in Sire, Bogdanov et
al. [2010] and in Section 4.4.
• Aggregation Dimension. In PLE scenarios users pick up different tools at different
stages of their learning process. This is a constantly changing environment: new tools
are added, some tools become obsolete. Many Web platforms allow multiple distinct
software components to exist side by side. Examples range from simple pasting of HTML
snippets inside blog posts to advanced standard-based widget containers or even Web
desktops that come with a full set of tools. Thus, this dimension measures the degree to
which the tool aggregation is supported by a platform.
12http://www.netvibes.com
13http://wordpress.com
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Dimension Features
Aggregation
- Screen aggregation: independent software components displayed on the
same screen
- Widget standards: standardizes the runtime API and packaging of a widget
so it is not limited to a single platform
- Layout of widgets: add, remove, group and organize widgets
- Web desktop: session oriented, comes with a standardized set of widgets
that can be opened or closed
Communication
- Inter-widget communication: client side messaging between different wid-
gets
- Drag and Drop: explicit user driven inter-widget communication
- PLE data manager: independent management of data in a uniﬁed manner
- Linked data support: common properties allowing widgets to understand
each others data without preparation
Synchronization
- Push data updates: data is pushed to other instances of the same widget in
the same context
- Push preference updates: updates User/Widget preferences or adding new
widgets in a context
- Real time data updates: data is updated continuously, conﬂict resolution is
needed.
- Data and preference history: version history is kept and can be inspected
Organization
- List of friends: manage a list of friends, export and import
- Friends server: expose friends via protocols such as Facebook connect or
OpenSocial
- Access control: use your friends when specifying access to material or
functions
- Independent groups: allow the formation of groups one can join or be
invited to
Recommendation
- Manual guide: instructions about the activities that should be performed
- Flow enabled widgets: Widgets enabled or made visible based on progress
- Scripted inter-widget data ﬂow: the result of activities in widgets are data
that is processed and passed along into initial conﬁgurations of the next
widget(s)
- Recommendations: the result of activities in widgets is data that is pro-
cessed and used to make clever recommendations based on what other users
in this situation have liked, as well as user and domain models.
Conﬁguration
- Feed export and import: OPML ﬁles with feeds in categories
- Generic export and import: the space conﬁguration language that contains
widget preference values
- External conﬁguration: the space conﬁguration is located separately from
the PLE aggregator and updated continuously
- Embedding: embedding entire PLEs into different PLE aggregators when
functionality cannot be brought along in other ways
Table 1.1: The six dimensions and the features for building PLEs
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• Communication Dimension. Data is one of the most important components of any
PLE. For example, learners should be able to represent their learning goals. This rep-
resentation of learning goals should be understood by both goals tracking and goals
management tools (and others). In otherwords, data should be portable among different
PLE aggregators. There are many forms of data portability which have been described
in Tolk [2006]. In Web 2.0, data portability is often seen as data created or stored within
one application, that can be read and/or copied/moved into another application, and
ﬁnally interpreted by it. What we see today is mostly simple widgets using established
standards such as RSS or ATOM, while more advanced widgets introduce their own
choice of data formats and services for content and own vocabularies for preferences.
The latter choices are nearly always made based on the perspective of an individual
widget and not a wider widget landscape. The results are widgets that have little or
no knowledge of other widgets or even of the surrounding context. The data are often
speciﬁc for a single widget. More recently we have seen the emergence of client-side
communication protocols that allow applications integrated at the presentation level,
or Aggregation dimension, to exchange data on user’s behalf, autonomously or with
methods such as Drag and Drop (Dn’D). PLE aggregators could provide good supporting
structures that enable widget developers to exploit more cross-widget features as well
as to help them make good decisions on data portability.
• Synchronization Dimension. The collaborative aspect of PLEs brings a new dimen-
sion to learners. To be able to effectively manage content and the learning process
a user has to be not only provided with tools to create and update content, but also
be aware of changes in the content or the process (Dourish and Bellotti [1992]). This
implies that relevant information, such as state changes in a shared object, must be
propagated in a timely fashion. The initial architecture of the Internet allowed updates
to an object’s state to happen only on page reload. Thus, if two people worked on the
same document, the ﬁrst person could see the changes of the second person only after
clicking the refresh button in the browser. Initial workarounds such as polling were
unsophisticated. Recently, the situation has dramatically improved. With the advent
of online chat applications, new protocols were invented which allowed updates to be
synchronously propagated following software patterns known as Comet and Reverse
Ajax (Crane and McCarthy [2008]) with various speciﬁcations and standards. The intro-
duction of WebSockets in the HTML5 makes real-time communication between Web
applications a reality.
• Organization Dimension. It is proven that collaboration among several people can of-
ten improve the learning process (Soller et al. [1999]). Thus, we believe that the presence
of the Organization dimension representing the group structure is an advantage of any
PLE aggregator. Web 2.0 applications explicitly model the concept of the user and of
the user’s list of friends, or followers. This information represents the social graph of
the user for sharing data and posting notiﬁcations. Generally speaking, the social graph
information is used by the social container to dynamically deﬁne different groups when
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the user is interacting with an embedded application, either on the user’s own page,
most of the time called the user’s proﬁle page, or on the pages of other users.
• Recommendation Dimension. A PLE aggregator should assist a learner towards the
goal achievement by providing guidance either based on explicit rules (set by a mentor
or a learner itself) or on the recommendation of useful resources and learning sequences
coming from an independent software agent.
• Conﬁguration Dimension. In the future we do not expect that there will be a single
PLE aggregator that everyone uses. Instead, we ﬁnd it more realistic that there will
be many distinct PLE aggregators that compete with slightly different features, design
and interaction paradigms. Thus, it should be easy for users to move between PLE
aggregators and also to collaborate across PLE boundaries. To achieve this, it is crucial
that a widget or an entire PLE in one PLE aggregator could be easily experienced in
another PLE aggregator.
1.3.3 Seven PLE Principles
The 6 PLE dimensions serve to evaluate the PLE compatibility of Web platforms. Jeremic et al.
[2011] proposed a new framework to describe PLEs which is highly related to the dimensions
we suggested. The authors identiﬁed 7 main principles on which PLEs are based. However,
whereas our PLE dimensions are focused on technical and implementation aspects of PLE
aggregators, the new Principles are more general in nature and besides technical aspects,
also cater for pedagogical purposes of PLEs (e.g., interactivity and self-regulation in learning).
According to the authors, the 7 Principles are as follows. The Integration principle means the
possibility to integrate distributed and heterogeneous data sources, tools and services. The
Openness principle targets open standards for application and device independence, long-
term access to content and services, interoperability; open source software for cost-effective
customizations to the users’ needs and open content for more diverse and constantly evolving
and improving educational content. The Distributed identity management principle allows
users to seamlessly access different tools/services that are part of their PLEs, pull together their
proﬁle data from those tools/services, regulate their data usage within their tools/services.
The Context-awareness principle is the improved efﬁciency of user’s interactions with the
environment through capturing and leveraging data about the user’s learning context and
using these data by search results, proactive recommendations, mediation of communica-
tion/collaboration. The Modularity principle is the ability to seamlessly “conﬁgure” a PLE
for any given purpose (i.e., learning goal), by adding new and/or replacing existing content,
tools and/or services and support for standardized and light-weight approaches for the devel-
opment of dynamic (e-learning) mashups. The Ubiquitous data access principle is seamless
access to and integration of proﬁle data, data about learning activities and learning resources
ability to access and use relevant resources regardless of the system/tool/service the user is
currently using. The User centricity principle imposes the user at the center paradigm where
learners are responsible for managing their individual knowledge and competences.
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These 7 principles address the PLE essentialy on the abstract level. When these principles have
to be supported within a PLE aggregator, they have to be broken down into technical require-
ments for the platform. The six PLE dimensions address these technical requirements. For
example, the Widget standards and Layout of widgets features of the Aggregation dimension
support the Modularity principle by enabling technical support in managing learning tools.
The Embedding feature of the Conﬁguration dimension and Linked data support feature of
the Communication dimension address the Ubiquitous data access principle by enabling
data format standardization and access to a PLE from different PLE aggregators.
1.4 Challenges, Contributions and Thesis Outline
We have shown in this chapter that six features, six dimensions and seven principles have to be
taken into account to enable the construction of an effective PLE. The associated challenges
are tackled through 8 contributions summarized below and detailed in the core chapters of
this thesis.
1.4.1 Space-related Contributions
The ﬁrst challenge concerns the current usage of PLEs by learners. PLEs are created and
exploited for speciﬁc learning activities carried individually or collaboratively and relying on
different resources and tools. We can hence say that PLEs are contextual; the context being
deﬁned as a speciﬁc activity carried out for a speciﬁc purpose with speciﬁc tools and resources,
as well as with speciﬁc people.
PLEs being contextual, we can ask as the ﬁrst research question: how can we enforce a context
throughout a PLE aggregator?
This challenge is tackled by the following contributions. We formally deﬁne the space concept
(contribution 1), that materializes the learner’s context and represents a PLE that the learner
constructs. We propose an OpenSocial Space extension (contribution 2) that introduces the
space concept into OpenSocial speciﬁcation in the form of Space model and Space REST and
RPC APIs. We propose a way to build contextual widgets (contribution 3) capable of adapting
to the user’s context.
As a validation, we implement the space concept in the Graasp platform. The space con-
cept was accepted by the OpenSocial foundation and is recognized within opensource and
commercial projects. We also implemented several contextual widgets for Graasp.
These contributions address the Aggregation, Communication and Organization PLE dimen-
sions and the elaborate discussion about the contributions is provided in Chapter 2.
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1.4.2 Portability-related Contributions
The second challenge is related to the problem of environment portability. People should not
be forced to use a single platform: they need to collaborate across "technical" boundaries and
platforms, they should be able to move their environments from one platform to another.
Enabling portability is our second research question. How can users access the same PLE
from different Web platform and how can they migrate a PLE from one platform to another?
As a contribution, we propose collaborative portable space conﬁgurations relying on the space
conﬁguration language (contribution 4). We demonstrate how portable spaces are achieved
with OpenSocial (contribution 5). This includes the classiﬁcation of migration methods and
portable spaces scenarios. In addition, we propose a concept of portable platform interfaces.
We provide three validation approaches for these contributions. First, we demonstrate how
the interoperability between Moodle and Graasp is achieved with the proposed migration
methods. Second, the space sharing is demonstrated on the example of inquiry learning
spaces in the Go-Lab project: export of spaces and cross-platform access to them. Third, we
show how the interoperability between Graasp and ROLE Widget Store is achieved.
These investigations contribute to the Synchronization and Conﬁguration PLE dimensions
and are detailed in Chapter 3.
1.4.3 Plasticity-related Contributions
The third challenge is a strong need of users to be able to personalize (shape) their learning
environments according to their needs, by changing a set of learning tools, adding and remov-
ing the learning resources, by adapting the graphical and functional parts of the Web platform,
and sharing learning resources with others.
How can we enable an easy personalization of contexts materialized as PLEs is our third
research question.
As thesis contributions, we deﬁne plasticity (contribution 6) as a measure of platform ability
to be shaped according to users’ needs. We propose the functional skin concept (contribution
7) used to personalize the graphical representation and functionalities of user interfaces in a
Web platform. We propose cloud aggregation and sharing mechanisms (contribution 8).
As validation, we demonstrate how platform plasticity is achieved in Graasp and how Moodle
can be turned into a plastic platform with functional skins. We show how the GraaspIt! tool
enables easy cloud aggregation. Finally, we compare ﬁve Web platforms with respect to their
support of the six PLE dimensions.
These contributions supporting the Aggregation and Communication PLE dimensions are
detailed in Chapter 4.
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This chapter focuses on deﬁning and reﬁning the space concept that can represent a PLE
on different Web platforms. This concept formalizes the constituents of a PLE from the
technical perspective and serves as a PLE unit that can be understood by both learners and
Web platforms. As such, it addresses the Aggregation, Organization and Communication PLE
dimensions from Table 1.1.
First, we detail the Space concept (contribution 1), which materializes the learner’s context
and represents a PLE constructed by a learner. Then, we elaborate on the OpenSocial Space
extension (contribution 2) which standardizes the Space model and Space REST/RPC APIs for
Web platforms. Finally, we discuss Contextual widgets (contribution 3) capable to adapt to
the learner’s PLE.
As an illustration and validation of the Space concept, we describe the Graasp platform. We
ﬁrst show how the space concept is integrated and used in Graasp. Then, we discuss how users
perceived the Space concept. In addition, we present how the Space concept is used within
European projects and the OpenSocial Foundation.
2.1 State of the Art
End users of social media platforms enriched with widget containers can compose their
own personalized environment. Similarly, end-user mashups can beneﬁt from components
created with one of the numerous mashup development environments, which can be Internet-
based (Yahoo Pipes, Microsoft Popﬂy) and desktop-based (JackBe, IBM Mashup Center, Duet).
Hence, it is not surprising that widgets and mashups are among the most active areas of
development today on the Web. For instance, as of April 2012, the mashups directory of
ProgrammableWeb1 lists as much as 6550 mashups with 3 new ones registered every day.
Similarly, the proliferation of social media platforms shows that the social interactions are the
main driving force that brings people to the Web.
1http://www.programmableweb.com
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These two trends are particularly compatible with two crucial outcomes of modern learning
systems: to let people construct their own learning environment and to share their learning
experiences with others.
2.1.1 Widget Containers and Data Mashups as PLEs
The idea behind Widgets and Mashups is similar to Component-Based Software Engineering
(CBSE) and Service Composition, where the process of building a software application or
a service is the assembly of prebuilt, reusable and independent blocks called components
(Kozaczynski and Booch [1998], Clemente and Hernández [2003], Adamek and Hnetynka
[2008]). The main goal behind it is to reduce the implementation efforts and costs through the
reuse of the code blocks while improving the system ﬂexibility and reliability. Components are
created independently and have clearly deﬁned interfaces and behavior, which makes it fast
to rapidly assemble them together to produce a new application.
Daniel et al. [2007] stress that integration of a composite application from components can
be accomplished on 3 different layers: data, application and presentation. The presentation
level means the user interface of a component being integrated and the application level
means the functionality (or business logic) of the component. For data integration, composite
applications have their own presentation and application layer, while the data layer is in fact
an integration of data independently maintained by the component applications. During the
integration process, data is brought together and exposed in a uniﬁed view to the composite
application. For application integration, a composite application would have its own UI, but
its business logic layer is, at least in part, developed by integrating functions exposed by the
component applications. Finally, UI integration combines applications by reusing their own
user interfaces.
The research in CBSE is focused mainly on the layers of data and application integration,
however, Daniel et al. [2007] argue that UI integration does not receive proper attention,
though being very important. The authors characterize the main dimensions of UI integration
and show that many research results investigated for data and application integration can be
applied for UI integration as well.
AWebmashup is aWebpage, orWeb application, that uses data, application andUI integration
based on two or more sources to create new services (Liu et al. [2007], Tuchinda et al. [2008],
Hoyer and Fischer [2008], Maraikar and Lazovik [2008]). This is a generic deﬁnition of a
mashup. In practice, one can see two clusters of mashups: i) data mashups and ii) widget
containers. Data mashup is a Web application that aggregates data from two or more external
online sources and renders the data in a unique way. Thus, it can be seen as a component-
based software engineering technique, where reusable sources of data (API end-points as
components) are aggregated and repurposed by a mashup to provide a new functionality. In
the terms of the classiﬁcation above, a mashup represents a composite application with data
integration. Widget container is composed of widgets coming from a different provenance
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that the user aggregates to achieve a speciﬁc purpose (Laga et al. [2009], Yanagida et al. [2009]).
Awidget container visually integrates thewidgets that have their ownUI and, thus, represents a
composite application with UI integration. Since one of the main visions for PLEs is the ﬂexible
aggregation of tools, services and content by a learner, these two recent trends, mashups and
widgets, receive a great interest from PLE researchers and are now converging. PLE aggregators
incorporate both trends and often come in a form of a widget-based dashboard or a data
mashup that can be further personalized by its owner (Severance et al. [2008], Moedritscher
et al. [2008], Wild et al. [2008], Reinhardt et al. [2011], Gonzalez-Tato et al. [2012], Bogdanov
et al. [2012b,c]).
Widget containers often focus on providing a customizable personalized environment where
various widgets are selected and organized by the user according to some principle. They
provide both graphical layout and preferences for individual widgets. A common approach,
supported in iGoogle, Netvibes, Pageﬂakes etc., is to place widgets that are accessed at the
same time into a separate tab. This could correspond to a course, a project, an interest, etc. In
a similar way, data mashup development environments allow to pick up software components
which are connected together with different predeﬁned settings. Some components are
without UI, they are used to fetch, aggregate or ﬁlter data. The other components provide a
UI to display input ﬁelds that allow the user to enter data. The output of the mashup can be
visualized in a composite graphical view.
A collection of widgets represents a widget bundle. Thus widget containers combine several
widgets which are aggregated together graphically, which addresses the PLE Aggregation
dimension described in Chapter 1. In data mashups, data is aggregated through some kind of
event/data-ﬂow wiring and their main goal is the support for the Communication dimension.
However, there is a great potential from a learning perspective in bringing the Aggregation
dimension to data mashups and the Communication dimension to widgets. Additionally, both
approaches would beneﬁt from addressing the Organization and Synchronization dimension
to support collaborative activities as we explain in the following sections.
2.1.2 Context Modeling
As stated before, several widgets or services can be combined to achieve a speciﬁc purpose.
However, the mere combination of widgets is not enough, since people need to collaborate
with others and use different content and learning resources. Thus, there is a need to formalize
and model the learning context. By the word Context we understand here an activity that
the user is currently conducting together with its goals and participating artifacts: people,
resources and widgets. Several approaches dealing with this concept started to emerge and
take shape in the literature.
The 3AModel (Gillet et al. [2007b], Rekik et al. [2007], Bogdanov et al. [2008], Helou et al. [2010])
is one of the attempts to model the context concept. There are two well-known theories in
the ﬁeld of Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW): the Activity Theory by Leontyev
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[1977] and the Distributed Cognition theory by Hutchins [1995]. The 3A Model takes its roots
in Activity Theory (Nardi [1996], Engeström et al. [1999]), Distributed Cognition (Salomon
[1997], Perry [2003], Dror and Harnad [2008]) and Actor Network Theory (Latour [1996],
Law and Hassard [1999], Latour [2005]), and proposes a concrete framework for designing a
collaborative Web platform. It consists of three main entities (Actor, Activity and Asset) from
which the name 3A Model is derived. The main idea of the 3A Model can be formulated as
follows: “An Actor is exploiting an Asset that is a part of an Activity”. An Actor could be a person,
a software agent or any other intelligent object such as a remote device. An Asset represents a
document or a collection of documents (items), such as a discussion thread, a wiki page or
an image album. An Activity is the formalization of a common objective to be achieved by a
group of actors. It can be the representation of a tangible entity such as a classroom, or an
abstract thing such as a project management environment. An Activity is the context in the 3A
Model.
Both the Activity Theory and the Distributed Cognition Theory help to understand properties
and processes of a learning system, however they do not provide concrete design speciﬁcations
and cannot be directly used to implement a collaboration platform (Halverson [2002]).
Activity Theory represents a descriptive meta-theory or framework rather than a predictive
theory, that takes into account an entire activity system (including teams, organizations,
etc.) rather than one single individual. It studies the activity as a mediator between the
individual subject and the social reality. The unit of analysis in Activity Theory is the concept
of object-oriented, collective and culturally mediated human activity, or activity system. This
system includes the object (or objective), subject, mediating artifacts (signs and tools), rules,
community and division of labor. The objective for the activity is created through the tensions
within the elements of the system. Both 3A model and Space model are less general than
the Activity Theory but they provide a concrete model for the physical entities involved in
the activity rather than the process. As such, these models give a direct guidance on how to
represent the entities of a learning system and relations between them. These models can be
immediately exploited during the creation of a learning system. In addition, the Space model
can be used to analyse and predict what is missing from an existing learning system.
The Distributed Cognition theory tells us that the knowledge and the cognition do not only
exist within an individual but are distributed over individual’s physical and social environment.
The individual places memories, facts, or knowledge on the objects, other people, and tools in
the surrounding environment. Distributed Cognition is a useful framework for (re)designing
social aspects of cognition by emphasizing the coordination between individuals, artifacts
and the environment. The theory sees a system as a set of representations, and describes the
information ﬂow between these representations. These representations can exist either in the
mental space of the participants or in external representations available in the environment.
The Space concept gives us a concrete model and a structure to represent these environments,
the distributed islands of individual’s knowledge and cognition as well as the relations between
them.
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Ullrich et al. [2010] deﬁne the context as PLE conﬁgurations. “From an educator perspective,
the ability to share PLE conﬁgurations with colleagues inside and outside their own institution,
and with students is interesting. PLE conﬁgurations can include a set of learning resources
and widgets suitable as example for Chinese students to practice an elementary level English
course. It can also integrate activities and lists of trusty people having the right competences
and ready to collaborate.”
There is a recent trend to allow users to bundle together useful widgets and share these bundles
with other people or between Web platforms. The Open Mashup Description Language
(OMDL) speciﬁcation2 is devoted to solving this issue, while iGoogle3, Apache Rave4, ROLE
Widget store5, Graasp and other Web platforms are exploiting the creation and sharing of
widget bundles. Another trend is to bring social and content aspects to these widget bundles
to model user’s contexts.
We describe our contribution into this research area with bundles representing a set of widgets
and spaces that provide a model for the user’s contexts. We claim that the future of widget
containers, mashup platforms, social networks, and PLEs is to support their users in creating
widget bundles and spaces, that afterwards can be shared at different coupling levels.
2.2 Space Model
This chapter introduces the space and widget bundle concepts used to support learners in
the management of their PLEs (Sire et al. [2009], Bogdanov et al. [2011]) as an extension of
the 3A model with widgets. We focus on the description of the model where we elaborate the
concepts and walk through the details and solutions. The usage of space and widget bundle
concepts for portability and interoperability is elaborated in Chapter 3.
2.2.1 Learning French Scenario
We provide an example of a learning scenario to illustrate the space and widget bundle
concepts. It will be used in the subsequent sections. In this scenario, a person Alice wants
to learn French. To do so, she collects several widgets that she found useful: the Language
Resources widget displays texts and videos in French, the Translator widget helps to translate
words and sentences from one language to another, the Vocabulary Training widget allows
the user to keep a list of unfamiliar words to learn. She adds these three widgets to her PLE.
Then she is ready to start studying the French language. Later, Alice ﬁnds a Listen to Your
Pronunciation widget helpful to improve her speaking abilities, so she also adds it into her
PLE and arranges the widgets on the screen according to her preference (Fig. 2.1).
2http://omdl.org
3http://www.google.com/ig
4http://rave.apache.org/
5http://www.role-widgetstore.eu
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This set of widgets represents a widget bundle. The bundle contains the four widgets described.
Additionally, Alice names it "Learning French" and describes it with "A set of widgets helpful
to learn French" or indicates how the widgets can be used to achieve the learning goal.
This is a self-directed learning scenario, where the learner herselfmanages her learning process
and ﬁnds the needed widgets. The similar scenario can be exploited within the teacher-to-
student educational paradigm. A teacher Bob could create a similar widget bundle for his
students and explain to them how they should use it to learn French. The Learning French
widget bundle can be also shared by Alice with her friends or by Bob with his colleagues.
Figure 2.1: Learning French bundle created by Alice
2.2.2 Widget Bundles
The way people interact with widgets is conceptually different from resources (videos, photos,
books, etc). While the resources are content-oriented and represent passive objects; the
widgets are functionality-oriented and are active objects in a sense that they can interact with
the user and the Web platform, conduct actions on the resources, etc. The aim of a widget
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is to provide functionalities that the user needs. Moreover, widgets can often be combined
together to help the user to achieve a particular goal (Laga et al. [2009], Reinhardt et al. [2011],
Santos et al. [2011]). These combinations of widgets are called widget bundles. In addition,
widgets can interoperate with each other within a bundle. In other words, several widgets can
complete and extend each other’s functionality by providing together some novel functionality.
For example, in the Learning French scenario with its four widgets (Language Resources,
Translator, Vocabulary Training, Listen to Your Pronunciation), Alice obtains a conceptually
new functionality where she can easily get the translation and practice her pronunciation
while watching a movie in French. A widget bundle is a set of widgets that are brought together
by a user to achieve a particular goal and can serve as a basis for learning activities. A bundle,
if found useful and efﬁcient for this goal, can be shared with other people.
Another widget bundle example is a history bundle that includes History video, Google maps
and Wikipedia widgets. Learners are expected to watch the videos. While they are watching a
video, the Google maps widget displays the location of a historical event being viewed and the
Wikipedia widget provides textual details about the event.
Learning French and History bundles are just templates, each containing a list of widgets,
a name and a description of its goal and how to use it. Before being used, bundles have
to be instantiated within a particular Web platform, which means a new context has to be
created based on the bundle. For example, Alice uses the Learning French bundle in her widget
container. This is the place where the widgets “live”. The Vocabulary Training widget has a
list of words that Alice is currently studying. She decides to give the bundle to her friend Bob,
who takes the bundle and adds it into his own widget container. Afterwards, a new context
is created in this container, and Vocabulary Training widget contains now Bob’s list of words
to learn. Thus we have two instantiations of the same widget bundle in two different widget
containers.
2.2.3 Space Concept
As mentioned previously, widget bundles in widget containers often consist of only widgets
and lack the social aspect (people) and the user’s support in organizing content artefacts
(resources). The data mashups lack the social aspect and support in organizing tools by the
user. The 3A model is ﬂat in a sense that all the constituents are at the same level and there
is no hierarchy or grouping concept. Additionally, it mixes together agents and people into
Actors, thus complicating its usage in practice.
The Space concept is a contribution that uniﬁes and generalizes these different approaches.
It represents an extension and reshaping of the 3A model. The Space concept introduces a
new separate entity, namely, applications that represents tools, widgets, applications used by
people. In the 3A model, all three entities exist on the same hierarchical level. However, in the
space concept, the hierarchy is managed only with spaces and all other entities belong to a
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space. Thus, people become members of a space, resources and applications are added into a
space. The space serves as a container for other entities and as the context for the associated
activities.
A Space is an abstract concept that materializes the user’s context and aggregates
people, resources, applications and other subspaces (Fig. 2.2). All these artefacts
belong to the same activity, a person (or a group of them) is accomplishing towards
a common goal. This common goal is the purpose of creating the space. People
participate in a space and might have different access rights and roles within the
space. They share content resources and applications, used to achieve their goal.
A space might have subspaces that help to organize resources and applications in
an hierarchical structure. The space encompasses all the activities and actions
that people accomplish within the context.
Figure 2.2: Space concept
A space provides a model for a group of people, a university course, a company division, a
team project, a forum, a blog, etc. The space model can be found in many social environments
in one form or another. For example, the structure of the blogging Web platform can be
mapped to the Space concept in the following way. Every separate blog represents a separate
context with its own goal, namely, the purpose why the blog was created, e.g., "Ski de fond à
Lausanne", "Software for Web", etc. Thus, the blogging Web platform represents a collection
of spaces - blogs. Every separate blog has its own structure that can be modelled as a space. A
blog contains its authors and people that follow the blog or simply read it. All these people
are mapped to people of the space concept. Blog posts, pictures, and videos represent space
resources. The author of the blog can add additional widgets to a blog, such as view count
widget, total page views widget, etc. These are mapped directly to the applications of the space
concept. The users’ actions (the author added a new post, a user left a comment) represent
space activities. This is how the mapping from a blogging platform to the space concept can
be accomplished. Table 2.1 shows how a similar mapping to a space can be done for several
different platforms. We should note that spaces together with their artefacts represent PLEs
that learners build to achieve their learning goals.
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Web platform Mapping to space
Google Group
Space→Discussion thread
People→Discussion participants
Resources→ Attachments and URLs
Activities→Messages
Blog
Space→ Blog
People→ Followers and author
Resources→ Posts, pictures, videos
Tools→ Blog widgets
Activities→ Posts, comments
Moodle
Space→ Course
People→ Students and teacher
Resources→ Assignments, solutions, lections
Tools→ Simulators, wiki, quiz
Activities→ Comments, questions, forum posts
Dropbox
Space→ Shared folder
People→ People with access rights
Resources→ Files
Activities→ Adding and removing ﬁles
Youtube
Space→ Videos collection
People→User itself and viewers
Resources→ Videos
Activities→ Views, comments
Google Drive
Space→ Folder
People→ Collaborators
Resources→Documents, presentations, drawings
Tools→ Google Drive apps
Activities→ Comments, edits, sharing
Facebook
Space→ Group
People→ Group members
Resources→ Photos, videos, ﬁles
Tools→ not available in Facebook groups
Activities→ Posts, comments
Graasp
Space→ Space
People→Owners, contributors, viewers
Resources→ Files, Google docs, cloud resources
Tools→OpenSocial apps
Activities→ Comments, posts
Table 2.1: Web platforms mapping into space
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Another way to look at the spaces is from the social network perspective. People in social
media platforms have a list of artefacts surrounding them: a list of friends, colleagues, relatives;
a set of documents, videos, photos, ﬁles; several tools; and associated activity streams. Thus,
in a social network people are at the center and all the entities belong to them (Fig. 2.3). There
are several initiatives that provide models for it. For example, both Friend of a Friend (FOAF)
and OpenSocial provide a model for people and their relations to other people or entities
within a social network.
Figure 2.3: Person in a social model
The important part of a social network is the person’s context, that includes groups where the
person is a member, projects that the person is involved in, etc. The Space concept models
these contexts. If we compare the space concept with a model of person we can ﬁnd many
similarities (Fig. 2.4): as in the Person model, a space is at the center and the space artefacts
surround it. The space artefacts include people participating in a space; documents, videos
and photos shared within the space; shared widgets and activities conducted within the space
by its participants. Even though OpenSocial has a Person model, it lacks support for the
Space concept. To enable the usage of the space concept we submitted a Space extension to
OpenSocial, which is currently being integrated. The extension introduces a Space model into
the speciﬁcation and, in addition, targets to improve the portability and data interoperability
when people migrate between Web platforms or access spaces from different PLE aggregators.
Spaces can be seen as a part of a big social network, where every person is linked to both
people and spaces that are shared with other people. Spaces in turn can contain some other
subspaces (Fig. 2.5).
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Figure 2.4: Space in a social model
Figure 2.5: Person and space relation in a social model
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2.2.4 OpenSocial Spaces
OpenSocial speciﬁcation was launched by Google in 2007 and now represents an independent
standardization organization - OpenSocial Foundation. It provides a standardized model
for a social network and standardizes a set of common APIs to retrieve information about a
social network from a social media platform. The API standardizes the way information about
people, friends, resources, activities is retrieved. A special widget standard (OpenSocial widget)
was ﬁrst proposed and implemented by Google and later spread to other Web platforms.
These widgets can be found everywhere ranging from simple blog sites such as Blogger to
social media platforms (Myspace, Orkut, Friendster, etc.) and business-oriented networking
solutions (LinkedIn, Oracle, XING, etc.). A social media platform that implements support
for OpenSocial can ensure that any widget implemented according to the standard will run
properly when plugged into a Widget container. In other words, a widget becomes portable
and can run in different social media platforms. With the advent of a reference open source
implementation for OpenSocial API (Apache Shindig), any social media platform can quickly
start hosting OpenSocial widgets.
The OpenSocial speciﬁcation solves two problems at the same time. First, social media
platform developers do not have to create a new naming scheme for their API and, secondly,
widgets developed according to the OpenSocial speciﬁcation become portable and can run on
any Web platform that is OpenSocial-compliant. The detailed analysis of the beneﬁts related
to portability and interoperability is provided in Chapter 3.
Despite the fact that OpenSocial solves the problem of Web platform extensibility and widgets
portability, it has two major limitations. First, it focuses only on people. It provides APIs to
retrieve a list of friends for a given person, a list of person’s activities, person’s albums, a list of
person’s widgets, etc.
It is known, however, that depending on the person’s context, a list of context-speciﬁc widgets
is needed. The list of people can change from one context to another. The same person might
have a completely different role in different contexts. This context could be a workspace,
a forum topic, a discussion with friends or planning a trip. Social media platforms often
contain the context concept in one form or another. As an example, there might be different
discussions and sub-discussions in the same forum, each one with its own topic, own list of
participants and own list of resources. Groups or events in Facebook is another example of
the context. In many social media platforms the context is a crucial component and if widgets
were able to retrieve the user’s context (from the hosting platform), it would greatly improve
user’s experiences (Dey et al. [2001], Wolpers et al. [2007]).
To understand the second limitation, one should distinguish between two types of appli-
cations: namely, widgets and Platform Interfaces. While widgets are usually considered to
be small applications (weather forecast widget, translator, calendar), a Platform Interface is
a relatively complex Web application such as a forum, a text editor or a personal learning
environment. These Platform Interfaces can be seen as meta-components since they might
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have the capability of managing other applications such as widgets, for example. OpenSocial
standard provides good support for widgets, but lacks support for Platform Interfaces.
Since the context concept did not exist in OpenSocial we suggested a contextual space to
be introduced and used as a model for this concept (Bogdanov et al. [2011]). Before, with
OpenSocial it was impossible to model, for example, a university course with participants and
resources. The space extension enables this functionality. In addition, being the representation
of a user’s context, the space permits the development of Contextual widgets (Section 2.2.5),
that take user’s context and preferences into account.
We narrow down the deﬁnition of the context concept to a space concept as it was introduced
before. It should be noted that the support for people, resources and widgets already exists
in OpenSocial, however, all these entities are centered around a person and not around the
person’s space/context as seen in Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 2.4.
Every social concept in OpenSocial speciﬁcation consists of a model, REST APIs and JavaScript
APIs. The Space extension toOpenSocial speciﬁcation describes the spacemodel (Appendix A.1),
the corresponding REST APIs (Appendix A.2) and JavaScript APIs (Appendix A.3). The Space
model represents a list of ﬁelds that any space can contain. The JavaScript APIs represent
a wrapping around REST APIs. The Widget concept existed in OpenSocial but there was no
model describing a widget, so we had to formally introduce it.
Table 2.2 shows the proposed APIs extension to be able to work with spaces. We should note
that in our ﬁrst proposal we had to introduce the type parameter (Bogdanov et al. [2011]).
In OpenSocial the People service is responsible for retrieving a list of people connected to
a user. With the space extension, there is additionally a list of people for every space (for
example, a list of space members). In order to handle both scenarios and differentiate between
a Person and a Space in the APIs, we suggested to add a ﬁeld type to the API which could be
equal to either “@space” or “@person”. By doing this, a pair (id,type) would uniquely identify
either a space or a person, for which a list of connected people has to be retrieved. However,
with the recent trend to use Internationalized Resource Identiﬁers (IRIs) within OpenSocial,
the additional type parameter is no longer needed and the parameter gid allows uniquely
identify a space, a person, or any other OpenSocial object. This is why the Person service
API contains now only gid object that can uniquely identify a Space or a Person. A list of
people connected to a person (friends, colleagues) or to a space (members, participants) can
be retrieved (Table 2.2, ﬁrst row).
The other OpenSocial APIs (Activity Streams, Documents, Groups, AppData) can be extended
in a similar way. For example, AppData request returns by default application data for a widget
that belongs to a user. With the new extension, a widget can belong to either a person or to a
space. Thus, application data can be retrieved for widgets belonging to either people or spaces.
The parameter gid allows to specify for which item (space or person) application data should
be retrieved.
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People
API: /people/{gid}/@all
- All people connected to item (space or person) with id {gid}
Activity Streams
API: /activitystreams/{gid}/@self
- All activities for item (space or person) with id {gid}
Documents
API: /documents/{gid}/@self
- All documents for item (space or person) with id {gid}
Groups
API: /groups/{gid}/@self
- All groups within item (space or person) with id {gid}
AppData
API: /appdata/{gid}/@self/{appId}
- All data for app {appId} and item (space or person) with id {gid}
Spaces
API: /spaces/{spaceId}/@self
- Proﬁle record for space {spaceId}
API: /spaces/{gid}/@all
- All spaces for item (space or person) with id {gid}
Apps
API: /apps/{appId}/@self
- Proﬁle record for app {appId}
API: /apps/{gid}/@all
- All apps for item (space or person) with id {gid}
Table 2.2: OpenSocial space extension
In addition to the extensions of the existing OpenSocial services, we introduced two new
services: Spaces and Apps. The APIs for Spaces are similar to those of People service. The ﬁrst
API for Spaces service (Table 2.2) allows to retrieve detailed information about the space with
id equal to spaceId. The second API is similar to the extension of People API, but instead of
returning a list of people, it returns a list of spaces for a given space or a given person. With
People and Spaces APIs, one can traverse the social graph by listing all people and spaces
connected to a speciﬁc person. Moreover, all subspaces of a space and all people for a space
(space members) can be listed.
The ﬁrst API of the Apps service retrieves detailed information about an app with a given
identiﬁer (appId). The second API allows to get a list of apps for a person or a list of apps
that belong to a space. This API is similar to the previously described requests for People and
Spaces services.
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For brevity, we do not provide the full details here and they can be found in Appendix A.
Additionally, we provided an overview of OpenSocial JavaScript APIs to work with spaces
online6.
2.2.5 Contextual Widgets
Contextual widget is another important contribution of the thesis. It is a widget that can ﬁnd
out the information about its context and adapt its content and representation accordingly.
This is made possible with the space concept in the OpenSocial speciﬁcation, since widgets
can retrieve user’s context information from a social media platform (the user’s current space
and people, tools and resources in the space). This possibility can greatly improve widgets
personalization and contextualization as well as widgets reuse. By taking context into account,
these widgets can better extend the functionality of a hosting platform, because their visual
interface, displayed data and functionality can be changed according to the context, in which
the user is currently interacting. The same widget might display different people and different
resources depending on the user’s context.
In the Learning French scenario, Alice uses the Language Resources widget that displays texts
and videos in French. One can re-implement this widget as a contextual widget. The new
widget can play all the texts and videos it ﬁnds in its parent space. Alice adds this widget to
her Learning French space and adds several French resources (videos and texts) to the space.
Because the newly created widget is contextual, it can ﬁnd out the context (space) in which it is
located via the OpenSocial Space extension APIs. With its context known, the widget retrieves
a list of resources in the Learning French space again via OpenSocial Space APIs. When the
French videos and texts are obtained by the widget, they are displayed to Alice so that she can
learn French. Bob learns German and has already a Learn German space with useful resources.
Once he adds the contextual widget Language Resources into his space, the widget ﬁnds its
parent space, retrieves resources (the German texts and videos) from the space and displays
them to Bob who can start studying. The new widget is Contextual, since it adapts its behavior
to the speciﬁcs of the user’s current context.
2.3 Graasp as a Prototype Implementation of Spaces
The Graasp platform is being developed in the React Group at EPFL to investigate and exploit
the potential of social media for collaborative learning and knowledge management purposes.
The main objective is to provide users with a stand-alone PLE aggregator to study its accep-
tance and usefulness for their learning. Another objective is to enable the support of the six
PLE dimensions in Graasp based on the space concept. The space concept acceptance is
investigated to ﬁnd out missing parts or concepts needed by learners.
Graasp represents the redesign and improvement of the Web platform called eLogbook (Rekik
6http://docs.opensocial.org/display/OSD/Space+Proposal
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et al. [2007], Gillet et al. [2007a]) that was previously developed at EPFL as a proof-of-concept
implementation for the 3Amodel. In Graasp, we usedmodern technologies to simplify the user
interface and the interaction with the platform. We reinforced the space as a hierarchical and
grouping concept compared to the non-hierarchical structure of the entities of the 3A model.
The space became the core feature of Graasp. Last but not least, we introduced applications
(as OpenSocial widgets) into the platform.
2.3.1 Graasp Overview
Graasp implements the Space concept and this concept is the core feature of Graasp (Fig.
2.6). The platform contains 4 types of entities: resources, widgets, spaces, and people. It
targets the management of people’s spaces. Graasp supports users in creating and sharing
resources and widgets with other people in the context of a space. More generally, it is a multi-
purpose collaborative platform that assists users in external content/widgets aggregation and
information organization. In addition, it provides search functionality and recommendations
to guide people. The privacy control mechanisms allow users to manage access rights within a
space. Widgets are implemented according to the OpenSocial speciﬁcation, that bring greater
ﬂexibility and extensibility to the system. Next we explain in more details the notion of a space,
which is central to Graasp.
2.3.2 Space as Graasp Core Feature
Construction of an effective and efﬁcient learning environment involves ﬁnding and aggregat-
ing a set of tools that bring together people and content artefacts in the context of learning
activities to support learners in constructing and processing information and knowledge.
These PLE requirements are addressed by Graasp with the space concept as introduced in this
chapter, where each space contains applications and resources shared with other people to
achieve a particular learning goal. Fig. 2.6 shows a single space and its content as it is seen by
users. Graasp helps learners create and manage their own spaces for teamwork and studying.
Through spaces it fosters sharing and collaborative work among peers. On the other hand,
Graasp makes it easier for students to aggregate and organize local, institutional/company
and cloud resources into spaces. The emphasis is made on the simple and efﬁcient accom-
plishment of these actions. Thus, local resources such as pdf, video, text ﬁles can be added
into a space by a simple drag-and-drop action from users’ desktops. Institutional and external
cloud resources such as YouTube videos or SlideShare presentations can be aggregated with
GraaspIt! bookmarklet, which is explained in the Section 4.2.4.
Since Graasp provides an open learning environment, there is a clear need for effective privacy
control mechanisms protecting against unauthorized access to social data. Instead of adopting
a complicated privacy management scheme that is difﬁcult to cope with, the privacy settings
are maintained at the space level.
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Based on its purpose and its owner’s choice, a space can be public, closed, or hidden. Public
spaces are globally visible and allow every user to join. Closed and hidden ones are only
accessible upon explicit invitations. Hidden spaces are not searchable and they are only
visible to space members. Closed and hidden spaces are especially useful when students want
to carry out their peer-based projects without being disturbed by others or feeling that they
are “observed” by the tutor.
Within a speciﬁc space, users are allowed to take different roles: owner, contributor, and
viewer. Each role is associated with a set of rights allowing users to perform diverse actions
such as moderating the space, adding new resources in the space, commenting, rating, tagging,
bookmarking, etc. Assigning different roles in a collaborative space makes users aware of their
duties and gives them the opportunity to collaborate by being allowed to perform speciﬁc
actions.
Figure 2.6: A shared contextual space created in Graasp that integrates resources gathered
from the Cloud, such as YouTube videos, SlideShare presentations, OpenSocial Widgets, Web
pages or PDF documents with previews
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2.3.3 Extension via Widgets
Graasp is a highly extensible platform where students or tutors can bring new functionalities
in the form of OpenSocial widgets. To render OpenSocial widgets, Graasp uses Apache Shindig.
This Apache Shindig is extended with the OpenSocial Space and App APIs to allow widgets in
Graasp to save and retrieve information about spaces and resources. Thus, Graasp serves as a
widget container, where widgets can run and communicate. Space owners can add into their
spaces any tool relevant to their learning activities. This capability reinforces the learning
experience because it enables useful learning-oriented tools to be added and launched during
the learning process. Through widgets, one can achieve personalization and adaptation of the
space behavior to the speciﬁcs of learning tasks.
Moreover, different collections of widgets can be associated to different spaces, making the
aggregation contextual. Widgets can be bundled together with other resources in spaces
and can, thus, be directly linked with relevant content. This feature alone allows teachers
to provide handy learning kits that learners can further customize and share. Thanks to this
feature, default functionalities of Graasp are made ﬂexible and extensible. For instance, in a
project space, students can add a calendar widget conﬁgured with a series of milestones and
deadlines. They can easily add simulation widgets, educational games or lightweight remote
laboratory clients as well as many domain-speciﬁc widgets.
2.3.4 Evaluations
Graasp, as a tool that ismeant to help students in their collaborativework or personal resources
management, has been tested in two different real-world settings. The following sub-sections
go into more details for each of these evaluation campaigns.
Tongji University Evaluation
To examine the acceptability of Graasp and the Space concept in terms of supporting collabo-
rative learning, Graasp was used as a collaborative work platform in a project-based course of
“Human Computer Interaction” offered at Tongji University in China (Li et al. [2012]). We had
28 undergraduate students involved in the course, and they were divided into 8 teams. Each
team was asked to accomplish a group project, and Graasp was introduced to the students
at the beginning of the course. Students were entitled to create their project spaces, share
resources with each other, play different roles in the project, and work with different learning-
oriented apps. A survey was conducted with the students participating in the course, aiming
at evaluating Graasp acceptability in sustaining collaborative learning.
Evaluation results show that in general Tongji students who took part in this experiment were
satisﬁed with using Graasp to enhance knowledge management and collaboration while pre-
serving the privacy of their social data. More speciﬁcally, 64% of the participants considered
Graasp useful as a platform for sharing and organizing resources, 46% of them perceived it as
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an adequate place to collaboratively manage their projects, and 46% of them recognized its
usefulness as a system aggregating content from various sources. Slightly over a half of the stu-
dents (52%) conﬁrmed that Graasp improved their motivation for carrying out their teamwork.
Regarding the usefulness of Graasp as a collaboration platform, 57% of the students expressed
their preference for carrying out teamwork within project spaces. 74% of them thought it was
useful to share items with others using spaces. From the perspective of supporting collective
knowledge management, 59% of the participants considered it convenient to structure and
organize resources using different spaces. When asked whether learning-oriented widgets can
enhance their learning experience or not, 63% of the students conﬁrmed that the integration
of widgets into their learning process was helpful. As far as the privacy control feature is
concerned, 74% of the students were satisﬁed with having control over the privacy levels
of spaces. In addition, students considered Graasp to be convenient in organizing content
with subspaces and tags, but these features were less exploited due to the small number of
resources created by users in the platform.
Geneva Soft Skills Workshop Evaluation
The second evaluation was held at the occasion of a workshop, entitled Soft Skills, organized
by the Geneva University and targeted to new PhD students (Bogdanov et al. [2012a]). The aim
of this workshop was to give some advice regarding research work in general, and introduce
them with most useful Web 2.0 tools. For the workshop organization, the tutors extensively
used Graasp to communicate, to collect, and to organize in different subspaces the material
for the workshop. Students who had registered to the workshop (17 in total) have also been
invited almost 2 weeks in advance and, thus, got a chance to get accustomed with the tool,
before the actual session, by registering and creating their own personal proﬁle. During the
workshop, the students, after a short introduction, were handed a small exercise (30 min) to
perform using Graasp. In the scenario for this exercise, students were about to write a survey
paper and had to collect some relevant material resources, organize them with spaces and/or
tags (according to their own convenience), and then share them (by sending invitations) with
other people for comments or review.
The qualitative results in Fig. 2.7 show the perceived usefulness of Graasp for aggregating,
organizing, and sharing of resources. These results are taken from a quick and short ques-
tionnaire answered at the end of the exercise by 13 out of the 17 registered students. One
thing to notice is that, beyond the usefulness of Graasp as a whole to aggregate and share
resources, the majority of users found the space notion useful for organizing resources. This
is a signiﬁcant result that shows the added value brought by Graasp since the space notion
was unknown to most of the students. These results show more generally that the majority of
students who answered the questionnaire agree that Graasp is useful for those three purposes
and, as such, suited both for personal and collaborative work.
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Figure 2.7: Qualitative results for the Geneva experiment concerning Graasp usefulness for
aggregating, organizing, and sharing of resources.
2.4 Other Space Usage
In addition to Graasp, the space and widget bundles concepts were found useful in other
projects. The main focus of the ROLE project is the usage of widget bundles and spaces
to enable self-regulated learning. The widget bundles and spaces are created by people to
satisfy their personal needs for learning. Later, these bundles and spaces are shared by people
to foster the knowledge exchange and reuse of the existing teaching/learning approaches.
The European Go-Lab project uses OpenSocial extended with spaces. In the project, remote
and virtual labs are modeled as spaces that contain several widgets representing different
functionalities of a lab.
As shown in Table 2.1, the Space concept can model different types of social structures. Indeed,
we proposed the space concept to the OpenSocial Foundation and it was positively received by
the community. More speciﬁcally, the representatives from JIVE, IBM connections, SURFnet,
Apache Rave were interested in having spaces for their products as well. The Apache Rave
project listed the Space extension as a "highly desired/needed feature"7. Thus, we developed
a patch to the OpenSocial speciﬁcation that adds support for spaces and implemented the
required services in Apache Shindig which is the open-source implementation of OpenSocial
speciﬁcation. The Space extension was accepted by OpenSocial and is on the roadmap for
OpenSocial 3.08 while being incubated in the OpenSocial 2.5.
A number of contextual widgets were initially developed for Graasp and Moodle, however,
these widgets will work in a wider range of containers with OpenSocial spaces support enabled.
Graph widget9 and Recommender widget10 are two examples of contextual widgets. Graph
widget takes data from documents in a space and shows it on the graph. Recommender widget,
when added to a space, shows recommendations for this space: people, widgets, resources,
7http://rave.apache.org/
8https://opensocial.atlassian.net/wiki/display/OSD/Spec+Changes+-+v3.0
9https://github.com/react-epﬂ/gadget/blob/master/demo/graph/gadget.xml
10https://github.com/react-epﬂ/gadget/blob/master/demo/recommender/gadget.xml
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spaces. We also enabled the generation of widget bundles from existing in Graasp spaces and
sharing of bundles in the ROLE Widget store, and vice-versa, by creating a space for the user
based on existing widget bundles.
2.5 Discussion
The space concept is a generic concept. In this chapter we showed its applicability and
usage for the OpenSocial speciﬁcation. Nevertheless, it can be used for other social modeling
mechanisms as well. For example, the Facebook apps already can access information about
a Facebook event, group or page. These abstractions are similar to the space concept as
described in this chapter, and thus can also enable contextual widgets where a Facebook app
can retrieve information about the parent event or page and adapt accordingly. However,
because Facebook apps target only Facebook platform, the code for Contextual widgets is
not portable and can not be used in other platforms. In contrast, OpenSocial targets the
wide variety of platforms, including enterprises, social networks, educational platforms, etc.
Another parallel direction is the deﬁnition of the space concept within the Semantic Web and
Linked Data initiatives. For example, the space ontology11 was proposed within the ROLE
project.
An interesting observation can be done from the Table 2.1 regarding platforms mapping to
the space concept: while all these Web platforms have a space concept, resources and people,
most of them lack the tools that extend the default functionality provided by the platforms. We
believe that this is the area, many Web platforms have a big room for improvement. Imagine,
for example, the YouTube platform where a user can add a contextual widget that would take
videos from a playlist and run them according to the user wishes. Another example is Google
Groups extended with a contextual widget that supports clever ﬁltering of conversations based
on the many criteria an expert user would like to have.
2.6 Conclusion
In this Chapter we detailed the three thesis contributions. The Space concept represents
Personal Learning Environments that learners construct during their learning process. We
explained how the abstract Space concept can be brought to the PLE aggregators with the
example of the Graasp platform. The second contribution represents an OpenSocial Space
extension that includes Space model and Space REST and RPC APIs. The Space model and
APIs is the standardized way to retrieve and exchange the space information and content
between Web platforms implementing the OpenSocial speciﬁcation. The Space concept
together with OpenSocial extension enables the creation of Contextual widgets.
The Graasp platform implements the Space concept and the OpenSocial Space extension APIs
11http://purl.org/role/specs/terms
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and serves as a validation platform for the Space concept. The user evaluations showed that
they liked the space concept and they are favorable to the idea of personalizing their learning
environments.
The main goal of the Space concept is to model the user’s context when the user works in a
Web platform. With the introduction of the Space concept to such standards as OpenSocial,
the portable and reusable tools (widgets, contextual widgets) become available. The current
chapter focused on the general description of the Space concept. The next chapter will present
the cross-organizational access to space data and the migration of spaces with their data from
one platform to another.
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3 Personal & Contextual Portability
The focus of this chapter is the Synchronization and Conﬁguration dimensions based on the
Space concept introduced in Chapter 2. Previously, we saw a space as a PLE that the user
constructs and exploits within a PLE aggregator. In this chapter, we discuss how a space can
be accessed from different Web platforms and how the migration of a space and its associated
data between Web platforms can be achieved.
This chapter introduces the notion of Collaborative Portable Space conﬁguration, relying on
the Space conﬁguration language, as the contribution 4 of the thesis. Another approach to
enable portability of spaces is the usage of the OpenSocial Space extension for portability that
represents the contribution 5. To detail this contribution, we ﬁrst introduce the concept of
space portability and showhow theOpenSocial Space extension helps to achieve it. Second, we
detail ﬁve Migration methods that allow a space created in one platform to be used in another
platform. Third, we provide ﬁve criteria to classify the scenarios of portable space usage.
Finally, we introduce the concept of Portable Platform Interfaces that enable cross-platform
reusable implementations of User Interfaces.
We detail three validation settings to illustrate the described contributions. First, we discuss
the Moodle plugin implementing the OpenSocial Space extension and show its interoperability
with the Graasp platform on the space level. Second, we show the ubiquitous access to Go-Lab
spaces in Graasp, demonstrating spaces export and cross-platform access to spaces. Third,
we highlight the interoperability between Graasp and the ROLE Widget Store on the widget
bundle level.
3.1 State of the Art
Interoperability has always been an important problem in computer systems and is the focus
of many research efforts in both academia and the industry. Turnitsa [2005] suggested the
currently used version of Conceptual Interoperability Model with 7 interoperability levels:
no interoperability, technical, syntactic, semantic, pragmatic, dynamic and conceptual in-
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teroperability. Interoperability is very important for PLEs as well. Teachers and learners in
different Web platforms would like to collaborate and cooperate with each other. Students
would like to access their resources from the Web platforms they are used to. When changing
or leaving a university, people would like to bring along their learning spaces to new platforms.
Our solutions to these problems include using OpenSocial, thus next we describe the existing
approaches in comparison with OpenSocial.
3.1.1 Interoperability in LMSs
Sharable Content Object Reference Model (SCORM)1 and IMS Global set of standards2 are in-
teroperability standards that are very popular in the world of LMSs. The SCORM speciﬁcation
is composed of three parts: Content Packaging, Run-Time and Sequencing.
• The Content Packaging section speciﬁes how content should be packaged and described.
It is based primarily on XML.
• The Run-Time section speciﬁes how content should be launched and how it communi-
cates with the LMS. It is based primarily on ECMAScript (JavaScript).
• The Sequencing section speciﬁes how learners can navigate between parts of the course
(SCOs). It is deﬁned by a set of rules and attributes written in XML.
IMS represents another set of standards with Question & Test Interoperability and Content
Packaging being the most frequently used. Both standards allow to extract a course content as
a zip archive from one LMS and add it into another one. Many other standardization efforts
exist as well (Section 9, Enoksson et al. [2006]).
Forment et al. [2009] discuss the importance of Interoperability for LMSs. More precisely,
the authors raise a problem of opening LMSs to the outside worlds and bringing external
tools to LMSs. They investigate the possibility to integrate external third-party tools into
LMSs in an interoperable way via the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) that is “a software
engineering approach that provides a separation between the interface of a service, and its
underlying implementation. For consumer applications of services, it does not matter how
services are implemented, how contents are stored and how they are structured. In the SOA
approach consumer applications can interoperate across the widest set of service providers
(implementations), and providers can easily be swapped on-the-ﬂy without modiﬁcation
to application code.” To enable SOA, they use Open Service Interface Deﬁnitions (OSIDs)
for authentication and authorization and IMS Learning Tools for Interoperability (IMS LTI)
speciﬁcation to integrate LMSs with external tools. External tools supporting LTI will run in all
LMSs that implement the IMS LTI standard and an adaptation of a tool to a speciﬁc LMS is not
needed anymore.
1http://scorm.com/scorm-explained/technical-scorm
2http://www.imsglobal.org/speciﬁcations.html
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For example, the IMS LTI support was added into Moodle 2.23 and works in the following
way: when a user is logged in within Moodle and tries to open an external tool, Moodle sends
signed HTTP POST request to the external tool. The signing is based on a shared secret key
and managed by two-legged oAuth protocol. Afterwards an external application can retrieve a
user identity, information about the user (ﬁrst name, last name, address), her role in a course
(admin, student, etc.), information about the course (course id, title) and render itself within
Moodle.
The OpenSocial speciﬁcation standardizes the data model and interactions in a social network:
people, their friends and connections, their resources, activities, groups, etc. It provides a
model to describe the elements of the network and a set of APIs to access the data. Similarly to
SOA approach for LMSs, OpenSocial abstracts speciﬁc implementations of social networks
into Web APIs. If we compare OpenSocial and Moodle Web services described by Conde et al.
[2010] or IMS LTI, we can see several similarities: OpenSocial manages authentication and
authorization of external tools (implemented as OpenSocial widgets), OSID does the same.
The OpenSocial with Space extension enables functionalities similar to LTI: getting user infor-
mation, getting course information, etc. However, in contrast to the functionalities provided
by LTI, that focus solely on LMSs, OpenSocial targets a wider audience with companies and
social media platforms and has good support for social networking and interactions, which is
limited in the IMS LTI approach. Re-use of tools developed with OpenSocial for other non-LMS
related platforms provides another valuable beneﬁt.
The European Project LUISA (Lui [2008]) focused on the usage of Semantic Web Services (SWS)
to improve the interoperability for content discovery and search within LMSs.
"The objective of the overall LUISA work has been to exploit the advantages
of a Semantic Web Service Architecture to make richer and more ﬂexible the
processes of query and speciﬁcation of learning needs in the context of Learning
Management Systems and Learning Object Repositories. The key innovations of
LUISA are:
• Enables the expression of queries in terms of ontologies.
• Locates the best sources/providers for given queries (learning needs) using
Semantic Web Services technology.
• Suggests tentative compositions based on learning needs.
• Is able of getting resources considering the user preferences.
• Enables different query resolution/composition strategies, including educa-
tional knowledge."
To enable semantic search and harvesting within LMSs, Rodríguez et al. [2006] investigated in
the project how the XML-based representations based on IMS Digital Repositories Interop-
3http://moodle.org/mod/forum/discuss.php?d=191745
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erability (IMS DRI) can be mapped to semantic ontologies with OWL and what architectural
changes are required.
Dietze et al. [2007] discuss the limitations of current approaches to content interoperability
within LMSs that are based on data/metadata standards. The resources are usually manually
associated to the objectives of a learning process. This association is static and accomplished
at design-time, when the process is described, which introduces several limitations of re-
usability and dynamic adaptability. They propose a solution based on the usage of Semantic
Abstraction Layers and Mappings, that enables the dynamic run-time invocation of Web
services according to speciﬁc needs and objectives of an actor.
3.1.2 Semantic Web and Linked Data
The goal of Semantic Web is to enable computers to understand data and to minimize human
intervention when data is processed and understood. One of the most popular approaches for
semantics is Linked Data. The authors Health and Bizer summarize its key principles in their
book “Linked Data: Evolving the Web into a Global Data Space”:
"So what is the rationale for adopting Linked Data instead of, or in addition to,
these well-established publishing techniques [Microformats, CSV data dumps,
Web APIs]? In summary, Linked Data provides a more generic, more ﬂexible
publishing paradigm which makes it easier for data consumers to discover and
integrate data from large numbers of data sources. In particular, Linked Data
provides:
• A unifying data model. Linked Data relies on RDF4 as a single, unifying data
model. By providing for the globally unique identiﬁcation of entities and
by allowing different schemata to be used in parallel to represent data, the
RDF data model has been especially designed for the use case of global data
sharing. In contrast, the other methods for publishing data on the Web rely
on a wide variety of different data models, and the resulting heterogeneity
needs to be bridged in the integration process.
• A standardized data access mechanism. Linked Data commits itself to a
speciﬁc pattern of using the HTTP protocol. This agreement allows data
sources to be accessed using generic data browsers and enables the com-
plete data space to be crawled by search engines. In contrast, Web APIs are
accessed using different proprietary interfaces.
• Hyperlink-based data discovery. By using URIs as global identiﬁers for
entities, Linked Data allows hyperlinks to be set between entities in different
data sources. These data links connect all Linked Data into a single global
4Resource Description Framework
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data space and enable Linked Data applications to discover new data sources
at run-time. In contrast, Web APIs as well as data dumps in proprietary
formats remain isolated data islands.
• Self-descriptive data. Linked Data eases the integration of data from dif-
ferent sources by relying on shared vocabularies, making the deﬁnitions of
these vocabularies retrievable, and by allowing terms from different vocabu-
laries to be connected to each other by vocabulary links.
Compared to the other methods of publishing data on the Web, these properties
of the Linked Data architecture make it easier for data consumers to discover,
access and integrate data."
3.1.3 OpenSocial and Linked Data
The OpenSocial speciﬁcation improves the interoperability between platforms. The same goal
inspires the Linked Data vision. By comparing two approaches, the pros and cons of both can
be found and their applicability in different areas can be evaluated.
Linked Data provides a very powerful and ﬂexible way of describing data in a machine-
understandable way. It targets the discovery and integration of data coming from many
different sources. It is designed to work on a global (the whole Internet) scale. Due to its
design, it has limitations when interoperability is required on a smaller scale: within an
organization or between several organizations only. First, it requires a rather steep learning
curve (Linked Data and SPARQL) which is a disadvantage comparing to the simple RESTful
APIs, which are used by many Web developers5. The second limitation is the performance.
Since the data might be located in different places in the Web, many HTTP requests have
to be issued to get the data. Moreover, the SPARQL implementations require traversal of a
graph, which is much slower than retrieving data from a relational database. For the relatively
simple tasks of data migration from one organization to another or retrieving data from some
organization, the Linked Data approach might be an overkill. The third limitation concerns
the dynamic nature of data and privacy. Linked Data promotes the open sharing of data on
the Web, which means that organizations create data dumps that can be processed by others.
If the data visibility can be easily changed by people (e.g., from private to public) the data
dumps should be regenerated immediately, which might not be feasible for a company. The
management of authentication to different data-endpoints might be another limitation of
Linked Data, when used internally within organizations. The authors in Health and Bizer
(Section 6.3) foresee the usage of the crawling pattern for LinkedData applications, rather then
the on-the-ﬂy URI dereferencing pattern needed for real-time data exchange.
Some examples of Linked Data usage internally within enterprises exist (BBC example in
Health and Bizer, Section 3.2.3), but it is not widely used at the time of this writing. The
5http://code.google.com/p/linked-data-api/wiki/API_Rationale
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standard-based OpenSocial, though not as ﬂexible as Linked Data, is popular within enter-
prises and social networks. The main disadvantage is that the social model cannot be easily
and arbitrarily extended as in the case of Linked Data. However, OpenSocial provides easy to
use REST APIs with JSON-based data representation. The data format and APIs are standard-
ized, which enables interoperability when data is accessed and processed. The OpenSocial
does not target the data discovery (as Linked Data) but rather data retrieval and exchange.
Since the data is often located in one place (one company), it is very fast to retrieve the data
compared to the SPARQL engine.
3.1.4 Open Mashup Deﬁnition Language
A recently introduced Open Mashup Deﬁnition Language (OMDL) speciﬁcation provides a
standard for widget bundles. It speciﬁes a bundle as a list of widgets and information about
their layout. This speciﬁcation complements OpenSocial spaces and Collaborative Portable
Web Spaces (Section 3.2). With the OMDL speciﬁcation a widget bundle can be extracted
from a space existing in some container into a runtime independent XML ﬁle and used to
instantiate a new space in the same or in a new container. Thus, the OMDL speciﬁcation
provides a portable way to share widget bundles and it is used by Graasp (Section 2.3). The
OpenSocial Space and Collaborative Portable Web Spaces are richer than OMDL concepts that
target the instantiations of widget bundles inside containers.
3.1.5 Spaces and Contextual Interoperability
In the context of the Communication and Conﬁguration PLE dimensions, we focus on achiev-
ing interoperability at the space level. A space can contain several widgets and also the data
that was produced by the space users. Thus, it represents a unit of widget composition or
mashup instantiation. It becomes natural to consider some mechanisms to keep it inde-
pendent from the runtime environment through an adequate conﬁguration mechanism. A
conﬁguration ﬁle independent from the Web platform and containing a list of widgets and
their preferences we call a space conﬁguration. We distinguish three levels of the space conﬁg-
uration. The ﬁrst level describes how to combine the components of a space (layout, graphical
theme, data-ﬂow, etc.). The second level describes the initial and default values of any pref-
erence or property of its components. Finally, the third level describes all the current values
that were changed in the second level by the users since they started to interact with the space,
and eventually some other user’s data which are stored within the space and not in external
services. As an important contribution of the thesis, we deﬁne three concepts that the space
conﬁguration addresses: portability, broadcasting and co-editing (Fig. 3.1).
The portability concept addresses scenarios where a new copy of a space conﬁguration or of
some conﬁguration part is created. This concept allows users of a space conﬁguration, such
as an iGoogle page, to move their space conﬁgurations to another platform, such as Netvibes,
for example. We can also imagine that some adaptation to the space conﬁguration applies to
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Figure 3.1: Space exchange concepts enabled by decoupling the space conﬁguration from the
Web platform.
adapt it to runtime platforms with very different characteristics, such as converting it from a
desktop to a mobile platform. The portability concept also addresses the case when a user
invites another user to duplicate his own space, starting or not from a snapshot of his personal
data. This later usage could be called cloning. For example, students or teachers moving from
one university to another could carry their sets of tools and associated data with them (as
a space conﬁguration) when the migration occurs, since data and tools should belong to a
person and not to an exploited Web platform.
In the sharing concept, no copies of a space conﬁguration are created, instead the same space
conﬁguration is accessed from different Web platforms and/or by different people. Thus, the
space conﬁguration is shared by the space owner with other people. We distinguish two types
of such sharing: broadcasting and co-editing. In broadcasting, the owner invites other users to
join the space and to keep them updated when the space is modiﬁed by the owner. During
co-editing, the owner invites other users and all the changes to the space done by anyone are
merged together so that there is only one space conﬁguration. For example, a shared course
space created by teachers in their LMSs can be accessed by course students from their own
PLE aggregators.
The portability concept can be combined with the broadcasting and co-editing concepts in
that different users sharing a same space can be accessing it from different runtime platforms.
The co-editing concept can be applied to a single user in the case where this user accesses
the same space from multiple platforms. Moreover, since widgets composition and mashups
consist of several components and every component can have its own set of properties and
user data, sharing can happen at different granularity levels. For instance only some com-
ponents may be shared, only some properties of some components, or some subsets of user
data. Sharing can also happen with different coupling levels depending on the frequency of
synchronization between the different instantiation of the space as we will develop in the next
sections.
To know towhat extent our three concepts based on spaces can be realized today, we compared
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two widget platforms, namely iGoogle and Netvibes, and two mashups development environ-
ments, namely Yahoo Pipes6 and Afrous mashup engine7 (Sire et al. [2009]). We ﬁrst noted
that, to some extent, the Widget platforms already support these concepts at the individual
widget level as explained in the Table 3.1.
Portability Broadcasting Co-editing
iGoogle Limited Limited Limited
Netvibes Limited No Limited
Table 3.1: Current support of the proposed concepts in widgets.
The portability concept is limited on iGoogle as it works only between users accessing the
widget from iGoogle. In that case it appears as a “Send my settings for this gadget” checkbox
when sharing it with someone. Netvibes also provides an internal form of widget portability
since there is a feature to archive a widget and to restore it at any time from/within Netvibes.
Netvibes, as well as iGoogle, also permits to embed certain widgets by generating a code
snippet which can be cut-and-pasted into another environment, however in that case the
preferences and the conﬁguration are hard coded into the code snippet. This type of portability
is also limited to users familiar with HTML. The broadcasting and the co-editing concepts
are supported in iGoogle, for certain widgets. The concepts are materialized through a “View
my content” and a “View and edit my content” options that can be checked when sharing a
widget. However, this is limited to sharing on iGoogle. A very limited form of co-editing is
also available on Netvibes, as users can access their widgets from the desktop and the mobile
version of Netvibes.
The portability concept is supported at the space level on iGoogle and Afrous as they both
allow to save and to import their space conﬁguration into a ﬁle in different proprietary formats
(respectively a gadgetTabML or a JSON ﬁle) (Table 3.2). The Yahoo Pipes platform gives the
possibility to clone a pipe from a mashup gallery to edit it.
Portability Broadcasting Co-editing
iGoogle Yes, proprietary No No
Netvibes No Yes No
Yahoo Pipes Yes, proprietary Yes No
Afrous Yes, proprietary Yes No
Table 3.2: Current support of the proposed concepts in space conﬁgurations.
The broadcasting concept is supported on Netvibes as users can create one public proﬁle page
that their friends can see and which is synchronized with their changes. It is also supported on
Yahoo Pipes and on Afrous. On Yahoo Pipes mashups can be embedded into “badges” which
6http://pipes.yahoo.com
7http://www.afrous.com
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can be installed on other platforms through a code snippet that starts a JavaScript runtime
library. Similarly an Afrous mashup can be embedded through a JavaScript runtime library, as
the full mashup engine is a JavaScript application. For Yahoo Pipes and Afrous, we consider
the embedding as broadcasting because only a reference to the mashup is embedded, hence
any modiﬁcation made by the owner will be reﬂected in the embedded pipe. This applies to
the data-ﬂow composition and constant value parts of the conﬁguration, and not to the user’s
data, as the concept of user’s data (or preferences) is not explicit in these mashup platforms.
3.1.6 Proposed Solution
The current solutions have not yet fulﬁlled all the potentials of spaces, although our selection
of 4 platforms shows that there is an effort in that direction. Currently the most advance
solution is the gadgetTabML format that Google is using to export and import personal pages
on iGoogle, and which is an undocumented internal feature. The OPML ﬁle format is more
widespread but it only handles feed widgets in tabs, all other widgets and their preferences are
lost. The mainstream widget standardization committees, such as W3C, Open Ajax Alliance,
and Open Mobile Terminal Platform (OMTP) do not seem to have plans in that direction, and
neither do mashup development environment providers. We also could not see such an effort
in LMS and PLE areas. The papers (Sire et al. [2009], Bogdanov et al. [2011]) and related work
within the ROLE project raised the interest in the space concept. For example, the recent
OMDL speciﬁcation works towards the similar goal.
We suggested two solutions to address the described portability and sharing concepts: i) a
space conﬁguration concept that incorporates a space structure and makes it possible to
decouple a space from its platform; ii) a solution based on OpenSocial space extension. We
will show in Section 3.1.3 that OpenSocial speciﬁcation is suitable for enabling interoperability
for PLEs at the space level.
3.2 Collaborative Portable Space Conﬁgurations
This section ﬁrst details the Space Conﬁguration contribution of the thesis, and, then, de-
scribes the second contribution - Space Conﬁguration language.
3.2.1 Space Conﬁguration Elements
We deﬁne the following elements for a Space Conﬁguration:
• List of widget or mashup components with default or user settings: the list refers to
components which are published openly and which can be easily referenced via URIs.
Depending on the component format, the settings may be expressed slightly differently.
Unless the component settings are exposed as properties, they are not stored in the
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space. Components may therefore have separate dependencies on external Web services
in the Cloud or real world information for user data storage, but in that case they should
rely on other services to share these data.
• Layout of graphical components: since not all space containers support the same layouts,
the layout should be treated as suggestions.
• Event and/or data-ﬂow wiring of components: mashups are created by connecting their
components, this is also becoming part of a widgets composition as mechanisms such
as inter-widgets communication and drag and drop become available (Isaksson and
Palmér [2010], Zuzak et al. [2011]).
• Participants list: it reﬂects the social context in which learning occurs. In the proposed
solution, one owner of a PLE space will invite other learners to share an initial space
conﬁguration. That initial conﬁguration template corresponding to a scenario (e.g. “get
to know each other”) will be created by a teacher. The list of participants deﬁnes the
scope for broadcasting or co-editing when the space is shared.
• Sharing list: in order to broadcast or co-edit a space, the sharing list deﬁnes precisely the
basic units of sharing such as individual properties of a component, a full component,
or other properties such as the position of each component in a given graphical layout
for instance. We propose as a sharing policy that all the properties not explicitly shared
can be changed by each user independently of the others.
• Refresh rate list: programming patterns such as Reverse Ajax or Web Sockets allow to
develop notiﬁcation mechanisms in such a way that changes to shared properties can
be notiﬁed synchronously. The alternative is to refresh them only on page reload. The
refresh rate list indicates the preferred mode of update for each shared property.
A conﬁguration can be seen as a ﬁle that references several widgets, includes the preferences
of the widgets, people’s access rights, etc. This conﬁguration is a template that supports the
creation of a new space from external resources. However, the conﬁguration should also store
all the shared settings which have been updated by the users in order to distribute them to the
group. In this regards we currently describe these settings as properties (i.e. key/value pairs),
which is common among most widget and mashup platforms. These properties have many
different usages in various environments. Some properties serve as user interface preferences,
some others as widget state variables, and ﬁnally some others as application data storage.
The combination of the three orthogonal dimensions: participant lists, sharing rights over a
property, and refresh rates can be used in different combinations in the user interface.
3.2.2 Space Conﬁguration Language
As an example we show how to extend the gadgetTabML conﬁguration ﬁles so that they can
support different broadcasting and co-editing concepts. Our proposition is to use a new XML
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element and 3 new XML attributes (Table 3.3), which can be set on the different elements of a
host conﬁguration language to decide who can see them, how they are shared and at which
refresh rate.
Attribute or El-
ement
Value Meaning
<Participants>
user identiﬁers (e.g.
email)
a list of people sharing a space conﬁguration
@participants
user identiﬁers a list of people viewing a particular compo-
nent
@sharing
BROADCASTING (a)
type of sharing, (a) means only the owner
can change the value, (b) means everybody
can change it, (c) it’s a private property
space conﬁguration
EDIT (b)
NO (c)
@refresh
SYNC (i)
delay before updating the shared properties,
(i) means synchronously, (ii) means on page
reloadASYNC (ii)
Table 3.3: Proposed additions to the gadgetTabML conﬁguration language to support our
scenarios.
The example in Listing 3.1 shows the Learning French space conﬁguration (Section 2.2.1).
Here, Alice is a French teacher and she has shared the Learning French space with her students
Bob, Charlie and Dave which are declared in the <Participants> element. According to that
conﬁguration Alice broadcasts the resourceUrl property of the ﬁrst LANGUAGE RESOURCES
widget (i.e. she imposes the URL with the French text to read). This is declared with the sharing
attribute set to "BROADCAST" on the <ModulePrefs> declaration of the property. The updates
that Alice will make to the resource URL will be broadcasted asynchronously (i.e. on page
reload) because of the refresh attribute set to "ASYNC".
The second widget (TRANSLATOR) is visible by everyone and everyone can deﬁne his own
settings because there is no sharing attribute deﬁned.
Alice has chosen to display the LISTEN TO YOUR PRONUNCIATION widget only in the view
of Bob. This is speciﬁed with a participant’s attribute on the <Module> that declares the
widget. Alice has also chosen to impose the value of the "trainText" <UserPref> property to
Bob (attribute sharing set to "BROADCAST") so that she can specify the words and sentences
for him to practice.
Finally, all the user preferences of the VOCABULARY TRAINER widget, except the "currentList"
(attribute sharing set to "NO"), are shared and can be edited by everyone because its sharing
attribute is set to "EDIT", and updates are synchronous.
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1 <GadgetTabML version ="1.0" xmlns =".../ GadgetTabML /2008" >
2 <Tab title=" Learning French" skinUrl ="skins/sampler.xml">
3 <Layout iGoogle:spec=" TWO_COL_LAYOUT_1" />
4 <Participants owner="alice">
5 alice@kth.se bob@epfl.ch charlie@epfl.ch dave@kth.se
6 </Participants>
7 <Section >
8 <Module type=" LANGUAGE RESOURCES">
9 <UserPref name=" currentTab" value ="2"/>
10 <ModulePrefs resourceUrl ="http ://..."
11 sharing =" BROADCAST" refresh ="ASYNC"/>
12 </Module >
13 <Module type=" TRANSLATOR">
14 <ModulePrefs url="http ://..."/ >
15 <UserPref name=" fromLanguage" value="fr" />
16 <UserPref name=" toLanguage" value="en" />
17 </Module >
18 <Module type=" LISTEN TO YOUR PRONUNCIATION"
19 participants ="alice@kth.se bob@epfl.ch">
20 <UserPref name=" trainText" sharing =" BROADCAST "/>
21 </Module >
22 <Module type=" VOCABULARY TRAINER" sharing ="EDIT" refresh ="SYNC">
23 <UserPref name=" currentList" value ="1" sharing ="NO"/>
24 <UserPref name=" wordLists"
25 value ="{’1’:[’france ’,’petite ’],’2’:[’adorer ’]}"/>
26 <UserPref name=" progresses" value ="[80 ,70 ,0 ,100]"/ >
27 </Module >
28 </Section >
29 ...
30 </Tab >
31 </GadgetTabML >
Listing 3.1: Extended GadgetTabML ﬁle for usage as a space conﬁguration (some namespace
declarations and some URLs have been removed for simpliﬁcation).
This is an example how to map the participants, sharing and refresh rate dimensions onto a
host XML-based space conﬁguration language. Of course there are several directions in which
the proposition can be reﬁned. For instance, we could imagine a syntax to declare if users can
add new widgets/components, if they are shared, and if they can be removed from the space.
Similarly, we could deﬁne a syntax to deﬁne some other conﬁguration elements that could be
shared such as the layout. Finally, other extensions are necessary to allow ﬁner grain access
control models with sub-groups of users with broadcasting capabilities, and not just use the
owner/others dichotomy.
3.2.3 Architecture
Usually widget and mashup platforms consist of a server component, that we call engine,
and a client-side component, that we call container. The engine is mainly responsible for
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maintaining the space conﬁgurations, usually in an internal database. The widget or mashup
components source code may also be installed on the engine server, or it may be available from
third party servers. The container is responsible for visualizing the space inside a browser.
We added a Conﬁguration Server to this architecture (Fig. 3.2). This component is required
to make a space portable, or to share it. To simply clone a space, the space engine needs to
copy the current state of its conﬁguration to the conﬁguration server. To start its sharing, the
space conﬁguration engine needs to communicate with this conﬁguration server to maintain
the conﬁguration up to date as deﬁned by the participants, sharing and refresh conﬁguration
settings.
This architecture admits two variants (Fig. 3.2). In the ﬁrst variant, a single, centralized
conﬁguration server has been setup to allow two users to share a conﬁguration from different
widget platforms. In the second variant, the conﬁguration data is hosted on different federated
conﬁguration servers. The second variant is more ﬂexible in that it allows portability or sharing
between platforms that may be connected with different conﬁguration servers, or to have
users with different conﬁguration servers in case they need to have an account on it before
using it.
Figure 3.2: Two visions of the Portable Web Spaces architecture.
3.2.4 Example
The following hypothetical example illustrates the usage of portable collaborative spaces. A
teacher has a class where students are divided into groups of four. The task of each group is to
develop a computer program collaboratively. The program should consist of four main blocks,
each solving a particular problem, and a block that combines the four parts to solve the task.
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The teacher decides to use the following setting for each group of students: a co-edited widget,
that contains the ﬁnal code, and a widget for every user, where the particular task is speciﬁed
and student can do some unit testing on their own code. Thus, the resulting space contains
these ﬁve widgets (Fig. 3.3).
Figure 3.3: Teacher (left) and student (right) views of the collaborative space
The co-edited widget (the most top widget in the picture) is available to all students in a group:
its @participants attribute (Table 3.3) is set to a list of group students. Access to each of the
individual four widgets is limited to one student, by setting the @participants attribute of a
widget into the corresponding student. Even though the teacher decides to create his space in
iGoogle, some of the students prefer to use Netvibes. Since every Web platform builds a space
for each user based on the same shared space conﬁguration, the space is available to students
in any platform they want. A Web platform builds a space with two widgets for every student:
the personal widget to accomplish the individual task and the collaborative widget to integrate
the individual solutions together. Every student solves his own task in his personal widget and
then incorporates his solution into the co-edited widget. The changes to the co-edited widget
are propagated synchronously to all the other students in the group and the teacher. In the
end, the teacher gets the ﬁnal solution to the task in the co-edited widget.
Later the teacher discusses the successful class with his fellow teacher from another univer-
sity. The latter likes the idea, and in order to try it out he receives the clone of the space
conﬁguration to try it in his Pageﬂakes portal.
3.2.5 Possible Implementation
In this section we propose a possible implementation of a space conﬁguration server. The
space conﬁguration server only needs to manage conﬁguration data, thus it can be imple-
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mented with any kind of database. To support sharing, it must also propagate data updates.
One solution for synchronous updates is an extension of the XMPP protocol: Google Wave
Federation Protocol. In that scenario, the conﬁguration server would implement/utilize this
protocol and create a new wave for every space conﬁguration. Then, every property of a
conﬁguration with a synchronous refresh rate could be saved as a new wavelet into the space
wave. The participants list of the space would be copied to the participants list of the wave. If
the refresh rate is asynchronous the property would simply be saved into the conﬁguration
server database.
The space engine communicates with the conﬁguration server via a predeﬁned protocol,
maybe using the Google Wave client-server protocol, not only for synchronous properties but
also for asynchronous ones.
The container would communicate with the engine using COMET or Reverse Ajax methods or
higher level APIs such as Web Socket API8.
Then, two options are possible to manage the sharing policy of the different properties. The
lightest solution, that would not require a modiﬁcation of the engine, is to manage the sharing
mode at the conﬁguration level. However, this would not allow to support the broadcasting
mode, as everyone could actually change the property values locally in her browser and not
only the owner. The second option is to manage it at the engine level, so that it prevents users
from modifying a shared property if it is broadcasted and they are not owners. In both cases it
would also be necessary to modify the container part of the platform, since the user interface
should provide speciﬁc affordances and feedbacks to the users so that they know what is
shared and how. To some extent the widget and graphical components developers should
also take this into account. Of course, the widget or component API must also be modiﬁed to
take into account property changes triggered by remote users, for instance through a callback
mechanism.
Regarding the Organization dimension, introduced through the participants list, a potentially
interesting solution could be to delegate the management of groups of people to an external
service such as a kind of OpenId but for groups, let us call it GroupId. It should go beyond
the deﬁnition of a simple list of friends, as deﬁned in an OpenSocial container, to support
the management of several groups and subgroups a user belongs too. A group managed by a
GroupId server could be declared as a participants list in a conﬁguration through a GroupId
URL. This way it should be easier to support many collaboration models, for instance to deﬁne
open/public participation lists, without changing the space conﬁguration language.
The Collaborative Portable Space Conﬁguration approach requires creation and acceptance of
a conﬁguration standard, that can be used by severalWebplatforms. Even thoughwedescribed
the model, provided the details of the conﬁguration language and gave the implementation
hints, we do not have a working prototype that exploits this model.
8http://www.w3.org/TR/websockets
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3.3 Portable Spaces with OpenSocial
This section provides an alternative to space interoperability discussed in Section 3.2. This
approach is based on the usage of the OpenSocial Space extension as proposed in Chapter 2.
It targets the access of space content via standardized OpenSocial APIs and migration of space
data between different Web platforms. The comparison between the two approaches is given
in Section 3.9.1.
3.3.1 OpenSocial and Portability
Weﬁrst discuss theOpenSocial standard from the data interoperability perspective and explain
what it means to migrate a widget from one platform to another. OpenSocial provides a
standard to structure social data and speciﬁes the APIs to access these data. This standard
aims at enhancing data interoperability, code reuse and widgets portability.
When one talks about widget portability, it is important to understand the difference between
portable code and interoperable data. Fig. 3.4 shows that widget code runs inside a widget
container that conforms to the standard speciﬁcation. This makes the widget portable among
OpenSocial widget containers. In addition, widgets can access data from the container via
OpenSocial APIs. These APIs are standardized to be the same in all OpenSocial-compliant
containers. The data structure that APIs use is also standardized. A widget is authorized
to retrieve and update data in the container via a special security token that the container
provides. Any OpenSocial widget is built upon the predeﬁned standard: it "understands" how
the APIs look and the structure of the input and output data for these APIs. Widget developers
rely on the fact that these APIs and data structure will be the same in different containers, thus
implemented widgets will be container-independent.
Figure 3.4: OpenSocial widget architecture
It is important to mention that OpenSocial speciﬁcation is not limited to OpenSocial widgets,
but also encompasses platform-to-platform communication, where one social media platform
can access data from another one via the OpenSocial APIs, the structure of returned data being
understood by everyone. This means that one container can retrieve data from several other
social networks by exploiting the same code in each case, which allows to achieve high code
reuse.
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Widget Portability
The code of a widget is made of CSS, HTML and JavaScript. In addition, widgets may use
speciﬁc libraries to manage their properties on the page, switch between different views, call
HTTP requests to the container and third party services, handle oAuth and signed requests,
etc. These common libraries are provided by any OpenSocial-compliant container. As it can
be seen in Fig. 3.4, a widget (implemented according to the OpenSocial speciﬁcation) together
with the used APIs can be detached from one container and plugged into another container
without any additional code adaptation to the container speciﬁcs. Code portability is the
capability of a widget to run in different containers.
Data Interoperability
Data interoperability is more complex than code portability (Tolk [2006]). To correctly deal
with data coming from/to a container, a widget has to know its structure and API end points,
and where the data can be retrieved. To enable data interoperability between different wid-
get containers or between a widget and its widget container, both syntactic and semantic
interoperability should be satisﬁed.
Syntactic interoperability means that two systems are able to exchange data with a given syntax.
This is achieved by providing common APIs, that are understood by different containers. Thus,
a widget can send/receive data to/from its container, or containers can exchange data with
each other. This standard insures that a widget will be able to access data in different widget
containers provided they are OpenSocial-compliant. For example, a widget running within
one OpenSocial container can call Person API and retrieve data from another OpenSocial
container, since they both implement the API according to the speciﬁcation.
Semantic interoperability ensures that data is not only exchanged, but both the widget and
its container understand the structure (or semantics) of the data. This is ensured by both the
standardization of APIs end-points and the structure of returned data. As example, when a
widget is about to retrieve a name and a phone number of a person, it issues a request to the
OpenSocial Person API end-point. The widget knows in advance the structure and semantics
of the returned object (this is provided by the standard), thus it can safely ﬁnd and process the
information, such as the name and the phone number.
Data is interoperable among different OpenSocial containers: it does not matter in which
container a widget runs, the data entering the widget has always the structure, that widget
understands, and data leaving the widget is understandable by its container. API end-points
are also invariant. The code (or actions) a widget should run to retrieve and process the data
stay the same independently of the container.
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Widget Instance Portability
Widget portability and data interoperability together ensure widget instance portability. A
widget instance is a widget code that runs in a container including all the data that belongs to
this widget within this container.
To clarify the distinction between a widget and a widget instance, let us consider the following
example: a widget with a functionality of showing people’ location on Google map. This
widget is simply a piece of code that implements this functionality. We extend this widget by
allowing it to retrieve user’s friends via OpenSocial API and display them on the map. This
is still only a widget code but with enabled data interoperability between the widget and its
container. The user now adds this widget to iGoogle container and it shows her friends on the
map. This process is called a widget instantiation. The widget code plus its data (widget owner,
friends of the owner) constitute a widget instance. The user now decides to move from iGoogle
container to another one. If the widget can still run and show user friends from iGoogle in the
new container, we say that this widget instance is portable.
3.3.2 Portable Spaces
While there is no wide usage for widget instance portability (since widgets are often small
applications that do not include much data), portability of spaces and mashups is important
due to a richer nature and a vast applicability domain (Severance et al. [2008], Hoyer and
Fischer [2008]). A space as a combination of tools (functionality-centric) differs from a data
mashup concept which is an application aggregating data fromdifferent sources (data-centric),
though sometimes these concepts can be very similar.
Portability is the ability to move/access a space existing in one Web platform
into/from another Web platform (Fig. 3.5).
Figure 3.5: Portability concept
As it was explained in Section 2.2.2, a space is often an instantiation of a widget bundle
containing a list of widgets and a description how to use them. Before a widget bundle can
be used, a space has to be created within a particular Web platform based on this bundle
(similarly to a widget instance in Section 3.3.1).
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OpenSocial widgets are portable. Thereby, if a bundle is simply a list of OpenSocial widgets,
it will be portable as well. The space, on the other hand, contains some data that is saved
within its platform. Thus, to achieve space portability, we have to make sure that space data
saved in one platform can be either moved to or accessed by another platform. This can be
accomplished similarly to the portability of widget instances which will be described in the
following sections.
There are many real life scenarios where the portability of spaces is important. People moving
between different companies can bring along their personal spaces if the company policy
allows it. Employees from different company divisions can access shared spaces from their
own platforms. A teacher, moving from one university to another, would like to move his
course spaces from one LMS to another. Students from different universities can access the
same course from their own platforms. Spaces can be cloned and changed afterwards to satisfy
the speciﬁc needs of different people. Spaces can be extracted from their platform and behave
as stand-alone environments. All the mentioned scenarios improve the personalization
and support the user in achieving the accessibility and mobility of data and tools, which is
necessary in everyday work, learning, leisure activities.
3.3.3 Migration Methods
The main goal of OpenSocial is stated as follows: “Friends are fun, but they’re only on some
Web sites. OpenSocial helps these sites share their social data with the Web. Applications
that use the OpenSocial APIs can be embedded within a social network itself, or access a site’s
social data from anywhere on the Web.” Thus, OpenSocial is mainly about building portable
applications and sharing data. However, one can look at the OpenSocial from the different
angle, namely, to explore its support for portability and interoperability, which will enable the
migration of spaces between platforms.
The current section shows how space portability can be achieved with OpenSocial. The APIs
of OpenSocial with the Space extension help to achieve migration of spaces from one platform
to another or accessing space data from different platforms. When we talk about a space there
are two parts: data that represent the space and its visual representation (UI). While space
data is unique at any point of time, its visual representation might vary in different platforms.
Technically speaking a visual representation for a space can be implemented either as a meta-
widget or as a part of a platform. By meta-widget we mean a widget code that can render
other widgets inside itself. In the ﬁrst case of space representation as a meta-widget when the
migration takes place, both data and space UI can be ported, in the second - only data. We
focus here on the ﬁrst case, the second scenario can be accomplished in a similar manner
provided the code responsible for rendering a space within a platform utilises OpenSocial
APIs.
Let us consider a space and its meta-widget running in a Platform1 (http://platform1.com),
all data for this space is saved in the Platform1. The user decides to move to another Platform2
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(http://platform2.com). Since both platforms are OpenSocial-compliant, the meta-widget
code can be easily ported. However, the user gathered some data in Platform1, while interact-
ing with the space. Even though the meta-widget can be successfully moved, the data requires
special consideration. There are ﬁve possible scenarios (Fig. 3.6). We leave out a scenario
where the user does not want to keep the old data, since it is accomplished by simply moving
the meta-widget.
Method 1 (Data migration). A user wants to move data completely from Platform1 to Plat-
form2. Being in the Platform2, the user will have to login to Platform1. Once done, all data
can be retrieved from Platform1. Since both platforms are OpenSocial-compliant, Platform2
understands the structure of the data and saves it in its own data storage. Afterwards, the user
can forget about Platform1 since all the data are moved and the meta-widget from now on
accesses the data directly from Platform2 (Fig. 3.6, row 1).
Method 2 (Data access). A user does not care about moving data to Platform2 thus it is ok
if the space widget running in Platform2 still accesses the data from Platform1. The user
will have to authenticate to Platform1 and grant access to this data to Platform2. To avoid
multiple user authentications, the special authentication token can be saved by using oAuth,
for example. Next time the user comes to Platform2, the authentication to Platform1 is done
automatically and the meta-widget can work with its data. Thus, while the space widget is
physically located in Platform2, its data is still accessed from Platform1 (Fig. 3.6, row 2).
Method 3 (Migration/access hybrid) is a combination of methods 1 and 2, where a part of
data can be moved to Platform2, while the other part is still accessed from Platform1. As an
example, the data for the user proﬁle can be located in Platform1 and accessed from there,
while photo albums uploaded by the user can be in Platform2. Moreover, the data can be
distributed between three or more different platforms. This method is shown in Fig. 3.6, row 3.
Method 4 (Meta-widget embedding). A space runs in Platform1 as a meta-widget, that has
full access to data in Platform1 and renders space UI and space widgets in this platform. This
meta-widget can be extracted from Platform1 in a fashion similar to an iframe and integrated
within Platform2. Through this meta-widget, the space can be brought to Platform2.
Method 5 (Meta-widget extraction). In this scenario the space data are extracted from the
Platform1 but are not moved into Platform2, instead the data are hard-coded into the meta-
widget itself. Thus, the meta-widget can run in different widget platforms and access the data,
since all its code already contains the needed functionality and the data.
There is an important implementation detail to consider. Even though the APIs to retrieve data
are standardized, the API preﬁx differs among platforms. Consider this API to retrieve a person
object (which id equals 1) from Platform1 - http://platform1.com/people/1/@self. Normally,
in widget code the preﬁx can be omitted and API would look as /people/1/@self. This means
simply: take your host platform as the preﬁx. However, if a widget is moved from Platform1 to
Platform2, but its data are still taken from Platform1, some adaptations are required. Namely,
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Figure 3.6: Classiﬁcation of Migration Methods
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the preﬁx should be changed in the widget for different API end-points. This way widget code
does not have to be changed, but API requests will be redirected to appropriate platforms.
Thus, in Method 3 requests for data to Platform1 will be preﬁxed with http://platform1.com
and requests for data to Platform2 will be preﬁxed with http://platform2.com. This is the only
change that has to be done, that can be managed within widget code.
The ﬁrst three methods discussed in this section additionally apply to the user transition
between platforms where the space UI is not implemented as a meta-widget. Let us imagine
that Platform2 uses OpenSocial APIs to retrieve its space data when the UI is being built. With
OpenSocial support in both platforms, Platform2 can access the APIs of Platform1 and process
the data. If, in addition, it implements the functionality (similar to meta-widgets) of handling
authentication to Platform1, then the user can successfully work with data according to the
ﬁrst three methods presented in Fig. 3.6.
3.3.4 Portable Space Scenarios
OpenSocial in conjunction with the proposed migration methods allows to bring spaces
from one platform to another. There are many scenarios of space usage, thus we suggest a
classiﬁcation of space use cases according to criteria deﬁned in Table 3.4.
Criteria names Criteria values
platform independance independent dependent
data ﬂow direction aggregator distributor
space dissemination freeze clone share bundle/template
authentication no security token oAuth secret URL
data access local external embed built-in
Table 3.4: Classiﬁcation of Portable Space Scenarios
Platform independence criterion deﬁnes a degree of connection between a platform and a
space. If a space can be separated from its platform and used as a standalone environment, it
is independent. If a space can only "live" inside a Web platform, it is a dependent space. For
example, in the Migration method 5 of the previous section the space exists independently of
its initial container and, thus, can be seen as an independent space. If it is assigned a URL, it
can be shared over the internet with this URL since it is self-contained. On the other hand, a
space that extensively exploits user proﬁle, widgets, widget data via OpenSocial APIs can not
be easily separated from its platform.
Data ﬂow direction deﬁnes a space as an aggregator or a distributor. In the ﬁrst case, the space
is very similar to a mashup because it aggregates data from different end-points. This way,
a person’s proﬁle can be taken from person.com end-point, a widget list - from widgets.com,
albums - from albums.com, and then this information is displayed within the space. In other
words, a space serves as a destination point for information, where data ﬂow enters and
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accumulates within the space. Distributor spaces behave differently: the data ﬂow is initiated
within a space and data is propagated towards external platforms. The information is added
into a space by the user and then these data are updated in different end-points on behalf of
the user. As an example, consider a space where the user adds several external end-points
(LinkedIn, Facebook, Google+). By doing this, the space has access to those external services
via oAuth, and as soon as the user updates her postal address or adds photos into an album
within the space, the change is propagated to all the end-points. The new postal address and
photos will be added to external platforms.
Space dissemination criteria deﬁnes how a space is shared with others. When the user decides
to migrate a space from one Web platform to another or to allow other people to work with the
space, there are four main scenarios that can be accomplished.
• The user can freeze the current space, which means all space data is extracted from the
platform and attached to a space in some serialized form. Afterwards, the space can not
be changed anymore, but it can be easily moved around and rendered outside of the
platform (a way to have publicly shared spaces).
• The user can clone a space which creates a copy of a space with all the associated data.
Afterwards, this new space starts its own separate life. The new space can be changed
according to the user’s wishes and it can run in both the same and different platforms.
• The user can share a space with somebody or access it from another platform. In this
case, there is only one instance of a space that is shared among several users or accessed
by the same user in several platforms. The space changes are visible to everybody.
• The fourth scenario is similar to the ﬁrst one, however it is different in the way space
is used afterwards. A space that works in some platform is abstracted by a user into a
bundle (or a template). These bundles contain only core space data excluding widget
speciﬁc data: a list of widgets in the space without their data, the space description, the
space name. Afterwards, the bundle can be shared with different people via Widgets
repository or as a conﬁguration ﬁle.
To start working with a space, users have to instantiate it in their preferred platform. We
believe these four scenarios cover major use-cases people come across in the real life.
Authentication criterion classiﬁes space use cases by the way authentication and autho-
rization are accomplished. There are four possibilities: no authentication, security token,
authentication (oAuth9 or similar) and secret URL. A space running in a platform can directly
access platform data, no special authentication is required in this case. Space widgets access
data from the platform with the aid of a special security token, which neither requires au-
thentication actions from the user. When a space is moved, but still accesses the associated
9http://oauth.net/
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data from the previous platform, the user normally has to login to that platform. This can be
managed by oAuth so that the user does not have to do it every time the space is being open.
Another way is to provide a secret URL to access the space. This way the user can share the
secret URL with his colleagues and they can access the space without any login required.
Data access is the criterion that classiﬁes the ways a space accesses data when it is migrated
from one platform to another. We consider here the four methods described in Section 3.3.3
and depicted in Fig. 3.6: local access (method 1), external access (method 2), embed (method
4) and built-in (method 5).
3.4 Portable Platform Interfaces
The notion of space together with its support in OpenSocial brings new scenarios, that were
impossible to implement before. They are called portable Platform Interfaces. The Platform
Interface is an application that implements the UI of a Web platform. The same portable
Platform Interface can be used by different social media platforms to implement (fully or
partially) their client-side business logic (Sire et al. [2010]).
With contextual spaces, it is possible to model concepts such as groups of people, events,
discussion forums, courses, conferences, etc. As it was shown in Section 2.2.3, the Space
concept allows us to represent internal data structures of Web platforms. Thus, a Platform
Interface can retrieve the data structures existing in a platform via OpenSocial APIs and build
the UI to work with data structures. The usage of standardized APIs to retrieve data allows us to
decouple the implementation code of the user interface from the platform. As a consequence,
a Platform Interface can be technically implemented as an OpenSocial meta-widget (a widget
that can integrate and manage several other widgets) and it solely includes the programming
code needed to manage the UI, while all the data is always located in the Web platform.
Portable Platform Interface is a meta-widget that can retrieve the internal data
structure of a Web platform as spaces via OpenSocial APIs and represents an
implementation of the user interface that can be re-used in other Web platforms.
A Web widget is often a small application that extends the functionality of a Web platform.
A Platform Interface is a more general concept representing the functionality of the whole
Web platform, it is a Web application that governs the client-side functionality of a whole Web
platform. Even though a widget and a Platform Interface are different concepts, each one can
be implemented according to the OpenSocial standard (as a portable chunk of code), which
ensures portability for Platform Interfaces. Thus, a portable Platform Interface can be seen as
a template that can be used by a Web platform, to implement its client-side logic.
Consider the following example. Imagine a platform Platform1 (that is a groups management
Web platform) implemented as follows: the server side code is implemented according to
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OpenSocial speciﬁcation extended with spaces. It has a widget container able to render
OpenSocial widgets in the browser (Fig. 3.7). Groups are represented as horizontal tabs. When
a tab with a group is active, the list of people in this group is shown in the right area and group
widgets are displayed inside the left area side-by-side. The whole user interface is technically
implemented as a meta-widget. This meta-widget manages retrieving via OpenSocial APIs a
list of groups (as spaces) for a logged in user, tabs switching, retrieving and displaying a list of
people and widgets for every tab, etc. The client-side code includes solely the programming
logic that builds the interaction interface with the data, however all the data is stored in the
Platform1. This is the portable Platform Interface, because the widget code can be reused to
provide a platform-to-user interface inside another Web platform. If the owner of Platform1
believes this Platform Interface can be useful for other people, the Portable Interface can be
shared in one of the available widget repositories.
Figure 3.7: Platform Interface at platform Platform1
Other people can reuse this Platform Interface according to the following scenario: another
developer plans to create a new Web platform Platform2 that will be showing news to people
(Fig. 3.8). The developer would like to organize the news platform in the following manner:
tabs correspond to the different news topics (music, economics, sport). For every topic there
are several RSS widgets showing related news and a list of people subscribed to this topic. The
person goes to a widget repository and ﬁnds the URL and the screenshot for the Platform
Interface described above. This Platform Interface perfectly suits the developer’s requirements.
The UI is exactly as expected, however, the data that will be displayed by the widgets and
information in the tabs will be speciﬁc to the Platform2. Assuming the OpenSocial widgets
support is already enabled in the Platform2, the developer ﬁrst creates topics (as spaces) in
the database of the Platform2 and then assigns widgets and people to every topic. Once done,
the found Platform Interface is added to the Platform2. This Platform Interface retrieves the
data from the Platform2 via OpenSocial APIs and builds the UI for these data (Fig. 3.8).
In this scenario the UI of a Platform Interface includes management of tabs, displaying people
related to a tab from a social media platform, and rendering widgets existing within a tab.
This functionality is rather complex (comparing to a simple widget) and represents a Platform
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Interface. Since this Platform Interface is implemented as an OpenSocial widget, it is portable
between different platforms. Even though the difference in the interface is transparent for an
end-user, for Web developers this is a step forward in simplifying the development process.
We should note that even without spaces widgets are reusable and portable, however without
spaces it is difﬁcult to achieve portable Platform Interfaces.
Figure 3.8: Platform Interface at platform Platform2
3.5 Technical Validation
The main goal of this chapter is to propose a solution to work with spaces and widgets in a
cross-platform way. It is possible to divide all solutions into two main groups: space sharing
and space migration. Scenarios in the sharing group are characterized by uniqueness of space
data. In other words, when a space is accessed from different containers, no copies of its data
are made. The data continues to be stored in one place and all Web platforms working with the
space access the same data. For the migration group, the space data are moved from the initial
location into a new one. Thus, a clone of a space is made. The implementations proposed
fall into one of the two categories. These implementations use the migration methods from
Section 3.3.3.
Graasp implements several mechanisms to share and exchange widget bundles and spaces
in order to address the Communication and Conﬁguration PLE dimensions. It supports the
cross-platform interaction of people with spaces and enables sharing of created contexts with
peers.
We describe three use cases validating the ideas presented in the current chapter: the inter-
operability of Graasp with Moodle platform, ubiquitous access to spaces created in Graasp
within the Go-Lab project and the export and import of spaces between Graasp and ROLE
Widget Store.
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3.6 Validation 1: Graasp and Moodle Interoperability
We discuss how the main PLE components can be brought into LMS via OpenSocial widgets
and the Space extension. We adopted OpenSocial speciﬁcation for our investigation and our
main goal was to bring the beneﬁts of PLEs to students and teachers but, at the same time,
decrease as much as possible the amount of new functionalities they will have to learn or
deal with - a requirement requested by several teachers. With widgets, students and teachers
become ﬂexible in personalizing their environments and can bring much more functionality
into LMSs than is available there by default. For this task, we implemented plugins for a
popular LMS - Moodle.
Our main research goals were to ﬁnd out if PLE ﬂexibility improves interactions and learning
within a course for both teachers and students and whether people ﬁnd useful the space
concept and the possibility to build their learning environments themselves. ROLE project is
producing educational widgets based on OpenSocial and several teachers showed interest to
use these widgets within their courses in Moodle, thus we decided to enable this functionality.
We introduce in more details the Moodle platform, describe its limitations and show how our
solution tackles these limitations. We detail how the plugin was used in university courses
and how students perceived it. Finally, we detail interoperability on the space level between
Graasp and Moodle.
3.6.1 Moodle Plugin Description
Moodle is a popular LMS to manage courses that is the de-facto standard among many Educa-
tional Institutions. It is a plugin based PHP application that can be extended via additional
modules. These modules have to be installed on a Moodle server by a system administrator.
The Moodle view, as shown to students and teachers, consists of a main center area and a
narrow right column with blocks (Fig. 3.9). The center area contains main course resources,
such as a wiki page, a forum, a lesson, a quiz, etc. The right block contains some helper plugins
that a teacher can add to every center page, e.g., a calendar, upcoming events, latest news, a
recent activity, etc. These are to extend and enrich the functionality of the main center page.
The Moodle ﬂexibility and adaptability is achieved via visual themes and server side plugins,
thus an intervention of system administrators is required every time a change should be
done at the Moodle plugin level. Teachers and students are not involved in the process of the
customization. Teachers, for example, can not add or remove plugins on their own. On the
other hand, widgets are client-side applications that can be added by the user to a system by
skipping server side installation, which makes them easy to add.
The OpenSocial plugin for Moodle exists in two variations. The ﬁrst one adds a new module
to Moodle, which is similar to the standard module pages10. Once it is installed to Moodle, a
10https://github.com/vohtaski/shindig-moodle-mod
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Figure 3.9: Widgets as blocks on the right
teacher can add a “Widget space” to the course, assign widgets to it, and choose whether a 1,
2 or 3 column view should be used to display widgets (Fig. 3.10). The resulting outcome (as
displayed to students) is the page with widgets displayed as a grid, where students can work
with several widgets simultaneously (Fig. 3.11).
The second part of the plugin adds a new block to Moodle11. A teacher can add widgets to the
right column for already existing in Moodle wiki pages, lessons, forums, etc. (Fig. 3.9)
Figure 3.10: A teacher creates a space with widgets for a course
One of the main beneﬁts of this plugin is the large pool of available widgets that can be used by
teachers. Once the OpenSocial plugin is installed in Moodle, a teacher can achieve the needed
functionality without bothering system administrators with server-side plugins installation.
The plugin enhances the ﬂexibility in choosing the resources and tools according to the course
11https://github.com/vohtaski/shindig-moodle-block
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Figure 3.11: Widgets as displayed within Moodle
speciﬁcs: teachers can easily add and remove widgets needed for a course, develop their own
ones, etc. Widgets can be found in the existing widget repositories (iGoogle directory, ROLE
Widget Store, etc.). Teachers can re-use existing educational resources and learning objects
from external Web sites. Depending on the desired integration level, teachers can either use
an iFrame widget that simply integrates a Web site URL or develop their own widgets that
provide a deeper integration.
From the implementation perspective, the plugin consists of two parts. The ﬁrst part is
a Widget engine (Apache Shindig) that renders OpenSocial widgets on a Moodle page. The
second part is a PHPmodule that is responsible for the conﬁguration of the page containing the
widgets, adding and removing them to/from the page and gluing Moodle with Shindig engine.
OpenSocial API provides the standardized way to retrieve and exchange information between
the Moodle installation and the other social networks, which improves data portability and
interoperability. Widgets can query Moodle for data via Shindig engine: they can retrieve the
currently logged in user, the current course, its participants as well as save and get arbitrary
data. The privacy and security are managed via Shindig engine and it is under the full control
of the administrators. However, a widget installed within a course runs on behalf of a teacher
who added it and can do the same actions that teachers can normally do in their courses.
Thus, it is a teacher who is responsible for checking the trustfulness of a widget, before adding
it into Moodle. The ability to retrieve a course information and its participants is achieved via
OpenSocial space extension that allows widgets to adapt to the speciﬁc context of the course.
For example, a wiki widget (Fig. 3.11, top left) can save data for a course and restrict access to
only people engaged in this course. The same wiki widget will behave differently being added
to another course: it will have a different wiki history and a different list of participants.
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3.6.2 Usage at the Online College of Shanghai Jiao Tong University
The Moodle plugin has been used in the courses at the distance university of Shanghai Jiao
Tong University (SJTU School of Continuing Education, SOCE). SOCE students are adult
learners who study for an associate or bachelor degree (Ullrich et al. [2010]). The college
implements blended learning, i.e., students can come to classrooms in person to attend
lectures or watch the lectures live through the Web. All lectures are recorded and available
for subsequent non-live view. Teaching and learning follows a traditional pattern which is
very teacher-centric, with most students watching the lectures rather passively. Within the
ROLE project, we investigated how to use existing technologies and tools to provide a larger
amount of opportunities for interaction and creation (Bogdanov et al. [2012c]). For instance,
tools like Voice Recorders and Text-to-Speech allow foreign language students to practice
their pronunciation by recording themselves and comparing their speech to the “original”
one. Other tools, such as collaborative text editors enable students to work on joint texts in
an easier manner than by using forums. A large percentage of the widgets used in SOCE are
existing Web pages that train very speciﬁc domain knowledge, such as the usage of German
articles and French verbs, or visualize data structures such as linked lists.
The Moodle plugin has been used at SOCE since August 2011 to add ROLE technology via
widgets to a number of courses in the domain of foreign languages as well as computer science.
The courses are “Business English”, “English Newspaper Reading”, “Data Structures”, “German”
and “French”. Figure 3.11 contains screenshots of the Moodle page as used in the course. In
the lectures “Business English” and “English Newspaper Reading” the teacher used widgets
in several ways. Firstly, and in a similar manner to the other lectures, by converting existing
resources into widgets suitable for use in training students for various aspects of business
English, such as writing CVs, business emails, etc. Secondly, in order to make the course more
realistic, the teachers used a role play scenario in which students set up ﬁctitious companies
and products. Students were then instructed to create a Web page for their company and a
slide set presenting their products. The resources were uploaded in Moodle and students used
a rating widget to assess resources authored by their peers.
In the German and the Computer Science courses, the teachers used the Moodle plugin in or-
der to provide additional exercises during the semester and also to offer training opportunities.
But ostensibly the PLE aggregator was utilised by the students mostly for exam preparation.
During the courses the Moodle plugin was referred to as a PLE and we will use this naming
further on. The teachers converted existing Web resources consisting of exercises training
various aspects of German grammar and visualizations of data structure algorithms to aid the
students understand and enhance their learning opportunities. Several widgets and embed-
ded tools were extended with the functionality helpful for the overall learning process. For
instance, the users’ interaction with the tools was captured and used in a visualization which
allowed the teacher and the students to see how often they interacted with the resources and
to compare their activities to those of their peers.
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3.6.3 Plugin Evaluation
The current section describes the results of a questionnaire that was conducted with students
who were using the described plugin in the courses at SJTU university. Our main goals were to
ﬁnd out whether students see a value in using PLE components brought via the OpenSocial
widgets and whether they look for more ﬂexibility, i.e., they can manage widgets on their own.
20 students responded to the questionnaire (a half from the French course and another half
from the German course). In general, students perceived the PLE to be useful for their learning
tasks (Fig. 3.12). They found it to be helpful to learn in an independent manner, to accomplish
work more effectively and they would like to use it in the future.
Figure 3.12: Questionnaire results
The second issue we evaluated was whether students were looking for more personalization
and ﬂexibility. The questionnaire showed that students feel comfortable in organizing their
own environment for learning by customizing the bundles of widgets offered by teachers,
assembling their own sets of widgets for their learning tasks and to search for existing sets of
tools (Fig. 3.12). Figure 3.13 shows how students rated the tools that were offered by teachers
in the Moodle plugin. Even though the majority of widgets were useful for students, a number
of them (Listen to your pronunciation, Record yourself, Spell check, Activity visualization)
were not highly appreciated by several students. This indirectly conﬁrms the fact that students
were looking for more ﬂexibility: they would prefer not to have some widgets at all or probably
replace them with other alternatives. Thus, the functionality to remove/hide some widgets on
the page or to replace them would be appreciated by some students.
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Figure 3.13: Tools as rated by students on a scale from 1 (not useful) to 5 (very useful)
3.6.4 Space Sharing via OpenSocial APIs
The following implementation shows Data migration and Data access methods from Sec-
tion 3.3.3. As a source Platform1 we use Graasp platform. The destination Platform2 repre-
sents our local installation of LMS Moodle. The Moodle installation is extended with a plugin
that allows to add and render OpenSocial widgets and spaces. Both platforms use Apache
Shindig as a backend to manage widgets. The Apache Shindig version of Graasp platform is
extended with Space APIs. Both platforms implement OpenSocial Person API and the user has
an account in both of them. In this scenario the user accesses her personal space existing in
Graasp within Moodle.
The space in Platform1 is built as a meta-widget to display the information about the user
from the platform (name and description) as well as a list of her spaces (a thumbnail picture
and a name for each). Since Graasp implements both the standard OpenSocial Person API and
the API for the Space extension, the Graasp space receives the information from its platform
and displays it, which can be seen on the left in Fig. 3.14. Next, the user decides to move the
space meta-widget from Graasp platform to Moodle. All that has to be done is to take a widget
URL from Graasp and to create a new widget for this URL within Moodle (Fig. 3.14). The widget
runs correctly since both platforms are OpenSocial-compliant.
Being added into Moodle, the widget discovers that Person API is supported. Thus, the widget
automatically displays the user name and the description taken from the Moodle platform
via OpenSocial Person API (the left part of Fig. 3.15). The widget also ﬁnds out that the Space
API is not supported in Moodle. Thus, additional actions are required from the user to enable
access to the Graasp Space API. In the current scenario, the user is prompted by the widget to
approve access to Graasp spaces (the left part of Fig. 3.15). In more complex scenarios, the
widget could also ask the user from which platform the spaces should be taken from. Thus,
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Figure 3.14: Space as a meta-widget in Graasp and its addition to Moodle
Figure 3.15: Space running in Moodle
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the user has to provide credentials, so that the widget can login on her behalf into Graasp
and retrieve spaces information. Once the widget is successfully authenticated, in addition to
user’s proﬁle from Moodle, it displays user’s spaces from Graasp (the right part of Fig. 3.15).
The next time the user opens the widget she will have to login into Graasp again. To solve this
usability problem, we use oAuth protocol, so that Graasp behaves as an oAuth provider. On
the other hand, widgets in Moodle behave as oAuth consumers (support for this is provided
by Apache Shindig). Once the user provides her credentials, the special oAuth token is saved
by the Apache Shindig installation at Moodle and the widget will be able to automatically au-
thenticate into Graasp during the next visit. In case there is a single sign-on (SSO) mechanism
enabled between two platforms, the user can even skip the ﬁrst login into Graasp required by
oAuth.
In the described implementation scenario, the user is able to move the space meta-widget
from Graasp to Moodle and still access the associated data (a list of spaces) used in Graasp.
This scenario corresponds to the Migration/access hybrid method in Section 3.3.3, where
some data is taken from the new platform and some is still accessed from the previous one.
Moreover, the widget could retrieve Person data from Graasp in the same way it is done for
spaces. This way, the Person object from Graasp can update the ﬁelds of the Person object
from Moodle in case the user wants to merge or migrate the proﬁle information.
3.6.5 Scenarios for Space Migration
In the sharing scenario, data does not leave its initial Web platform. However, in the migration
scenario, data is physically moved from one platform to another. The scenario is the following.
A teacher decides to migrate his Moodle course space into Graasp. The course contains several
widgets and resources. The teacher wants to have a space in Graasp with the same course
name, description, widgets and resources as in Moodle. There are several ways to achieve it
with OpenSocial.
The ﬁrst approach is based on using OpenSocial APIs (Method 1 - Data migration, Sec-
tion 3.3.3). However, in order to simplify the development ofmigration scenarios, an additional
tool is needed. This tool enabling data migration should allow the user to
• specify from which Web platform data is to be taken from,
• login to the external platform,
• specify which APIs are to be used for data extraction (Person, Space, etc.),
• choose which ﬁelds are to be taken during the migration process.
This tool can be implemented as a special library for Web platforms or as a Migration widget.
In addition, it requires the management of multiple oAuth end-points within an OpenSocial
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widget (which is not possible at the moment in Apache Shindig). The user should be able
to dynamically change the oAuth end-points or the widget speciﬁcation should support the
deﬁnition of multiple oAuth end-points in the Modules section of a widget. Also, a possibility
to change a domain address for OpenSocial API calls would be a helpful step towards enabling
the migration. This can be accomplished as a feature for Shindig that changes the domain
names of OpenSocial osapi requests. For example, it could work as follows.
osapi.setDomain("http://graasp.epfl.ch")
osapi.setDomain("http://moodle.epfl.ch")
The second approach helps to achieve migration via JSON serialization, where a ﬁle with
serialized data is moved from one place to another instead of accessing OpenSocial APIs. Since
OpenSocial data is served in a JSON format, it can be serialized as a JSON ﬁle. This ﬁle can
be later passed to another platform, that can extract the needed data. Since OpenSocial APIs
already understand OpenSocial JSON format, it would be beneﬁcial to reuse them for this task.
A new tool should be able to parse JSON ﬁle and ﬁnd the blocks that can be directly passed to
the corresponding OpenSocial API. Afterwards, these APIs can automatically save data to the
new platform.
3.7 Validation 2: Ubiquitous Access to Go-Lab Spaces
Graasp is used within the European Go-Lab project as a platform to manage remote and virtual
labs12. The goal of the Go-Lab project is to support pupils and teachers in schools. In the
project scenarios, pupils are expected to conduct remote laboratory experiments by following
the inquiry-based learning paradigm. For every remote laboratory a teacher creates a space in
Graasp. Widgets are assembled into the space to provide the laboratory functionality and help
pupils to accomplish the assignments. Resources required for the lab are added as well. Once
the construction of the lab as a Graasp space is completed, the teacher can share it with her
pupils. One of the main project requirements is to avoid for legal reasons (EU teen privacy) the
creation of accounts for pupils and having them sign in to the labs. Thus, the space portability
and space sharing become instrumental for these scenarios, as we will discuss next.
3.7.1 Space Sharing via Embedded Meta-Widget
To support teachers in sharing remote labs with their pupils, we enabled in Graasp the sharing
approach where a created space can be brought to another container in a way similar to
an embed HTML tag or open in a browser as a URL (Section 3.3.3, method 4 - Meta-widget
embedding). From the user perspective it looks the following way: the teacher signs in to
Graasp and opens a space with widgets. Graasp has a special view where all widget instances
are shown on the page at the same time and the user can change their order and width
12http://www.go-lab-project.eu/prototypes
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(Fig. 3.16). Once the spatial arrangement is completed, there is a possibility to export the
space (Fig. 3.17). After the space is exported, the teacher is provided with a Private URL or an
Embed code that could be used in a browser separately from Graasp. The resulting appearance
and functionality of this exported space is similar to the space in Graasp, however, additional
space management features of Graasp are not displayed (Fig. 3.18). The space is not physically
migrated from Graasp but is accessed from another platform, thus if the teacher changes the
order or the size of the widgets in Graasp space, it affects the exported space and vice-versa.
Figure 3.16: Space with widgets in Graasp
In the Go-Lab scenario the teacher gives the extracted private URL for the space to the pupils.
They can open it directly in the browser and can work with the lab without additional logins or
account creation (Fig. 3.18). The data they produce are saved in the corresponding Graasp
space. If we compare the default Graasp view as it is seen by teachers in Fig. 3.16 and the
extracted private URL view that is given to pupils (Fig. 3.18), we can see that the interface
for pupils is lighter and does not have extra features that are not needed to conduct a lab
experiment.
The URL the teacher receives has a special hash value that maps to the user identity. Thus,
the user should not publicly share this URL, because everyone who can access the URL, has
the same access rights in the platform as the user herself. The exported space represents an
OpenSocial meta-widget. Apache Shindig serving as a widget container in Graasp uses the
security token that contains the encrypted information about logged in user id, space id and
an expiration timeout after which the token will be invalidated. When the export takes place,
the mapping between hash value and user id and space id is dynamically created in Graasp
database. Whenever the user accesses the private URL, a new security token is generated
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Figure 3.17: Space export interface in Graasp
Figure 3.18: Space exported as a private URL and opened in the browser
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and the space meta-widget is rendered on the page. In the scenario described, the private
URL serves as an access point to a space for the user, so that she does not have to login every
time the space is accessed. For the Go-Lab scenarios it means that from the Graasp point of
view, the actions accomplished by different pupils are considered as done by one person (the
teacher). This speciﬁcity is addressed in two other approaches to manage user authentication
when a space is exported from Graasp, that are alternative to the private URL mechanism.
This is the future research goals that are brieﬂy summarized in the next paragraph.
The ﬁrst approach is to provide a login interface within the extracted meta-widget, where the
user can authenticate into Graasp and the widget will identify the user working with it. Though
it is useful in many scenarios, it is a limitation for the Go-Lab project where pupils should not
create accounts. The second approach is the shared URL, where the login information is not
saved on behalf of a particular user creating a URL but is shared among all people accessing
the space. In the private URL scenario, all actions done by pupils are seen by the platform
as the actions of the teacher. In the shared URL scenario, all actions are seen as done by an
anonymous user and a more granular scheme can be used to differentiate between the pupils.
This is the typical Go-Lab scenario where the teacher shares a lab space with the pupils. The
teacher extracts the space as a shared URL and gives the URL to the pupils. They can work
with the space meta-widget without login. However, the widget should save data on behalf of
each pupil and differentiate them. For example, pupils might use their names, email addresses
or pictures to uniquely identify themselves within this extracted meta-widget. Afterwards,
the user identiﬁer can be saved in cookies to be reused for the subsequent sessions. Further
investigations are ongoing to ﬁnd the best approaches to manage anonymous users and the
adaptations needed on both Graasp and Apache Shindig levels.
3.7.2 Migration with Built-In Data
We saw previously the scenario where the teacher shared the created space with students. In
case the teacher uses widgets that do not use any OpenSocial APIs, the space can be extracted
from the container as a space freeze (Section 3.3.3, method 5 - Meta-widget extraction). The
next section shows its implementation in Graasp.
When viewing a particular space, the user can extract it from Graasp as a public freeze (the
right part in Fig. 3.17). This means that a new meta-widget is automatically generated and
all the space data (its name, its list of widgets, their order, their width, etc.) are built into the
widget code. This meta-widget can be run in an interoperable way in other Web platforms
with OpenSocial since all the data it needs is already accessible within the widget itself and
the widget does not require any interaction with its platform. The user is provided with a
meta-widget URL that can be used to render a space within other OpenSocial platforms. For
example, a new widget can be created in Moodle that uses the frozen URL extracted from
Graasp. It is also possible to simply render the space as a standalone URL using the Apache
Shindig installation in Graasp.
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There are two main limitations of this approach. The ﬁrst limitation is that the data can not be
updated anymore by the meta-widget since it is built-in. The second limitation is that widgets
that need to save data into their container will loose access to the platform once the freeze
is done. However, the proposed approach can be generalized to the case of widgets using
OpenSocial APIs. For example, either a data freeze should be done not only on the space level
but also on the widget level or there should be found a way to redirect OpenSocial API calls
within a widget to a local frozen json database instead of the widget container which might
require the extension to OpenSocial or an additional implementation within Apache Shindig.
3.8 Validation 3: Graasp Interoperability with Widget Store
A space represents a personal environment built by a user for a particular goal. However,
once a space is created and exploited by one user, it might as well be useful for the other
people. Thus, a space helps to share and exchange experiences and best practices among
people. If we look at the Learning French scenario from Section 2.2.1, we can see that the
similar scenario is useful for many people. Thus, if Alice already has a Learning French space
in Graasp, it would be useful to be able to extract it from Graasp in an interoperable fashion.
This way other people can create their personal learning environments (spaces in Graasp or
other PLE aggregators) based on the learning French based on Alice’s experiences. The OMDL
speciﬁcation is a convenient way to exchange widget bundles between people. In order to
enable sharing of widget bundles, the Web platform should provide support for extracting a
widget bundle from an existing space and to create a new space based on an existing widget
bundle.
3.8.1 Widget Bundle Export
Every space in Graasp can be extracted and exported as an OMDL ﬁle (see dialog in Fig. 3.17,
top). When an extraction is accomplished the user is provided with an OMDL ﬁle, that
contains the space name, thumbnail URL, its description and lists all space widgets. The user
has an option to download the OMDL bundle as an XML ﬁle or get a URL where the ﬁle can
be retrieved. The OMDL bundle can be imported into another Web platform (for example,
Apache Rave platform13) or shared on the ROLE Widget store (widget repository) for further
reuse by different people in different Web platforms supporting widgets.
3.8.2 Widget Bundle Import
Additionally to the export of OMDL bundles, the Graasp user can import OMDL ﬁles to create
new spaces based on bundles or to add widget bundle content to the existing spaces. The
OMDL ﬁle can be either uploaded manually (as an XML ﬁle or as a URL) or the user can browse
through the bundles available in the Widget store.
13http://rave.apache.org/
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Whenever the user decides to create a new space, he can search for a bundle in the Widget
store. Figure 3.19 depicts the interface shown to users. The user can browse the existing
bundles or search by name. By clicking on a bundle thumbnail (on the right), the user can
view the detailed description of the bundle and see a bigger screenshot (on the left). Once
the needed bundle is selected, a new corresponding space is created in Graasp. By default,
the space receives the name, the description and thumbnail URL of the bundle. The widgets
listed in the bundle are created and assigned to the space. However, the user can select which
widgets from the bundle he wants to add and which he does not (Fig. 3.20). The name and the
description of the new space can be adapted as well.
Figure 3.19: The Graasp bundle search interface
Figure 3.20: Create space from bundle popup in Graasp
If the user already has a space, the same steps can be used to add an OMDL widget bundle to
this space. In this case, instead of new space creation, widgets will be added from the bundle
to the existing space and user can change the space to the name and description taken from
the bundle.
From an implementation perspective, Graasp has a service that daily queries the SPARQL
end-point of the Widget Store to build a local copy of widgets and bundles. Afterwards, when
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the user searches for widgets, Graasp queries this local service to get a list of widget bundles
according to the parameters the user speciﬁes. The Graasp service can be scaled to support
other widget and widget bundle repositories such as iGoogle, etc.
3.9 Discussion
3.9.1 Space Conﬁgurations vs OpenSocial Spaces
We detailed two approaches to enable sharing and migration of spaces between Web platforms.
Why do we need two solutions and what is the difference between them? It turns out, they
target different problems.
The Collaborative Portable Space Conﬁguration approach can be seen as an extension to
the widget bundles standard. Widget bundles represent sets of widgets combined together
for a speciﬁc objective and the OMDL speciﬁcation serves to make these bundles portable.
Later, a bundle can be instantiated into a space within a widget container, which means it
will be used by several people and the widgets can save some widget preferences. In addition
to widget bundles, the Collaborative Portable Space Conﬁguration approach incorporates
the social part (a list of users inside a space with corresponding access rights) and some
data (widget preferences) as well as speciﬁes how updates in the conﬁguration have to be
propagated to the users. The main idea is to separate a conﬁguration for each space from its
Web platform. We mentioned the two main scenarios where it could be used. First, several
Web platforms can implement shared access to the same space conﬁguration ﬁle and every
container synchronizes space changes via this conﬁguration ﬁle. Thus, this conﬁguration ﬁle
is a shared synchronization point allowing users to collaborate over the same space being
in different Web platforms. Second, since the conﬁguration ﬁle is decoupled from its Web
platform, it can be cloned and used as a conﬁguration ﬁle for a new space in another Web
platform. Once the conﬁguration ﬁle is cloned, there are two spaces that live separately. They
have identical conﬁguration ﬁles but later the conﬁgurations will start to deviate from each
other.
On the other hand, the OpenSocial spaces approach has another target: enabling APIs to
access space information and content from a Web platform plus standardizing a model (or
data structure) of a space and its content. This enables one Web platform to access spaces
from other platforms, supports space migration from one container to another and sharing of
the whole user environment as a meta-widget between different Web platforms.
The space conﬁgurations can be seen as a centralized approach with the space conﬁguration
at the center, where user environments are built within a Web platform based on this central
conﬁguration. In contrast, OpenSocial space has a distributed nature, where different parts of
a space can be accessed separately via their APIs and the user’s environment can be a mashup
of data coming from different Web platforms.
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3.9.2 Portable Space Beneﬁts
We presented a novel way of using OpenSocial to enable migration of spaces with their as-
sociated data from one Web platform to another. Moreover, we showed how a space created
in one container can be accessed from another container both on data and user interface
levels. The OpenSocial standard is in active development and the standardization process by
itself introduces some difﬁculties that have to be tackled. Namely, different containers can
implement different versions of the standard or some containers can extend the standard
speciﬁcation which makes their widgets container-dependent.
Next, we summarize the beneﬁts that OpenSocial spaces bring us. Migration approaches
introduced in the previous sections permit a user to carry data and tools along when moving
from one container to another. In addition, we illustrate how our approach helps to solve the
problems rising from the fact that containers implement different versions of the OpenSocial
standard or extend it with container-speciﬁc APIs.
Portable Tools and Data
Data interoperability and space portability are indeed needed, since users are not bounded
to a particular widget container but can use spaces in different Web platforms. As example,
students attend a course at some university and exploit OpenSocial widgets. Later, after
graduation, they could still be interested in the data they collected during the study. They
will not use university facilities anymore, but depending on the university policy the students
could either port all the data with them via OpenSocial or continue having access to it. They
might want to continue working with the same OpenSocial widgets used in the university or
start to use a new one. With OpenSocial, the new widgets should automatically understand
the old data coming from the university. As it was presented before, this scenario is not
limited to OpenSocial widgets but applies to any OpenSocial-compliant container, where,
for example, data can be directly moved from one university to another university (or social
media platform).
Support for New APIs
Newversions ofOpenSocial speciﬁcation are regularly created, with newAPIs being introduced
and some other APIs becoming deprecated. Web platformsmight implement different versions
of the OpenSocial speciﬁcation. Thus, some APIs might be available in some platforms
and unavailable in the other ones. A widget developer might target the newer version of
OpenSocial speciﬁcation, however it is still possible to bring the new functionality to the
platforms only supporting older versions of the speciﬁcation. Consider example where the
Platform1 (Fig. 3.21) does not support new OpenSocial Document API, while the Platform2
supports it. Normally, a widget developed for Platform2 will not able to work with documents,
when being run in Platform1 since this platform does not support them. However, by using
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the techniques described in Section 3.3.3, the widget can redirect all Document API requests
to Platform2 that supports them. In the case the user has an account in Platform2 which will
require authentication or Platform2 provides a service of saving documents, the widget will
work properly in the Platform1, even though this platform does not support the new API. In
this case, the Platform2 becomes an external hosting for documents with respect to Platform1.
Figure 3.21: Example: New API Support
Support for OpenSocial Extensions
Domain-speciﬁc extensions to OpenSocial can be handled in a manner similar to the support
for new APIs. Lately, some OpenSocial containers started to deﬁne their own APIs by extending
the OpenSocial speciﬁcation - SciVerse, SocialSite, etc. These APIs often reﬂect the domain
speciﬁcs of the Web platform. Therefore, SciVerse extended OpenSocial APIs with requests
to retrieve published papers information. These additional APIs are not yet part of the stan-
dard OpenSocial speciﬁcation, thus they are not supported in other OpenSocial-compliant
containers. This makes widgets that use these extensions container-dependent. However, the
extended functionality could be brought to other OpenSocial containers via the techniques
described in Section 3.3.3. This way widgets will work properly even in the containers that do
not support the extended APIs. An OpenSocial widget that takes advantage of the extensions
can retrieve standard OpenSocial information from its hosting container, and call the extended
APIs of another container for the information about publications or spaces.
Simplicity
Another important beneﬁt of using OpenSocial to achieve portability and interoperability is
its simplicity. OpenSocial provides REST APIs to describe resources. The alternative SOAP and
WSDL Web services standards are often overcomplicated and have low adoption outside of
enterprises (Vinoski [2007], Maraikar and Lazovik [2008]), while REST is a scalable and easy to
use approach that is widely used nowadays. The data returned by OpenSocial requests is by
default in the simple and extensively used JSON format.
Limitations
The portability approaches for space sharing andmigrationwithOpenSocial have the following
limitations. First, a Web platform should comply with OpenSocial speciﬁcation by providing
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an implementation of the APIs. Normally, any Web platform can do it via open-source Apache
Shindig project. Our proposals rely heavily on the OpenSocial space extension. To make the
proposed solutions work in different Web platforms, the Space extension should be supported.
At the moment, the space concept is not a part of OpenSocial speciﬁcation, thus a Web
platform has to integrate the space extension patches to their Apache Shindig in order to use
the proposed solutions. Starting from the OpenSocial version 3.0, the proposed solutions will
be natively supported in Apache Shindig.
3.10 Conclusion
Thanks to the contributions of this chapter, it is now possible to design a space in one platform
and exploit it in another platform. The Collaborative Portable Space conﬁguration concept
allows to decouple a space from its Web platform as a space conﬁguration ﬁle and be used in a
collaborative manner by several people located in different Web platforms. The OpenSocial
Space extension allows to move a space and associated data from one platform to another
(portability scenario) or to access a space created in one platform from another platform (shar-
ing scenario). Various techniques enabling portability and sharing are classiﬁed as Migration
methods. In addition, we provided ﬁve criteria to classify the scenarios of portable space usage.
The concept of Portable Platform Interfaces helps to decouple the code implementing User
Interface functionality from its Web platform. This decoupled implementation of the User
Interface can be re-used in another Web platform.
Chapter 2 established the Space concept and this chapter revealed the different space porta-
bility and sharing scenarios. The presented contributions address several PLE requirements.
One of the main requirements to a PLE aggregator is the plasticity which means users ability
to freely shape their environments according to their needs. The next chapter shows how the
PLE plasticity can be achieved.
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The ultimate goal of PLEs is to fulﬁl users’ needs rather than force them to be satisﬁedwithwhat
a Web platform is offering. In a PLE, users should be able to shape their learning contexts as
they want, by adding and changing learning tools, by adding and removing learning resources,
by adapting the graphical and functional parts of Web platforms, and by sharing learning
resources with others.
This chapter discusses how learners can control the User Interface (UI) and the content of
their PLEs, which is the way to personalize PLEs according to their needs. We coined the term
plasticity to describe these conﬁguration mechanisms (contribution 6). We deﬁne plasticity
as a measure of a Web platform ability to let users customize the UI and aggregate (or share)
Cloud content.
A Functional skin (contribution 7) is a crucial concept towards achieving platform plasticity.
It is an extension mechanism introduced to customize the graphical and functional parts of
the user interface within a platform and can be seen as a client-side plugin. This concept is
detailed in Section 4.1.2.
The contribution 8 concerns aggregating and sharing resources between a Web platform and
the Cloud. First, to simplify the process of aggregating resources from the Cloud into a Web
platform, we propose a plugin-based aggregation architecture allowing users to bring with one
click resources from the Cloud into their platforms. Second, we propose the mechanisms for
users to share and migrate their space from their platforms into other locations in the Cloud.
The combination of several features (space concept, functional skin, aggregation architecture
and space sharing techniques) increases the plasticity of a Web platform, as demonstrated
with Graasp in Section 4.2. Finally, the six PLE dimensions described in Chapter 1 can be
seen as a quantitative measure of platform plasticity. Section 4.4 provides a comparison of 5
platforms with respect to the PLE dimensions.
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4.1 Space Personalization
4.1.1 Plasticity Deﬁnition
The Plasticity concept shows how easily users can customize a Web platform. The users
aggregate external resources from the cloud into their Web platforms and share resources
with others in the cloud. On the other hand, the users need to change the interfacing with the
information. If they are working with a space in their Web platform, they need to be able to
customize the visual or graphical interfaces. Besides, the users need to change the provided
functionality features. For example, they could be interested to display and work with only
some parts of the space content or to apply actions to a space that are not supported by the
platform.
Plasticity is a measure of a Web platform ability to let users personalize the user
interface and aggregate Cloud content (Fig. 4.1).
Figure 4.1: Plasticity concept
4.1.2 Functional Skin
Functional skins allow users to easily personalize their interaction with spaces. They are
implemented as meta-widgets and can be seen as client-side interaction plugins for spaces.
Users can easily add functional skins to every space according to their needs and switch
between different skins.
A Functional Skin is a client-side interaction plugin for a space implemented as a
meta-widget, that can retrieve space meta-data and space content via OpenSocial
APIs and provide users with visual and functional features alternative to its Web
platform (Fig. 4.2).
Functional skins (introduced in Bogdanov et al. [2011]) improve end-user experiences and
personalization. While the space data and the data structure do not change, the visual repre-
sentations and actions that user is allowed to perform with these data (functionality) might
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Figure 4.2: Functional Skin concept
differ from one Functional Skin to another. Thus, Functional Skins represent different inter-
action schemes. Being in a space, users can switch from one Functional Skin to another to
change the way the interaction with the space is performed and, thus, satisfy their particular
needs.
The functional skins are indeed skins, since, for example, a space can have several different
functional skins that would display the learning space and enable interaction in different ways.
We add the word functional, because in addition to the visual appearance change (that normal
skins provide), the functional skin alters the available functionalities that users are provided
with. This technique allows users to have functional skins for their spaces. It provides both a
way to change the visual representation of data and the actions to be performed with these
data. One of the main beneﬁts of this approach is that a user can easily change the provided
default functionalities to work with data. This enables code reuse since the same functional
skin can be used by different people for their own spaces. People themselves can ﬁnd and
add new functional skins to handle space data. Functional skins can be used in different Web
platforms, by providing users with the ﬂexibility in choosing a Web platform, in which they
prefer to work.
The purpose of functional skins is to change the interaction interfaces within spaces. A space
might have meta-data (name, description, thumbnail image) and includes content such as
members, resources and widgets. A Web platform that implements spaces already has an
interface where users can create, manage and work with the space meta-data and content.
The functional skin, implemented as a widget, can be assigned by the user to a particular
space. Every space might have one or more functional skins associated with it. The choice
is given to the user to select one of the available skins. When the user selects the desired
skin, the programming code implementing the functional skin is rendered by the widget
engine used by the platform. During rendering process, the space identiﬁer is passed to the
skin. Since the skin knows the identiﬁer of its containing space, it uses OpenSocial APIs to
retrieve the space meta-data (name, description, thumbnail) and also the content of a space
(members, resources, widgets). When the needed data is received, the functional skin builds
the visual representation for the retrieved data using the related JavaScript and CSS libraries.
Additionally, the skin code might allow the user to change the space meta-data and content
by calling OpenSocial APIs to update the space. Besides, since the skin is a meta-widget, it
can save extra data as widget preferences. Through this approach, more space data can be
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saved within the skin compared to what would be possible in standard Web platforms. In
addition, extra functionalities can be enabled. For example, the skin can provide users with
options to specify the order and the size of the widgets in a space or set and display only the
most important resources in a space. This extra information is persisted into the Web platform
storage as key-value pairs.
As an example, we consider a scenario where a knowledgeable person in Computer Science
decides to create a space to support learners in mastering Common Algorithms of Computer
Science. For this goal, the mentor creates a space called Learn Computer Science. Then
learners (Alice, Bob, Chuck) and some subspaces (Introduction, Basic Algorithms, Complex
Algorithms) are added to the space. Then the mentor structures information and populates
every subspace with widgets and resources helpful to master Computer Science. The resulting
view for the space Basic Algorithms is depicted in Fig. 4.3.
During the studying process some of the visual parts are not needed for learners as they might
be irrelevant and cause distraction. Thus, the mentor wants to have a special view for learners
that provides only the needed functionalities for learning: two widgets displayed side-by-side
and a list of resources as a column on the right (Fig. 4.4).
Figure 4.3: Default functional skin for Basic Algorithms space
Figure 4.4: Learning-focused functional skin proposed by the mentor
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With functional skins, both the mentor and the learners are provided with a way to change the
visual representation of the data structure and available functionality through meta-widgets.
The mentor can select a publicly available repository and ﬁnd a functional skin that provides a
functionality similar to Fig. 4.4 (this functional skin could be developed either by the mentor
or by some other developers). The URL for this skin is retrieved and added into the list of URLs
for view as ... button in the Basic algorithms space. Since this functional skin supports the
OpenSocial Space extension, it processes information about the space, widgets and resources
inside and displays information as illustrated in Fig. 4.4. The mentor is only required to ﬁnd
the URL for this widget and no additional implementation is required on the mentor’s side
to add this widget as a functional skin for the space. Thus, the mentor can easily share this
functional skin with other people. In the case of a different Web platform (i.e., iGoogle) that
supports OpenSocial Space extension, this functional skin can be used as well.
In addition, learners can add and change functional skins themselves. For example, a learner
wants to have an additional area showing a list of people in the bottom-right area under
Resources (Fig. 4.4). The learner can either search for another functional skin in widget
repositories or develop a new one. Once the widget is ready to be used, its URL can be added
to the space and the learner can switch to this new functional skin by choosing with view as ...
button.
4.1.3 Functional Skin in Graasp
Graasp implements the Functional Skin concept (Section 4.1.2) as an extension mechanism
introduced to customize the graphical and functional interface to work with spaces. The
functional skin feature can be seen as a client-side plugin. It is an XMLﬁlewith some JavaScript
code that follows OpenSocial speciﬁcation. It can be created by any user and added in a space
at runtime without the intervention of platform developers.
Once a space is created in Graasp, the core part of the interface (the Pad - Fig. 4.5) enabling
authorized users to interact with the aggregated resources can be further personalized with
functional skins. In addition to the standard Graasp view used to populate spaces and to
visualize their full content and members (Fig. 4.5), Graasp offers two built-in functional skins
that can be chosen using a popup menu: the Resource view (Fig. 4.6) and the App view
(Fig. 4.7). The Resource view displays a list of all resources that exist in a space and provides
links for individual or full download. In addition, previews of resources can be displayed. The
App view displays all widget instances from a space as a visual mashup. In this view, widgets
can be resized and their order can be modiﬁed through drag and drop. The layout and the
order of widgets are persistent among page reloads.
Functional skin in Graasp is a crucial element towards achieving platform plasticity. The
possibilities to personalize the space are unlimited. Through functional skins the users can
use spaces for their own professional/personal tasks. A person interested in music can use a
functional skin to play MP3 audio ﬁles from a space and its sub-spaces. A project manager
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Figure 4.5: Default Graasp interface
Figure 4.6: Functional skin - Resource view
can see when different documents were added to a space in a functional skin that shows space
resources in a calendar according to their creation date. Skins can be easily shared among
users, so even people with no programming skills can ﬁnd useful skins. As another example,
Fig. 4.8 demonstrates a functional skin showing the space apps and resources grouped by their
creators.
To support meta-widgets and functional skins in Graasp, we had to implement several adap-
tations to the default Apache Shindig implementation. First, since the functional skins are
built to change the interaction with the space, we use the OpenSocial Space extension with
the corresponding APIs. The functional skin should be aware of its context (or a space where it
is used). This is accomplished with the OpenSocial Space extension. Second, we enabled a
meta-widget to be a widget container, meaning that it can render widgets inside itself, which is
not possible by default within Shindig. In other words, a functional skin can get a list of widgets
from a space and then display them inside itself. Finally, we had to add a security token ﬁeld
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Figure 4.7: Functional skin - App view
Figure 4.8: Functional skin - Group by creator view
in the App API (which is a part of the Space extension). Thus, when a list of widgets is received
by a meta-widget, it can render them successfully, since the security token is a necessary
requirement for widgets to function. For functional skins to work properly, these changes have
to be integrated into Apache Shindig in different Web platforms using OpenSocial.
4.1.4 Functional Skin for Moodle
In Section 3.6, we described the OpenSocial plugin for Moodle. The plugin opens up Moodle
to the world of OpenSocial widgets and enables ﬂexibility for teachers. It allows teachers to
control their teaching processes, which is the ﬁrst step towards shrinking the gap between
LMS and PLE worlds. This sections shows the beneﬁts of adding functional skin concept into
Moodle.
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Currently, there is no support for functional skins in the Moodle plugin, however the intro-
duction of this feature would increase the Moodle plasticity. In addition to all the beneﬁts of
functional skins described in the previous section, the Moodle plugin has two main limitations
to which the functional skin concept is a direct solution.
The ﬁrst problem concerns widget management. At the moment adding a new widget with
Moodle plugin is a cumbersome process. Moreover, widgets can not be removed from the
space. This feature requires additional implementation efforts. The problem deteriorates
Moodle plasticity, since users can not easily aggregate and remove widgets in their spaces. A
widget management functional skin providing support for adding and removing widgets in a
space is a reusable solution for this problem.
The second problem is the management of widget layout in Moodle. Again, it becomes a
plasticity problem because users are not ﬂexible enough in the widget arrangement in their
spaces. For the OpenSocial Moodle plugin, we had to develop a special interface that showed
widgets in a grid of 1, 2 or 3 columns (Fig. 3.11). This involved a relatively high effort of
implementing PHP part to retrieve widgets for a space and then JavaScript and HTML parts
to render them on the page. Still, at the moment the Moodle plugin does not allow a teacher
to change the widget order or resize a widget. If we are to implement it, it will require high
implementation costs. However, with the support for functional skins in Moodle, we could
easily reuse the App view functional skin developed for Graasp and shown in Fig. 4.7 that
already enables the required features.
4.2 Aggregation and Sharing in Cloud
4.2.1 Graasp as a Plastic Platform
Graasp is meant to serve as a plastic Personal Learning Environment. It represents a collabora-
tive Web-based platform that combines ﬂexibility of a social media container with learning
applications. In this regard, it particularly suits the self-directed learning paradigm whereby
learners progress in a given discipline through personal and collaborative projects lead with
a greater degree of autonomy (Li et al. [2010]). To give an example, a typical PLE could be
composed of a mail client (e.g., Thunderbird), an account in a professional social networking
platform (e.g., LinkedIn), an account at bookmarking platform (e.g., delicious.com), and an
access to a university course material catalogue. While not aimed at replacing these tools or
other Web 2.0 tools, Graasp provides in one platform the same functionalities. It can be used
for communicating with peers or collecting and organizing resources coming either from the
Web or from any third party repository including LMSs. Moreover, it allows learners to deal
with different contexts by supporting the space notion, which is meant to help users aggregate
and organize their online activities, resources, contacts, etc.
Many widget-based platforms provide support for aggregating tools and arranging them
on user’s pages. However, a mere tool aggregation is not enough for a plastic PLE. Graasp
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provides a set of features to achieve the plasticity. The space concept allows learners to create
different contexts for each learning goal/task they have. Within a space, they can aggregate the
needed widgets and learning resources from the Cloud. The aggregation process is simpliﬁed
with the Cloud aggregation architecture introduced in Section 4.2.3, that allows learners
to easily aggregate widgets and resources into a space. The interaction with a space and
the visual representation of its content can be changed with Functional Skins. The created
learning spaces can be shared by the user with other people and accessed from the other Web
platforms. All these features together enable users to shape their learning spaces as they wish.
In the next section, we go through all the Graasp features enabling plasticity and detail their
implementation and usage.
4.2.2 Space as an Aggregation Unit
Graasp has at its core the Space concept, that serves as an aggregation unit enabling plasticity.
Users can aggregate resources and widgets into Graasp and distribute them to different spaces
depending on the goals a space tries to achieve. Within a space, users can organize resources
and widgets at their wishes. Sub-spaces within a space provide an hierarchical structure for
the information organization.
Resources within Graasp are documents (PDF or image ﬁles, for example) or URLs and Web
page screenshots for Cloud resources (YouTube videos, SlideShare presentations, Wikipedia
articles, etc.). Support for adding Google Docs into a space is also available. Thus, Graasp
enables users to add to their spaces all kinds of resources that they might ﬁnd useful, both
hard drive and cloud-based resources.
In addition to resources, Graasp allows users to aggregate widgets into their spaces. Currently,
widgets are represented by OpenSocial widgets, though other standards (W3C widgets) can be
added in a similar way. Existing OpenSocial widgets can be added manually to Graasp. Since
every OpenSocial widget has a URL, this URL can be speciﬁed when a new widget is added in
a space.
In addition, Graasp helps users to add widgets from several existing repositories in a faster
and more convenient way. The ROLE Widget store and iGoogle repository provide browsing
capabilities to search for widgets. The Widget store has already a pool of learning-oriented
widgets and the number of available widgets is constantly growing. The iGoogle repository
lists around 300 thousand widgets for different purposes. Graasp provides two simple ways to
aggregate widgets from these repositories. First, when the user is browsing through widgets
in the store or in iGoogle, a widget of interest can be added into Graasp through a click on
the GraaspIt! bookmarklet. Second way to add widgets from the store is by exploiting the
search mechanism within Graasp. When a new widget is to be added to Graasp, the user can
open a window where it is possible to search for widgets available in the widget store (Fig. 4.9).
Widgets can be added similarly to Widget bundles search interface described in Section 3.8.2.
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Figure 4.9: The Graasp widget search interface
4.2.3 Cloud Aggregation Architecture
To simplify resource aggregation from the cloud (Fig. 4.10), we propose a plugin-based Cloud
aggregation architecture, where users can add resources from different Web sites into their
spaces in a few clicks. The cloud aggregation architecture consists of two parts: a Web browser
bookmarklet and a plugin manager (Fig. 4.11). When the user visits a Web page and clicks on
the bookmarklet, the JavaScript code is injected into the page and executed. This code sends
the page URL to the plugin manager. The plugin manager ﬁnds a plugin that corresponds
to the URL and sends the plugin code back to the browser. Once the plugin code is loaded
in the browser, it scrapes the page data (such as a name, a description, an embed tag, or
some other information available) and sends this information to the Web platform. Then, the
Web platform processes the information and creates either a new resource or a new widget
based on the received information. The next section demonstrates the proposed architecture
implemented as the GraaspIt! bookmarklet in Graasp.
Figure 4.10: Cloud Aggregation concept
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Figure 4.11: Cloud aggregation architecture
4.2.4 GraaspIt! for Cloud Aggregation
In Graasp, the Cloud aggregation architecture is represented by GraaspIt! a bookmarklet and
the corresponding plugin manager. GraaspIt! is a bookmarklet that can be activated from the
browser bookmark bar at any time when surﬁng the Web. Once a user is logged into Graasp,
there is an option to add the bookmarklet to the browser bookmarks bar. Later, when the user
visits a page of interest, the GraaspIt! button can be clicked and the user is provided with a
dialog to add the item into Graasp (Fig. 4.12). After editing the name (if needed) and clicking
on the “Add to Graasp” button, the resource will be immediately added into the personal
Graasp clipboard. Then, it can be moved into the appropriate Graasp space with a simple
drag-and-drop. GraaspIt! is an important tool that makes the Graasp platform plastic. With
GraaspIt! users can easily populate their spaces with resources and widgets existing in the
Cloud.
GraaspIt! provides a uniﬁed way of aggregating information from various Web sources
(Fig. 4.13). GraaspIt! scrapes the information from the page the user opens in the browser
and sends it to the Graasp backend. The GraaspIt! code is executed on the page when the
user clicks on the bookmarklet. User identiﬁcation is done via security token built into the
bookmarklet. The bookmarklet sends a page URL to the plugin manager of Graasp as in the
Cloud aggregation architecture. In Graasp, the plugin manager can be further divided into
three parts.
First, to extract the useful information from the page, the plugin manager tries to use the
embed.ly library1, which recognizes more than one hundred Web sites and enables the embed-
ding of their content. If the action is successful and the corresponding embed.ly plugin found,
then a new resource is created in Graasp. This resource is given the name, the description and
the embed code obtained from embed.ly service.
Second, if the ﬁrst part of the plugin manager did not work (for example, the page is not
supported by embed.ly), GraaspIt! tries to retrieve a customized plugin from Graasp for the
1http://embed.ly
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Figure 4.12: The GraaspIt! dialog
Figure 4.13: Content aggregation from various platforms thanks to the Cloud aggregation
architecture
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selected Web site. Each JavaScript plugin is mapped to a Web site URL. Based on the mapping
scheme, GraaspIt! selects which plugin should be used for the URL open in the browser.
Afterwards, the JavaScript ﬁle with the relevant code is loaded and executed. For example, if a
widget store plugin is mapped to the URL role-widgetstore.eu/tool, then whenever the user
clicks GraaspIt! on this URL, the widget store plugin will be loaded and executed. The plugin
code extracts the name, the description and the embed code for the open URL according to
the plugin logic and, then, GraaspIt! sends this information back to Graasp which creates a
new resource or a new widget based on the extracted data.
Third, if neither embed.ly works nor a customized plugin exists for the Web site, the third part
of plugin manager creates a screenshot of the Web page and saves it as a resource in Graasp,
providing in such a way a combined bookmarking and archiving feature.
The Cloud aggregation architecture implemented in Graasp enables open content providers
to add support for their own repositories or platforms via customized plugins. The GraaspIt!
plugin manager is open-source and can be found on Github2. An example plugin for the ROLE
Widget store is detailed in Appendix A.5.
4.2.5 Easy Space Sharing and Migration
Being able to easily share and migrate spaces from one platform to another is an important
part of plasticity and Graasp enables it in several ways. As Section 3.8 detail, a space can be
shared as an OMDL bundle. Both the existing space can be exported as an OMDL bundle and
the user can import the existing OMDL bundles into Graasp to create new spaces based on
them.
Section 3.7 represents two other approaches. First, a Graasp space can be extracted for use by
other people within other platforms as a private or secret URL via the meta-widget approach.
This way users can either access the shared URL in the browser or the space can be embedded
into another Web platform as an iFrame. The second approach is the export of a widget
bundle from a Graasp space as a public meta-widget URL. This means a new widget XML ﬁle
is generated and this new meta-widget has the required space data built-in.
We should note an important plasticity aspect for space sharing that relates to the functional
skin concept. At the moment, when a space is shared in Graasp via private or shared URL, the
ﬁnal interface displayed to users opening the space URL is ﬁxed. It means, when a person
shares a space, he does not have the possibility to change the resulting interaction interface to
work with the shared space. However, to improve the plasticity the user should have enough
ﬂexibility in this case and it is one of the requirements for the Go-Lab project. Fortunately,
it can be accomplished in a way similar to the functional skin concept. When the user is
performing space extraction as a private URL, he might specify which functional skin has to
be utilized for the ﬁnal interface of the shared space. This information can be used during the
2https://github.com/react-epﬂ/graaspit
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process of building the private URL and, thus, the resulting space interface will be personalized
by the user according to his needs.
4.3 Related Work
4.3.1 Moodle and W3C widgets
The Apache Wookie plugin3 for Moodle allows to bring W3C widgets into Moodle. Similarly
to OpenSocial plugin, widgets can be added inside Moodle. The Moodle user interface, as it
is shown to students and teachers, consists of a main center area and a narrow right column
with blocks (Fig. 3.9). The W3C widgets can only be added into the blocks area which is a big
limitation because widgets serve only as an addition for existing in Moodle wiki pages, lessons,
etc. Nonetheless, it is a parallel step in improving Moodle as a PLE aggregator. We believe that
a future plugin, that would integrate both OpenSocial and Wookie plugins, will be the best
solution targeting both OpenSocial and W3C widgets.
4.3.2 ROLE SDK Moodle Plugin
The OpenSocial plugin for Moodle presented in Section 3.6 takes several steps forward in
turning Moodle into a PLE aggregator. Here, we discuss an alternative approach that was
created in ROLE project, that brings an actual PLE aggregator into Moodle. This alternative
plugin is described in Bogdanov et al. [2012c]. A ROLE SDK platform is running side-by-side
with Moodle and the new plugin allows to embed the ROLE SDK into Moodle. The new
plugin does not integrate with Moodle database. Instead, the plugin retrieves a token that it
passes on to the ROLE SDK, allowing it to access Moodle Web services (Conde et al. [2010])
on the authenticated user’s behalf. In this way, the SDK is able to access information such
as course metadata and participants, and make that information available to widgets. The
ROLE plugin augments this with support for widgets to store data within the context of a
course, similar to the App Data and Media Items of OpenSocial, and other functionality that
would not be available from Moodle alone, such as real-time communication. The interface
provided to widgets is generic rather than Moodle-speciﬁc, and it is possible to implement
similar integration that offers the same widget interface also for other LMSs.
This alternative plugin has improved personal aspects. It integrates the ROLE Widget store
where people can search for widgets and add them. Thus, students can manage widgets
alongside those chosen by the teacher, which is difﬁcult to enable in the OpenSocial plugin
because Moodle requires additional access rights, which students normally do not have.
Students can also change the preferences of anywidget, conﬁguring it to their needs, overriding
the teacher’s preferences. Furthermore, widgets can be rearranged and resized. A personal
dashboard is added to the bottom of the Moodle page and contains widgets that are chosen by
the student without the teacher’s involvement. The dashboard is available independently of
3https://moodle.org/mod/data/view.php?rid=3319
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the course, which means that students can add widgets that they can access in every course. As
the ROLE SDK is actually running side-by-side with Moodle, it is possible to access it directly
bypassing Moodle.
However, there are several problems with this solution. First is the UI complexity of the
Moodle page layout due to the embedding of the whole ROLE SDK interface inside. Second
is the limited richness of APIs for widgets compared to the OpenSocial APIs available in the
OpenSocial plugin. Third is the usage of APIs speciﬁc to ROLE SDK that are not OpenSocial
compatible which makes difﬁcult the reuse of existing OpenSocial widgets.
4.3.3 Liferay as a PLE
Ullrich et al. [2010] investigated the usage of PLEs in a similar setting (a French course at
SOCE), but with signiﬁcant differences. First, the PLE aggregator was implemented in an
external system (Liferay4) which was not integrated into the school LMS, thus introducing an
additional layer of complexity due to the different user interface and additional log in.
4.3.4 Learning Tools Interoperability
Another option to bring external tools to Moodle is the Learning Tools Interoperability (LTI)
speciﬁcation described in Section 3.1.1. The main beneﬁts of this approach compared to
OpenSocial are the fact that the database to Web Services mapping (via LTI) is already done
by many LMSs supporting LTI (for example, Moodle5) and it is relatively easy to add support
for LTI to new LMSs. On the other hand, to add support for OpenSocial, a similar mapping
(database to OpenSocial APIs) has to be implemented for new LMSs (the OpenSocial plugin
already does it for Moodle), which in general requires some time. Once LTI is implemented
within an LMS, new external tools can be integrated into it. However, there are several draw-
backs of LTI approach. First, with this approach only one tool can be integrated at a time.
Another limitation is security signing keys that have to be shared between an LMS and external
tools when they are being added. It adds an overhead that is comparable to the OpenSocial
plugin installation process. It should be mentioned also, that even though OpenSocial might
require more work to integrate, it offers a rich APIs set for external tools to interact with an
LMS. The amount of information tools can retrieve with LTI is very limited. LTI speciﬁcation
targets exclusively LMSs, while OpenSocial represents an open standard with wider audience.
We again see the problem (mentioned by Wilson et al. [2007]) of closed nature of LMSs where
open standards do not get enough attention. Depending on how much ﬂexibility on the APIs
level an external tool needs and what requirements on the plugin installation process are, a
tool developer would choose either OpenSocial plugin or LTI approach.
4http://liferay.com
5http://moodle.org/mod/forum/discuss.php?d=191745
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4.3.5 Monolithic versus Modular Approaches
This section provides an example of migration from monolithic to the modular approach
at Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) within the Automatic Control course
(Bogdanov et al. [2012b]).
Flexible education is a recent approach used by institutions to transfer knowledge from
universities to students. In Gillet et al. [2005] the authors stated that both a ﬂexible access
to experimentation resources and availability of collaboration facilities are required. The
ﬂexible access to experimentation is provided to students with the help of virtual and/or
remote laboratories. In addition, Web collaboration facilities are provided to support students
while conducting an experiment. For example, the resources produced by students, such as
simulation results or measurements, can be saved in a shared space to be accessed by others.
These two major requirements shape the solutions for remote experimentation laboratories.
Many of the existing solutions are developed as complex monolithic stand-alone frameworks
that handle both the remote experimentation aspect and collaborative work ﬂow. However,
according to Salzmann and Gillet [2008], Salzmann et al. [2013], this monolithic structure is
difﬁcult to adapt to varying user requirements, evolving curriculum and new technologies.
In Salzmann and Gillet [2007], the authors explain that the high development overhead and
the difﬁculties associated with the integration of the remote experimentation within existing
LMSs has refrained the spread and the acceptance of common monolithic solutions.
Despite the limitations of existing solutions, the need and justiﬁcations for virtual and remote
laboratories are still present. Salzmann et al. [2013] proposed a new smart device+widget
paradigm to divide the current monolithic solution into smaller universal components (Web
widgets) that users can re-aggregate dynamically to form a personal environment. Similarly,
some intelligence and the ﬂexibility are added to a remote experimentation server to provide
more autonomous actions and to support a wider range of clients and protocols. The space
concept ﬁnds its application within ﬂexible education due to its inherent modularity.
At EPFL, the existing Remote Experimentation Device (RED) for the Automatic Control course
laboratory was implemented as a Java applet (Fig. 4.14a). Due to the limitations of this ap-
proach (mainly, evolution and maintenance) it was decided to completely re-engineer the
remote lab solution as a bundle of light-weight OpenSocial widgets and smart devices (Salz-
mann et al. [2013]). The widgets can be combined together to provide the same functionality
that existed in the Java applet solution. The resulting implementation can be seen in Fig. 4.14b.
From the comparison of two pictures, the main functionalities are still the same, however, the
modular approach has many valuable advantages discussed in the next paragraph.
Turning a monolithic application into a modular one with OpenSocial widgets has many
advantages. First, it brings more ﬂexibility to teachers and students, since they are able to
assemble modules on their own or replace some modules at their will. They can even extend
the proposed set of modules with other modules such as a chat tool for communication or
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(a) as java applet (b) as widget bundle
Figure 4.14: RED device as a set of widgets
a collaborative formula editing tool. Additionally, maintenance and development costs are
greatly reduced, since universities do not have to maintain a standalone application but rather
relatively simple modules. In addition, already existing modules can be reused. Second, the
widgets use pure Web technologies which makes them portable between various Web browsers
(mobile devices included). Users do not have to install additional plugins such as Flash or
Java. The usage of widget standards allows to bring the remote experimentation widget bundle
into other LMSs that students may already use (e.g., Moodle or Sakai6). Furthermore, widgets
can save and retrieve data to/from their Web platform. This feature helps users to directly
store data through widgets into LMS (or another platform) where they run experiments with
avoidance of additional authentication steps.
4.4 Platform Analysis with PLE Dimensions
We illustrate our comparison of several platforms with respect to the PLE dimensions shown
in Table 1.1. We have investigated the support for each of the four features per dimension
and simpliﬁed the ﬁndings to whether it is supported or not. The platforms we analysed are
Moodle, Moodle with the Wookie engine, Moodle with OpenSocial plugin7, ROLE SDK and
Graasp. Table 4.1 presents the PLE features availability in different platforms and Fig. 4.15
depicts the spider diagrams with the results.
First, we clarify now how different dimensions were interpreted during the analysis. Because
of the design decisions, the layout of widgets in Graasp and OpenSocial Moodle plugin is
achieved through a functional skin where apps view is implemented as a meta-widget. Both
platforms rely on this functional skin which enabled the features of Aggregation dimension
for them. Inter-widget communication is enabled via OpenApp library. Even though it is
supported only on the widget level and not on the level of a Web platform itself, we set this PLE
feature as available, because it can be accomplished by users. Linked Data support feature was
interpreted not as a support for Linked Data but rather the availability of common properties
6http://sakaiproject.org
7we considered a version with support for functional skins and the migration widget
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Dimension Features Moodle Graasp ROLE Wookie OpenSocial
SDK Moodle Moodle
Aggregation
Screen aggregation x x x x x
Widget standards x x x x
Layout of widgets x x x
Web desktop
Communication
Inter-widget communication x x x x
Drag and Drop x x x x
PLE data manager x x x
Linked data support x x x
Synchronization
Push data updates x x
Push preference updates
Real time data updates
Data and preference history
Organization
List of friends x
Friends server x x
Access control x x x x x
Independent groups
Recommendation
Manual guide x x x x x
Flow enabled widgets
Scripted inter-widget data ﬂow
Recommendations x x
Conﬁguration
Feed export and import
Generic export and import x x
External conﬁguration
Embedding x x
Table 4.1: Platform analysis by the PLE features
allowing widgets to understand each other’s data without preparation. OpenSocial enables
similar functionality for OpenSocial widgets. For the Synchronization dimension, even though
widgets can implement it, there is no standardized way to enable it with OpenSocial or native
implementation in Graasp or Moodle. For the Organization dimension we do not consider
only user friends, but also people with whom a space can be shared.
From Fig. 4.15 one can see how different PLE dimensions are supported by the platforms.
Moodle by itself has weak support for PLE dimensions, however, with plugins for adding
widgets, many PLE features can be supported. Note that even though all the platforms have a
solid technical foundation for building PLE, they have very limited support for helping a user
with the learning process which is the main responsibility of the Recommendation dimension.
Synchronization dimension is another area that deserves particular attention. This is to enable
the real-time collaboration between people during their learning activities, but it is very poor
at the moment.
Graasp has good support in all but poor in Recommendation and Synchronization dimensions.
To improve its applicability as a PLE, support for real-time updates and the mechanisms to
manage a learning process have to be added. The best solution is to enable these functionali-
ties through functional skins. This way the solutions can be re-used within the OpenSocial
Moodle plugin or another Web platforms. The lack of Runtime support in OpenSocial Moodle
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Figure 4.15: Platform comparison by six PLE dimensions
plugin can be solved in ways similar to Graasp, via a space extraction as a meta-widget with
secret and private URLs. However, this can not be done on the functional skin level and
requires an implementation on the plugin level.
The conducted comparative analysis of the platforms by the PLE dimensions support revealed
their shortcoming when they are to be used as PLE aggregators. The analysis not only showed
that there are some problems but constructively showed where the problems lie and paved the
way to the possible solutions. The analysis results coincide with the platform limitations we
intuitively deﬁned. This indirectly conﬁrms the usefulness of PLE dimensions benchmarking
and that it should be applied to ﬁnd out the problems with other platforms that target to
support PLEs.
4.5 Conclusion
This chapter is focused on achieving personal and contextual plasticity for PLEs. We intro-
duced the Functional Skin concept and detailed the concept of Cloud aggregation architecture
and its implementation in Graasp: namely, GraaspIt!.
We detailed how Graasp enables plasticity for its users i) through the integration of the Space
concept to represent a PLE built by the user, ii) GraaspIt! to easily aggregate resources from
the Cloud, iii) the Functional Skin support to personalize the interaction with spaces, and
iv) by sharing created spaces in the Cloud. We showed how the Moodle plugin introduced
in Chapter 2 can beneﬁt from the Functional Skin concepts towards achieving plasticity.
Finally, we provided a comparative analysis of ﬁve Web platforms for their support of the PLE
dimensions.
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5 Conclusion
PLE is a relatively new concept that draws more and more attention. Innovative research is
required to understand what the PLE place in learning and education domains is. The main
goal of this thesis was to tackle the challenges of enabling PLE construction as personal and
contextual spaces with a high degree of portability and plasticity. This chapter summarizes
the thesis contributions, discusses the proposed solutions and the possible future directions
for each solution.
5.1 Space-related Contributions
We introduced the Space concept to model user contexts (contribution 1). This concept is
crucially important for PLEs in particular and for Personal Environments in general, where
users or learners assemble their environments (contexts) for different purposes. We showed
that this concept is inherent tomanyWeb platforms. By analysing theOpenSocial speciﬁcation
that models and standardizes the social networking functionalities of Web platforms, we
found its limitation in modeling people’s contexts. As a solution, we proposed an extension to
OpenSocial (contribution 2) that introduces spaces into the speciﬁcation that overtakes the
limitation and provides greater ﬂexibility for users. The OpenSocial Space extension permits
the creation of Contextual widgets that adapt to their context (contribution 3).
Despite the generality of the space concept, its applications (Contextual widgets, Functional
Skins, Portable Platform Interfaces, etc.) have the dependency on OpenSocial speciﬁcation
and assume that the targeted Web platform exploits widgets. Therefore, to beneﬁt from the
proposed solutions, a Web platform has to implement the OpenSocial standard (or similar)
and to support client-side plugins (widgets) that can access space data through APIs.
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5.2 Portability-related Contributions
5.2.1 Space Sharing
Sharing environments (or spaces) with different users is an important feature of a PLE aggrega-
tor. Moreover, it has to be supported not only within one single Web platform but also across
different Web platforms. In this thesis, we explored two different approaches to achieve this
goal: Collaborative Portable Space conﬁgurations (contribution 4) and Portable OpenSo-
cial Spaces (contribution 5).
Collaborative Portable Web Space approach proposes space conﬁguration elements that can
be shared by several Web platforms. In this approach, there exist one conﬁguration of a space,
and different containers are responsible to synchronize the state of all space instances when
conﬁguration changes occur. We introduced a Space conﬁguration language to enable this
approach and drafted the possible implementation for it.
The OpenSocial space meta-widget approach also targets a problem of space sharing but
from a different perspective. A space existing in one container is brought to another container
via a special meta-widget. Thus, even though all space data is physically located in the ﬁrst
container, it can be accessed within the second one. This approach is general and does not
require special preparation from the second container. It can even be used on a single HTML
page. The space meta-widget contains the secret URL, through which users access it. From
the widget point of view, all people accessing it with the secret URL represent the same person
(secret URL creator). Thus, further investigations are required to differentiate between people
accessing the same secret URL and enable the ﬂexible management of people’s identities
within such a meta-widget. Another approach to space sharing is to incorporate all space data
inside the meta-widget. This way a space meta-widget is self-contained and can be rendered
on any OpenSocial-compliant Web platform. We provided an initial proof-of-concept solution
validating the concept, however more research is needed in this area to build a solution that
can be used in practice by real users.
5.2.2 Space Migration
Often it is not enough for people to solely access a space existing in some container, instead
they want to migrate it into their preferred Web platform. To support this scenario, we
designed a solution that involves a Migration widget and the usage of OpenSocial APIs. The
migration widget, when added to the user’s Web platform, can retrieve information from
another platform via corresponding OpenSocial APIs and save it into the user’s platform again
via OpenSocial APIs. By using the OpenSocial speciﬁcation we can avoid the problem of data
format conversion. One limitation concerns the richness and ﬂexibility of OpenSocial: only
those models existing in OpenSocial and implemented by both containers can be migrated.
The presented solution includes the migration widget. However, it is not a necessary require-
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ment for a Web platform to enable migration of OpenSocial spaces. If two Web platforms
support OpenSocial APIs, then the migration can be achieved with the aid of a dedicated
library added to the destination Web platform.
5.3 Plasticity-related Contributions
People are looking for ways to personalize (shape) their learning environments according to
their needs. We deﬁned plasticity as a measure of a Web platform ability to let users customize
the UI and aggregate (or share) Cloud content (contribution 6).
The Meta-widget concept in combination with the OpenSocial space extension enables Func-
tional Skins (different graphical and functional interfaces for the same space data) and
Portable Platform Interfaces (the same graphical and functional interfaces for different data
structures), which represents contribution 7 that improves plasticity of Web platforms. The
Cloud aggregation architecture that permits users to easily aggregate external resources from
the Cloud into their Web platforms is contribution 8 that increases plasticity of Web platforms.
Overall, the implementations in Graasp demonstrate how plasticity can be achieved in a Web
platform through the space concept, space personalization via functional skins, migration
and sharing of spaces, and the Cloud aggregation architecture.
5.4 PLE Dimensions
We reﬁned the six PLE dimensions serving as an analysis grid to estimate the applicability
of a Web platform to be used as a PLE aggregator. We deﬁned six dimensions: Aggregation,
Communication, Synchronization, Organization, Recommendation, and Conﬁguration,
and selected four features for each dimension. The number of features of a dimension that a
Web platform supports deﬁnes its score in this dimension. Thus, our analysis grid shows how
good the overall PLE support of a Web platform is and helps to ﬁnd out the strong and weak
points of a Web platform in each dimension. Moreover, the analysis grid allows to compare
Web platforms by their PLE support.
For some dimensions, it is possible to ﬁnd more than four features or some features are more
important than the others during the comparison, however we decided to take the four most
important ones to ease the comparison of platforms. This is one of the limitations of the
analysis grid, that should be further reﬁned into a more ﬂexible scheme.
To show the feasibility and evaluate the acceptance of the ideas presented in this thesis, we
implemented them in two Web platforms. The Moodle plugin brings OpenSocial widgets and
spaces into Moodle LMS and provides more ﬂexibility for teachers in organizing their courses.
Graasp is a Web platform with spaces and OpenSocial widgets at its core that is a standalone
PLE aggregator. The evaluations with learners and teachers showed that they are pleased with
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the space concept in both platforms.
The analysis of Moodle with OpenSocial plugin and Graasp with the six dimension analysis
grid discovered their weak points, that have to be addressed in the future work: namely, both
platforms are limited in the Synchronization and Recommendation dimensions. These limita-
tions can be improved by introducing the corresponding features of these PLE dimensions,
for example: real time data updates and ﬂow enabled widgets (Table 1.1). Some ideas imple-
mented in Graasp can be applied to Moodle OpenSocial plugin to improve its support in the
Conﬁguration dimension, for example: space meta-widget sharing.
To conclude, we should speciﬁcally stress, that even though this thesis targets Personal Learn-
ing Environments, most of the ideas discussed can be used for any Personal Environment, be
it research, work, sport, training or other domain.
5.5 Future Work
Future work aims at improving the OpenSocial Space extension. In addition, actions towards a
wider adoption of the Space concept within companies and research organizations is ongoing.
The European Go-Lab project uses the space concept and the Graasp platform to manage
inquiry learning spaces for remote and virtual labs. This project serves as a test bed for the
space concept and the OpenSocial Space extension. Moreover, the concept of functional
skins is used within the project to enable various graphical and functional representations
of spaces that are speciﬁc to the project requirements. The scenarios of space portability are
being implemented and explored to enable the sharing and portability of inquiry learning
spaces. For example, the scenario of sharing a space by a teacher with her students is currently
investigated.
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We provide here our extensions to OpenSocial that introduce the Space concept into the
speciﬁcation. Please note, that due to the size of the speciﬁcation, we do not provide the full
speciﬁcation but only our extensions, however we give the links to the corresponding full
speciﬁcation in each appendix section.
A.1 Appendix A: Space Extension Models
The Space Extension introduces two new models (Space and App) into the OpenSocial speciﬁ-
cation1 and changes some other models to adapt them to spaces.
A.1.1 Group
OpenSocial Groups are used to tag or categorize people for a speciﬁc Context and their
relationships or roles (space members, person’s friends, space owners, etc.). Each group has a
display name, an identiﬁer which is unique within the groups in that Context, and a URI link.
A group may be a private, invitation-only, public or a personal group used to organize friends.
A group also serves as an access control role within Context (e.g., owner, contributors, viewers,
moderators, etc.)
A.1.2 Context
Each context returned MUST include the "id", "service" and "object" non-empty ﬁelds
Context object represents either a Space or a Person. An OpenSocial app can be opened either
on a page of a Person or on a page of a Space. Context object for this app represents exactly this
information. Imagine you’re checking out a coworker’s proﬁle on Orkut. In this case, Context
object will contain information about a Person (your coworker). In case you’re checking out
1http://iamac71.epﬂ.ch/os_space/Social-Data.xml
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an English Course space, the Context object will contain information about this space (English
Course).
Context = "{"
"id : " Resource-Id ","
"service : " people | spaces ","
"object : " Person | Space
"}"
A.1.3 Space
Each space returned MUST include the "id", "parentId", and "displayName" ﬁelds with non-
empty values, but all other ﬁelds are optional, and it is recognized that not all Service Providers
are able to provide data for all the supported ﬁelds. The ﬁeld list below is broad so that there is
a standard ﬁeld name available among Service Providers that do support any of these ﬁelds.
Space = "{"
"id : " Resource-Id ","
"displayName : " string ","
[ #Space-Field ]
"}"
Valid deﬁnitions for Space-Field are listed in the table below.
Field Name Field Type Description
addresses Plural-Field <Address> A physical mailing address for this Space.
appData Plural-Field <AppData> A collection of AppData keys and values.
parentId Resource-Id Required. ParentId deﬁnes where this space belongs
to (a person or a space).
description string The small description of this Space. It might contain
Space’s motto or goal or target audience
displayName string Required. The name of this Space, suitable for dis-
play to end-users. Each Space returned MUST in-
clude a non-empty displayName value. The value
provided SHOULD be the primary textual label by
which this Space is normally displayed by the Service
Provider when presenting it to end-users.
emails Plural-Field <string> E-mail address for this Space. The value
SHOULD be canonicalized by the Service
Provider, e.g. shindig.group@plaxo.com instead of
shindig.group@PLAXO.COM.
hasApp Boolean Indicating whether the space has application in-
stalled.
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id Resource-Id Required. Unique identiﬁer for the Space.
logos Plural-Field <string> URL of logo images of this space. The value SHOULD
be a canonicalized URL, and MUST point to an ac-
tual image ﬁle (e.g. a GIF, JPEG, or PNG image ﬁle)
rather than to a Web page containing an image. Ser-
vice Providers MAY return the same image at differ-
ent sizes, though it is recognized that no standard
for describing images of various sizes currently ex-
ists. Note that this ﬁeld SHOULD NOT be used to
send down arbitrary photos added to this space, but
speciﬁcally image associated with this space.
ims Plural-Field <string> Instant messaging address for this Space. No ofﬁcial
canonicalization rules exist for all instant messaging
addresses, but Service Providers SHOULD remove all
whitespace and convert the address to lowercase, if
this is appropriate for the service this IM address is
used for. Instead of the standard Canonical Values
for type, this ﬁeld deﬁnes the following Canonical
Values to represent currently popular IM services:
aim, gtalk, icq, xmpp,msn, skype, qq, and yahoo.
location string
name string The textual identiﬁer for a space. For sites that ask
for a unique name of a space (e.g. opensocialgroup
or partuza).
phoneNumbers Plural-Field <string> Phone number for this Space. No canonical value is
assumed here. In addition to the standard Canonical
Values for type, this ﬁeld also deﬁnes the additional
Canonical Values mobile, fax, and pager.
proﬁleUrl string Space’s URL, speciﬁed as a string, where this space
can be found. This URL must be fully qualiﬁed. Rela-
tive URLs will not work in gadgets.
rating integer Average rating of the space on a scale of 0-10.
status string Space’s status, headline or shoutout.
tags Plural-Field <string> Tags associated with this space.
thumbnailUrl string Space’s image thumbnail URL, speciﬁed as a string.
This URL must be fully qualiﬁed. Relative URLs will
not work in gadgets.
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updated Date The most recent date the details of this Space were
updated (i.e. the modiﬁed date of this entry). The
value MUST be a valid Date. If this Space has never
been modiﬁed since its initial creation, the value
MUST be the same as the value of published. Note
the updatedSince Query Parameter can be used to
select only spaces whose updated value is equal to
or more recent than a given Date. This enables Con-
sumers to repeatedly access a space’s data and only
request newly added or updated contacts since the
last access time.
urls Plural-Field <string> URL of a Web page relating to this Space. The value
SHOULD be canonicalized by the Service Provider,
e.g. http://englishtandem.com/about/ instead of
ENGLISHTANDEM.COM/about/. In addition to the
standard Canonical Values for type, this ﬁeld also
deﬁnes the additional Canonical Values blog and
proﬁle.
utcOffset Date-UTC-Offset The offset fromUTCof this Space’s current time zone,
as of the time this response was returned. The value
MUST conform to the Date-UTC-Offset. Note that
this value MAY change over time due to daylight sav-
ing time, and is thusmeant to signify only the current
value of the space’s timezone offset.
A minimal Space example (application/json representation):
1 {
2 "id" : "http :// example.org/space/1"
3 , "displayName" : "English course"
4 , "description" : "English learning course at EPFL"
5 , "parentId" : "http :// example.org/people /666"
6 }
A.1.4 App
Each app returned MUST include the "id", "name", "parentId" and "appUrl" ﬁelds with non-
empty values, but all other ﬁelds are optional, and it is recognized that not all Service Providers
are able to provide data for all the supported ﬁelds. The ﬁeld list below is broad so that there is
a standard ﬁeld name available among Service Providers that do support any of these ﬁelds.
App = "{"
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"id : " Resource-Id ","
"url : " string ","
[ #App-Field ]
"}"
Valid deﬁnitions for App-Field are listed in the table below.
Field Name Field Type Description
appData Plural-Field <AppData> A collection of AppData keys and values.
appType string Type of App (for example: OpenSocial App, W3C wid-
get, etc.)
appUrl string Required. Url where the app source code can be
retrieved
author string Name of app’s author
authorEmail string Email address of app’s author
parentId Resource-Id Required. ParentId deﬁnes where this app belongs
to (a person or a space).
description string The small description of this App. What this app
does, how it can be used, etc.
displayName string Required. The name of this App, suitable for display
to end-users. Each App returned MUST include a
non-empty displayName value. The value provided
SHOULD be the primary textual label by which this
App is normally displayed by the Service Provider
when presenting it to end-users.
height number The height of this app
id Resource-Id Required. Unique identiﬁer for the App.
ims Plural-Field <string> Instant messaging address for this App. No ofﬁcial
canonicalization rules exist for all instant messaging
addresses, but Service Providers SHOULD remove all
whitespace and convert the address to lowercase, if
this is appropriate for the service this IM address is
used for. Instead of the standard Canonical Values
for type, this ﬁeld deﬁnes the following Canonical
Values to represent currently popular IM services:
aim, gtalk, icq, xmpp,msn, skype, qq, and yahoo.
name string The name of this App, suitable for display to end-
users. Each App returned MUST include a non-
empty displayName value. The value provided
SHOULD be the primary textual label by which this
App is normally displayed by the Service Provider
when presenting it to end-users.
proﬁleUrl string Url of this app instance, speciﬁed as a string, where
this app can be found (as shared gadget instance in
iGoogle for example). This URL must be fully quali-
ﬁed. Relative URLs will not work in gadgets.
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rating integer Average rating of the app on a scale of 0-10.
tags Plural-Field <string> Tags associated with this app instance.
srcTags Plural-Field <string> Labels for this app provided by its author, e.g. "sci-
ence" or "math". These values SHOULD be case-
insensitive, and there SHOULD NOT be multiple tags
provided for a given app that differ only in case. Note
that this ﬁeld consists only of a string value.
thumbnailUrl string App’s thumbnail URL, speciﬁed as a string. This URL
must be fully qualiﬁed. Relative URLs will not work
in gadgets.
srcThumbnailUrl string Thumbnail url for this app that is provided by app
author. This URL must be fully qualiﬁed. Relative
URLs will not work in gadgets.
srcScreenshotUrl string App’s screenshot URL, speciﬁed as a string. This URL
must be fully qualiﬁed. Relative URLs will not work
in gadgets.
updated Date The most recent date the details of this App were up-
dated (i.e. the modiﬁed date of this entry). The value
MUST be a valid Date. If this App has never been
modiﬁed since its initial creation, the value MUST
be the same as the value of published. Note the up-
datedSince Query Parameter can be used to select
only apps whose updated value is equal to or more
recent than a given Date. This enables Consumers
to repeatedly access an app’s data and only request
newly added or updated contacts since the last ac-
cess time.
utcOffset Date-UTC-Offset The offset from UTC of this App’s current time zone,
as of the time this response was returned. The value
MUST conform to the Date-UTC-Offset. Note that
this value MAY change over time due to daylight sav-
ing time, and is thusmeant to signify only the current
value of the app’s timezone offset.
version string The App’s version
A minimal App example (application/json representation):
1 {
2 "id" : "http :// example.org/apps /18"
3 , "displayName" : "Chat app"
4 , "description" : "This app allows you to communicate with other people."
5 , "appUrl" : "http :// example.org/app.xml"
6 , "parentId" : "http :// example.org/spaces /1"
7 }
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A.1.5 GroupId
Use of predeﬁned groups for spaces
GroupId Deﬁnition
@members All people who explicitely joined the space.
@owners Space members with unlimited rights
@contributors People who contribute content to the space (but less rights than owners)
@creator The creator of a space
A.2 Appendix B: Space Extension REST APIs
The Space Extension introduces several new REST APIs (Space and App) into OpenSocial
speciﬁcation2 and changes some other APIs to adapt them for work with spaces.
A.2.1 People
Get a list of People
Containers MUST support retrieving information about multiple people in a single request. It
returns a list of people with explicitly given ids or related to a speciﬁc Resource-Id and Group
(e.g. space members, user friends). Requests and responses for retrieving a list of people use
the following values:
REST-URI-Fragment = "/people/" Resource-Id [ "/" Group-Id ]
Get People Request Parameters A request for a Collection of Person objects MUST support
the Standard-Request-Parameters, the Collection-Request-Parameters, and the following
additional parameters:
Name Type Description
userId Resource-Id or
Array<Local-Id>
IRI of object for which people are retrieved (Space,
Person) or an array of Local-Ids of people to re-
trieve.
groupId Group-Id The Group Id of the speciﬁc group of users related
to Resource. Defaults to "@self", which MUST re-
turn all the Person object(s) for the Resource.
ﬁelds Array<String> An array of Person ﬁeld names. For standard values,
see the Person object.
2http://iamac71.epﬂ.ch/os_space/Social-API-Server.xml
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networkDistance number Containers MAY support the network distance pa-
rameter, which modiﬁes group-relative requests
(@friends, etc.) to include the transitive closure of
all friends up to the speciﬁed distance away.
Examples Here’s an example of a REST request to retrieve the list of a space members, and
the associated response.
HTTP Request
1 GET /people/api.example.org%2 Fspaces %2F8/@members?fields=name ,gender HTTP
/1.1
2 HOST api.example.org
3 Authorization: hh5s93j4hdidpola
HTTP Response
1 HTTP /1.x 207 Multi -Status
2 Content -Type: application/json
3 {
4 "id" : "spaceMembers"
5 , "result" : {
6 "startIndex" : 1
7 , "itemsPerPage" : 2
8 , "totalResults" : 100
9 , "entry" : [
10 {
11 "id" : "api.example.org/people /8"
12 , "name" : { "unstructured" : "Jane Doe" }
13 , "gender" : "female"
14 }
15 , {
16 "id" : "api.example.org/people /68"
17 , "name" : { "unstructured" : "John Smith" }
18 , "gender" : "female"
19 }
20 ]
21 }
22 }
Create a Person/Relationship
Containers MAY support request to create a new relationship between user from one side and
user or space from another side. This is a generalization of many use cases including invitation,
contact creation, space membership request. Containers MAY require a dual opt-in process
before the friend or membership record appears in the collection, and in this case SHOULD
return a 202 Accepted response, indicating that the request is ’in ﬂight’ and may or may not
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be ultimately successful. Note, that not all implementations support creation/deletion of a
Person account through the API for security reasons.
Create Person/Relationship Request Parameters A request to create a relationship MUST
support the Standard-Request-Parameters and the following additional parameters:
Name Type Description
userId User-Id User ID of the person initiating the relationship request. De-
faults to "@me", which MUST return the currently logged in
user.
groupId Group-Id The Group Id specifying the type of relationship. Defaults to
"@friends" for people and "@members" for spaces. For example,
"@contributors" would add a person to a list of contributors in a
space.
context Context The target of the relationship. Can be a space for membership
request or a person for contact creation request.
A.2.2 Spaces
Containers MUST support the Spaces Service. Individual operations are required or optional
as indicated in the sections that follow. Containers MUST use the following values to deﬁne
the Spaces Service:
XRDS-Type = "http://ns.opensocial.org/2008/opensocial/spaces"
Service-Name = "spaces"
Get
The Get method supports several different types of queries, from requests for a space or group
of spaces to information about what proﬁle ﬁelds are available.
Get a Space
Containers MUST support retrieving information about a space. Requests and responses for
retrieving a space use the following values:
REST-HTTP-Method = "GET"
REST-URI-Fragment = "/spaces/" Local-Id
REST-Query-Parameters = ENCODE-REST-PARAMETERS(GetSpace-Request-Parameters)
REST-Request-Payload = null
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RPC-Method = "spaces.get"
RPC-Request-Parameters = ENCODE-RPC-PARAMETERS(GetSpace-Request-Parameters)
Return-Object = Space
Get Space Request Parameters A request for a Space object MUST support the Standard-
Request-Parameters and the following additional parameters:
Name Type Description
resourceId Local-Id Local id of a space to retrieve. Note that the resourceId
parameter is not applicable in the REST protocol, as the
space is identiﬁed in the REST-URI-FRAGMENT.
ﬁelds Array<String> An array of Space ﬁeld names. For standard values, see
the Space object.
escapeType Escape-Type Speciﬁes the type of escaping to use on any AppData val-
ues included in the response. Defaults to "htmlEscape".
Examples Here’s an example of a REST request to retrieve a space and the associated re-
sponse.
HTTP Request
1 GET /spaces /666? fields=name ,parentId ,description HTTP /1.1
2 HOST api.example.org
3 Authorization: hh5s93j4hdidpola
HTTP Response
1 HTTP /1.1 200 OK
2 Content -Type: application/json
3 {
4 "id" : "api.example.org/spaces /666"
5 , "name" : "English course"
6 , "parentId" : "api.example.org/people/john.doe"
7 , "description" : "English learning course at EPFL"
8 }
Get a list of Spaces
Containers MAY support request to create a new space for a person or a new sub-space for an
already existing space. Requests and responses for creating a relationship use the following
values:
REST-HTTP-Method = "POST"
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REST-URI-Fragment = "/spaces"
REST-Query-Parameters = null
REST-Request-Payload = Space
RPC-Method = "spaces.create"
RPC-Request-Parameters = ENCODE-RPC-PARAMETERS(CreateSpace-Request-Parameters)
Return-Object = Space
Get Spaces Request Parameters A request for a Collection of Space objects MUST support
the Standard-Request-Parameters, the Collection-Request-Parameters, and the following
additional parameters:
Name Type Description
resourceId Resource-Id or
Array<Local-Id>
IRI of an object for which spaces are to be retrieved
(Space, Person, ...) or an array of Local-Ids of spaces to
retrieve.
ﬁelds Array<String> An array of Space ﬁeld names. For standard values, see
the Space object.
Examples Here’s an example of an RPC request to retrieve the list of spaces for a person, and
the associated response.
HTTP Request
1 POST /rpc HTTP /1.1
2 Host: api.example.org
3 Authorization: hh5s93j4hdidpola
4 Content -Type: application/json
5 {
6 "method" : "spaces.get"
7 , "id" : "mySpaces"
8 , "params" : {
9 "resourceId" : "api.example.org/people/john.doe"
10 , "fields" : "name ,description"
11 }
12 }
HTTP Response
1 HTTP /1.x 207 Multi -Status
2 Content -Type: application/json
3 {
4 "id" : "mySpaces"
5 , "result" : {
6 "startIndex" : 1
7 , "itemsPerPage" : 2
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8 , "totalResults" : 100
9 , "entry" : [
10 {
11 "id" : "api.example.org/spaces /1"
12 , "name" : "English course"
13 , "description" : "English learning course at EPFL"
14 }
15 , {
16 "id" : "api.example.org/spaces /2"
17 , "name" : "Movies watching"
18 , "description" : "A space with my friends for organizing our
movies watching evenings"
19 }
20 ]
21 }
22 }
Retrieve a list of supported Space ﬁelds
Containers MAY support REST requests for supported space ﬁelds. Requests and responses
for retrieving supported space ﬁelds use the following values:
REST-HTTP-Method = "GET"
REST-URI-Fragment = "/spaces/@supportedFields"
REST-Query-Parameters = null
REST-Request-Payload = null
Return-Object = Array<String>
Create a Space
Containers MAY support request to create a new space for a person or a new sub-space for an
already existing space. Requests and responses for creating a relationship use the following
values:
REST-HTTP-Method = "POST"
REST-URI-Fragment = "/spaces"
REST-Query-Parameters = null
REST-Request-Payload = Space
RPC-Method = "spaces.create"
RPC-Request-Parameters = ENCODE-RPC-PARAMETERS(CreateSpace-Request-Parameters)
Return-Object = Space
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Create Space Request Parameters A request to create a Space MUST support the Standard-
Request-Parameters and the following additional parameters:
Name Type Description
space Space An object to initialize ﬁelds of the space. Note that
name and parentId ﬁelds are required, where parentId
is an IRI of an object for which a space is to be created
Examples Here is an example of a request to create a space for a person using the RPC
protocol:
1 POST /rpc HTTP /1.1
2 Host: api.example.org
3 Authorization: <auth token >
4 Content -Type: application/json
5 {
6 "method" : "spaces.create"
7 , "id" : "createSpace"
8 , "params" : {
9 "space" : {
10 "name" : "English course"
11 , "parentId" : "api.example.org/people /666"
12 }
13 }
14 }
If successful, the associated response contains IRI id of the newly created space:
1 HTTP /1.1 200 OK
2 Content -Type: application/json
3 {
4 "id" : "createSpace"
5 , "result" : {
6 "id" : "api.example.org/spaces /1"
7 , "name" : "English course"
8 , "parentId" : "api.example.org/people /666"
9 }
10 }
Update a Space
Containers MAY support updating the properties of a Space object. If the request is successful,
the container MUST return the updated Space object. Requests and responses for updating
the ﬁelds of a Space use the following values:
REST-HTTP-Method = "PUT"
REST-URI-Fragment = "/spaces/" Local-Id
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REST-Query-Parameters = null
REST-Request-Payload = Space
RPC-Method = "spaces.update"
RPC-Request-Parameters = ENCODE-RPC-PARAMETERS(UpdateSpace-Request-Parameters)
Return-Object = Space
Update Space Request Parameters A request to update a space MUST support the Standard-
Request-Parameters and the following additional parameters:
Name Type Description
resourceId Local-Id Local-Id of the space to be updated.
space Space A Space object containing the updated ﬁelds.
Delete a Space
Containers MAY support requests to remove a Space. Requests and responses to remove a
Space use the following values:
REST-HTTP-Method = "DELETE"
REST-URI-Fragment = "/spaces/" Local-Id
REST-Query-Parameters = null
REST-Request-Payload = null
RPC-Method = "spaces.delete"
RPC-Request-Parameters = "{"
<"> "resourceId" <"> ":" <"> Local-Id <">
"}"
Return-Object = null
A.2.3 Apps
Containers MUST support the Apps Service. Individual operations are required or optional as
indicated in the sections that follow. Containers MUST use the following values to deﬁne the
Apps Service:
XRDS-Type = "http://ns.opensocial.org/2008/opensocial/apps"
Service-Name = "apps"
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Get
The Get method supports several different types of queries, from requests for an app or group
of apps to information about what proﬁle ﬁelds are available.
Get an App
Containers MUST support retrieving information about an application. Requests and re-
sponses for retrieving an application use the following values:
REST-HTTP-Method = "GET"
REST-URI-Fragment = "/apps/" Local-Id
REST-Query-Parameters = ENCODE-REST-PARAMETERS(GetApp-Request-Parameters)
REST-Request-Payload = null
RPC-Method = "apps.get"
RPC-Request-Parameters = ENCODE-RPC-PARAMETERS(GetApp-Request-Parameters)
Return-Object = App
Get App Request Parameters A request for an App object MUST support the Standard-
Request-Parameters and the following additional parameters:
Name Type Description
resourceId Local-Id or
@current
Local id of an app to retrieve or @current to retrive the cur-
rently open app. Note that the resourceId parameter is not
applicable in the REST protocol, as the app is identiﬁed
in the REST-URI-FRAGMENT.
ﬁelds Array<String> An array of App ﬁeld names. For standard values, see the
App object.
escapeType Escape-
Type
Speciﬁes the type of escaping to use on any AppData val-
ues included in the response. Defaults to "htmlEscape".
Examples Here’s an example of a REST request to retrieve an app and the associated re-
sponse.
HTTP Request
1 GET /apps /5? fields=name ,appUrl HTTP /1.1
2 HOST api.example.org
3 Authorization: hh5s93j4hdidpola
HTTP Response
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1 HTTP /1.1 200 OK
2 Content -Type: application/json
3 {
4 "id" : "api.example.org/apps/5"
5 , "name" : "Chat app"
6 , "appUrl" : "http :// appstore.org/app.xml"
7 }
Get a list of Apps
Containers MUST support retrieving information about multiple apps in a single request.
Requests and responses for retrieving a list of apps use the following values:
REST-HTTP-Method = "GET"
REST-URI-Fragment = "/apps/" Resource-Id
REST-Query-Parameters = ENCODE-REST-PARAMETERS(GetApps-Request-Parameters)
REST-Request-Payload = null
RPC-Method = "apps.get"
RPC-Request-Parameters = ENCODE-RPC-PARAMETERS(GetApps-Request-Parameters)
Return-Object = Collection<App>
Get Apps Request Parameters A request for a Collection of App objects MUST support
the Standard-Request-Parameters, the Collection-Request-Parameters, and the following
additional parameters:
Name Type Description
resourceId Resource-Id or
Array<Local-Id>
IRI of an object for which apps are to be retrieved
(Space, Person, ...) or an array of Local-Ids of apps
to retrieve.
ﬁelds Array<String> An array of App ﬁeld names. For standard values, see
the App object.
Examples Here’s an example of a REST request to retrieve the list of all apps for a person
Jane Doe, and the associated response.
HTTP Request
1 GET /apps/api.example.org%2 Fpeople %2 Fjane.doe?fields=name ,appUrl HTTP /1.1
2 HOST api.example.org
3 Authorization: hh5s93j4hdidpola
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HTTP Response
1 HTTP /1.1 200 OK
2 Content -Type: application/json
3 {
4 "startIndex" : 1
5 , "itemsPerPage" : 2
6 , "totalResults" : 100
7 , "entry" : [
8 {
9 "id" : "api.example.org/apps/1"
10 , "name" : "Chat app"
11 , "appUrl" : "http :// appstore.org/chat.xml"
12 }
13 , {
14 "id" : "api.example.org/apps/2"
15 , "name" : "Search app"
16 , "appUrl" : "http :// appstore.org/search.xml"
17 }
18 ]
19 }
Retrieve a list of supported App ﬁelds
Containers MAY support REST requests for supported app ﬁelds. Requests and responses for
retrieving supported application ﬁelds use the following values:
REST-HTTP-Method = "GET"
REST-URI-Fragment = "/apps/@supportedFields"
REST-Query-Parameters = null
REST-Request-Payload = null
Return-Object = Array<String>
Create an App
Containers MAY support request to create a new app for a person or for a space. Requests and
responses for creating a relationship use the following values:
REST-HTTP-Method = "POST"
REST-URI-Fragment = "/apps"
REST-Query-Parameters = null
REST-Request-Payload = App
RPC-Method = "apps.create"
RPC-Request-Parameters = ENCODE-RPC-PARAMETERS(CreateApp-Request-Parameters)
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Return-Object = App
Create App Request Parameters A request to create an App MUST support the Standard-
Request-Parameters and the following additional parameters:
Name Type Description
app App An object to initialize ﬁelds of the app. Note that name
and parentId ﬁelds are required, where parentId is an
IRI of an object for which an app is to be created
Examples Here is an example of a request to create an app for a person.
HTTP Request
1 POST /apps HTTP /1.1
2 HOST api.example.org
3 Authorization: hh5s93j4hdidpola
4 Content Type: application/json
5 {
6 "parentId" : "api.example.org/people/john.doe"
7 , "name" : "Search app"
8 , "appUrl" : "http :// appstore.org/chat.xml"
9 }
HTTP Response
1 HTTP /1.1 200 OK
2 Content -Type: application/json
3 {
4 "result" : {
5 "id" : "api.example.org/apps/2"
6 , "name" : "Search app"
7 , "parentId" : "api.example.org/people/john.doe"
8 , "appUrl" : "http :// appstore.org/chat.xml"
9 }
10 }
Update an App
Containers MAY support updating the properties of an App object. If the request is successful,
the container MUST return the updated App object. Requests and responses for updating the
ﬁelds of an App use the following values:
REST-HTTP-Method = "PUT"
REST-URI-Fragment = "/apps/" Local-Id
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REST-Query-Parameters = null
REST-Request-Payload = App
RPC-Method = "apps.update"
RPC-Request-Parameters = ENCODE-RPC-PARAMETERS(UpdateApp-Request-Parameters)
Return-Object = App
Update App Request Parameters A request to update an app MUST support the Standard-
Request-Parameters and the following additional parameters:
Name Type Description
resourceId Local-Id Local-Id of the app to be updated.
app App An App object containing the updated ﬁelds.
Delete an App
Containers MAY support requests to remove an App. Requests and responses to remove an
App use the following values:
REST-HTTP-Method = "DELETE"
REST-URI-Fragment = "/apps/" Local-Id
REST-Query-Parameters = null
REST-Request-Payload = null
RPC-Method = "apps.delete"
RPC-Request-Parameters = "{"
<"> "resourceId" <"> ":" <"> Local-Id <">
"}"
Return-Object = null
A.2.4 AppData
All OpenSocial REST APIs have to be uniﬁed to support the Space concept. We show how it
can be done on the example of AppData REST API, which mainly includes the introduction of
Resource-Id into the API. The other OpenSocial APIs (Groups, ActivityStreams, Albums, etc.)
can be extended in a similar way.
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Resource-Id
The Resource-Id is an Internationalized Resource Identiﬁer (IRI) that globally and uniquely
identiﬁes an Object within a container (Space, Person, Activity, etc.).
Resource-Id = Domain-Name "/" Service-Name "/" Local-Id
Service-Name = OpenSocial service as defined in the Social API Server
Example: mysocial.com/people/1234
Get AppData
Requests and responses to retrieve AppData use the following values:
REST-URI-Fragment = "/appdata/" Resource-Id "/" Group-Id [ "/" App-Id ]
A request to retrieve AppDataMUST support the Standard-Request-Parameters, the Collection-
Request-Parameters, and the following additional parameters:
Name Type Description
resourceId Resource-Id or
Array<Resource-Id>
IRI of object or objects whose AppData is to be re-
trieved.
Update AppData
Requests and responses to update AppData use the following values:
REST-URI-Fragment = "/appdata/" Resource-Id "/" "@self" [ "/" App-Id ]
A request to update AppData MUST support the Standard-Request-Parameters, and the
following additional parameters:
Name Type Description
resourceId Resource-Id IRI of the object whose AppData is to be retrieved.
Delete AppData
Requests and responses to delete AppData use the following values:
REST-URI-Fragment = "/appdata/" Resource-Id "/" "@self" [ "/" App-Id ]
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A request to delete AppData MUST support the Standard-Request-Parameters, and the follow-
ing additional parameters:
Name Type Description
resourceId Resource-Id IRI of the object to which AppData belongs.
A.3 Appendix C: Space Extension RPC APIs
The Space Extension introduces several new RPC APIs (Space and App) into OpenSocial
speciﬁcation3 and changes some other APIs to adapt them for work with spaces.
A.3.1 osapi
getContext
Signature <static> osapi.getContext(callback)
Description Gets the current context for this app. An app should be able to know
whether it belongs to a space or to a person and their respective ids. This
request returns info about the page where app is open (Space or Person).
Parameters Callback function "callback" that receives the Context object as a re-
sponse.
Examples
The osapi.getContext request when the app is open on the space with id 5:
1 osapi.getContext(function (context) {
2 if (! context.error) {
3 context.id // "api.example.org/spaces /5"
4 context.service // "spaces"
5 context.object // A Space object
6 }
7 })
A.3.2 osapi.spaces
create
Signature <static> osapi.Request osapi.spaces.create(params)
Description Builds a request to create a space via the Spaces service.
Parameters This method takes a single parameter, which is a JavaScript object repre-
senting the parameters deﬁned by the Spaces service’s create method.
3http://iamac71.epﬂ.ch/os_space/Social-Gadget.xml
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Returns A osapi.Request to create a space via the Spaces service. Executing this
request MUST create a space and return the newly created space.
get
Signature <static> osapi.Request osapi.spaces.get(params)
Description Builds a request to get a space or spaces via the Spaces service.
Parameters This method takes one parameter, which is a JavaScript object represent-
ing the parameters deﬁned by the Spaces service’s get method.
Returns A osapi.Request to get a space or spaces via the Spaces service. Executing
this request MUST return a Space or a Collection of Spaces.
update
Signature <static> osapi.Request osapi.spaces.update(params)
Description Builds a request to update a space via the Spaces service.
Parameters This method takes a single parameter, which is a JavaScript object repre-
senting the parameters deﬁned by the Spaces service’s update method.
Returns A osapi.Request to update a space via the Spaces service. Executing this
request MUST update a space, but does not return any information.
delete
Signature <static> osapi.Request osapi.spaces.delete(params)
Description Builds a request to delete a space via the Spaces service.
Parameters This method takes a single parameter, which is a JavaScript object repre-
senting the parameters deﬁned by the Spaces service’s delete method.
Returns A osapi.Request to delete a space via the Spaces service. Executing this
request MUST delete a space, but does not return any information.
Examples
A simple example to request a list of spaces that belong to the john.doe person:
1 osapi.spaces.get({ resourceId: "api.example.org/people/john.doe" })
2 .execute(function (list) {
3 list [0]. displayName
4 })
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A.3.3 osapi.apps
create
Signature <static> osapi.Request osapi.apps.create(params)
Description Builds a request to create a app via the Apps service.
Parameters This method takes a single parameter, which is a JavaScript object repre-
senting the parameters deﬁned by the Apps service’s create method.
Returns A osapi.Request to create a app via the Apps service. Executing this request
MUST create a app and return the newly created app.
get
Signature <static> osapi.Request osapi.apps.get(params)
Description Builds a request to get a app or apps via the Apps service.
Parameters This method takes one parameter, which is a JavaScript object represent-
ing the parameters deﬁned by the Apps service’s get method.
Returns A osapi.Request to get an app or apps via the Apps service. Executing this
request MUST return a App or a Collection of Apps.
getCurrent
Signature <static> osapi.Request osapi.apps.getCurrent()
Description A convenience over osapi.apps.get() that builds a request to retrieve the
information about the currently running app, as speciﬁed in the security
token, from the App service.
Parameters None
Returns A osapi.Request to get an app from the Apps service. Executing this re-
quest MUST return an App.
getParent
Signature <static> osapi.Request osapi.apps.getParent()
Description A convenience API that builds a request to retrieve the parent of the
currently running app, as speciﬁed in the security token.
Parameters None
Returns A osapi.Request to get an app from the Apps service. Executing this re-
quest MUST return an App.
update
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Signature <static> osapi.Request osapi.apps.update(params)
Description Builds a request to update a app via the Apps service.
Parameters This method takes a single parameter, which is a JavaScript object repre-
senting the parameters deﬁned by the Apps service’s update method.
Returns A osapi.Request to update a app via the Apps service. Executing this
request MUST update a app, but does not return any information.
delete
Signature <static> osapi.Request osapi.apps.delete(params)
Description Builds a request to delete a app via the Apps service.
Parameters This method takes a single parameter, which is a JavaScript object repre-
senting the parameters deﬁned by the Apps service’s delete method.
Returns A osapi.Request to delete a app via the Apps service. Executing this request
MUST delete a app, but does not return any information.
Examples
A simple example to request a list of apps that belong to the space with id 5:
1 osapi.apps.get({ resourceId: "api.example.org/spaces /5" })
2 .execute(function (list) {
3 list [0]. displayName
4 })
An example to request the current app:
1 osapi.apps.getCurrent ().execute(function (app) {
2 app.displayName
3 app.parentId // an IRI of its parent
4 })
A.4 Appendix D: Space Extension Shindig Implementation
Due to the big size of the implementation code (around 5000 lines of code) we do not provide
the details here. The patch for Apache Shindig that implements OpenSocial Space extension
can be found in the section Shindig patch with spaces in the following URL:
http://docs.opensocial.org/display/OSD/Space+Proposal
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A.5 Appendix E: GraaspIt! Plugin Example
Section 4.2.4 introduced the GraaspIt! concept. This Appendix provides an example of
GraaspIt! plugin for the ROLE Widget Store.
Content providers interested to create a GraaspIt! plugin for their Web platforms can use
the existing pluginmock.js ﬁle as a basis for the development of their own plugins. This ﬁle
can be found on Github4. As an example, let us consider the plugin that adds to Graasp in
one-click OpenSocial widgets available in the ROLE Widget store (Listing A.1). The plugin ﬁle
is called widgetstore.js and the matching URL for the service is role-widgetstore.eu/tool. Thus,
when the user runs plugin on the pages matching this URL, the plugin widgetstore.js is called.
As the code snippet in Listing A.1 shows, the plugin implements three scraping functions
ﬁndName, ﬁndEmbedCode and ﬁndThumbnail, that return respectively the name, the URL
and the thumbnail URL of the OpenSocial widget.
1 /**
2 * WidgetStore (widgetstore.js)
3 *
4 * matches URLs: "role -widgetstore.eu/tool"
5 *
6 */
7
8 ...
9
10 /**
11 * Returns the name of the OpenSocial widget
12 */
13 findName: function () {
14 return $("#content -content .secondColumn .title")
15 },
16
17 /**
18 * Returns the thumbnail URL of the OpenSocial widget
19 */
20 findThumbnail: function () {
21 return $(".thumbnail -area img.imagecache -thumbnail").attr("src")
22 },
23
24 /**
25 * Returns the OpenSocial widget URL
26 */
27 findEmbedCode: function () {
28 return $("#edit -source -2-wrapper input").val()
29 }
30 ...
Listing A.1: The GraaspIt! plugin for Role Widget store
4https://github.com/react-epﬂ/graaspit
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